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ABSTRACT
IM P A C T S  O F  T H E  IN T R O D U C E D  C R A B S . C u n  inns maenas and H em igrapsus  
sanguineus. IN  N O R T H E R N  N E W  E N G L A N D
by
Megan C'onlon T yrrell 
University at New Hampshire. Decem ber. 2(K)2
Tw o introduced crab species are presently found in northern New  England. 
C are inus  maenas. w hich has been in this region for over 100 years, and H em igrapsus  
sitngumeus  w hich w as first reported in New Hampshire in lW N . C a n in u s  maenas is a 
generalized predator and its introduction has had negative effects on several native 
mollusc species but the com m unity wide impacts o f its introduction have been relativelv 
neglected. H em ig rapsus  sanguineus  is just beginning to establish populations in this 
region, and its effects on the resident com munity are unknown. Both monitoring and 
experimental approaches were used to retroactively infer the impacts o f C  maenas and to 
predict the impacts o f / / ,  sanguineus  on the rocky intertidal community o f northern New 
England.
The temporal and spatial patterns o f C. m aenas ' recruitment were documented in 
anticipation that this species may decline as H. sa ngu ineus ' population increases. 
Microcosm  experim ents indicated that the two crab species had sim ilar consumption 
patterns, but that H . sanguineus  caused a significantly greater decline in barnacles than C. 
m aenas  in both short and long term field experiments. Tem poral variation in the
xiv
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abundance o f ephemeral algae was documented twice yearly at three coastal and one 
estuarine location. These baseline data provide p rc -H i’mii^rapsu.s \ariah ilits  in 
abundance o f i'.n tc ron un p ha  sp. and other annual algae species that can be used to 
com pare post-invasion le \eK  o f these palatable algal species. Tem poral variation in 
com m unity structure prior to the establishment o f H. sun i’ u im 'us  was also documented at 
two coastal and one estuarine location. Both non-metric multidimensional sealing and 
cluster analysis o f the community data indicated that there was low temporal \a riab ility  
between each tidal height at a particular location. C a rr in u s  m m 'tn is  was the dominant 
crab at all locations, but by the end o f the study period. / / .  H in u iiin rn s  had been found at 
all three study locations. I f / / ,  siummncit.s exhibits sim ilar behavior in northern New 
Kngland as it did in the microcosms and in southern New England, the rocky intertidal 
com m unity could soon be dominated by a "new ” introduced crab species that has a 
h i g h e r  per capita impact than the "old" introduced crab species.
xv
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GENERAL INTRODUCTION
Introduced species are organisms that are brought by humans to an environm ent 
where the species has not historically been present. In many instances, the introduction  
ot a -species has beneficial effects; many o f the major crop species in the I S are not 
n am e to our continent. However, species that are inadvertently introduced often have 
negatne effects. The United States O ffice  o f Technology Assessment has estimated 97 
billion dollars m economic losses from 79 introduced species and found that they pose a 
significant threat to the future health o f ecosystems (O T A  Report Summary. 1993). In 
addition to the economic problems they pose, introduced species are second only to 
habitat destruction as a threat to biodiversity (W ileove  et a!.. 1998).
The G u lf  o f Maine has been particular!) susceptible to the negative effects o f  
introduced species. In fact, some o f the most common species w ithin this ecosystem are 
introduced. The most common snail in New England. L it to r i iu i  lit to rc a .  was introduced 
about 160 years ago and since then it has displaced a native snail llyanussu  o hsoh 'ta  
( Brenehley and Carlton. 1983). and driven the transformation o f habitat from marsh to 
cobble beach (Bertness. 1984). The introduced green alga C odium  fn i i ; i l c  ssp. 
tom entoso ides  has replaced L a m in a ria n  kelp as the dominant canopy forming alga at the 
Isles o f Shoals (Harris  and Tyrre ll. 2001). The most common crab in the New England
1
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intertidal /o n e . the green erah. C arc inu s  m aenas  was introduced to the I ’ .S. A tlantic  
coast and has been w ell established in this region at least since 1954 i Ropes. 1968).
C a rc in u s  maenas is a generalized predator and its introduction has had negatixe  
ettects on several native mollusc species. The collapse o f the soft shell clam fisherx was 
blamed on predation by C arc inus  (Ropes. 1968) and two com mon snail species 
responded to the increased predation pressure by changing their shell shape i V e rm e il. 
1982: Seeley. 1986). Despite research into its effects on these organisms, the com m unity  
wide impacts o f the introduction o f C. m aenas have been relatively unstudied. Recently, 
another introduced crab species. H em ig rapsus  sanguineus, the Asian shore crab has 
become extremely abundant along the I . S .  A tlantic coast. The first record o f / / .  
'ian i’u incus  in the C.S. was in New Jersey in 1988 (W illiam s and M cD erm ott. 1990) and 
since that tune, it has expanded to become one o f the most conspicuous organisms on 
rocky shores from Long Island Sound to North Carolina ( Lohrer and W hitlatch. 1997; 
l.ohrer. 2(HM); M cD erm ott. 2(M)I ). H em igrapsus sanguineus  was found in New 
Hampshire in 1998 (M cD erm ott. 2001) and since that time, has been discovered at a 
x ariety o f coastal and estuarine locations (Ty rrell, unpub. data). Because o f its extrem ely  
high densities in areas where it is already well established (Lohrer. 20tX)i and omnivorous  
feeding habits (Lohrer and W hitlatch. 1997; T yrre ll. 1999: Tyrre ll and Harris. 2(H)I ). H. 
sanguineus  is likely to have a substantial impact on recipient communities. Various  
researchers have noted that where established, the number o f H. sanguineus  equals 
(M cD erm o tt. 2001) or far exceeds (Lohrer and W hitlatch. 1997: Lohrer. 2000) the 
number o f C. maenas. In Long Island Sound. Lohrer and W hitlatch (2002* have show n
•>
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that adult / / .  sanguineus  consume ju ven ile  C. m aenas  and that / / .  sanguineus  may he 
com pletely displacing the previously introduced C. maenas.
The objectiv es o f this research were to determine the impacts ot' the introductions 
o f C. m aenas  (the old' invader) and H. sanguineus  (the new' invader) on the northern 
New England rocky intertidal com m unity. This research built on my master's thesis, 
which compared the feeding preferences o f both introduced crab species and created a 
predictive model ol the potential impacts ot / / .  sanguineus  i f  it became established in 
northern New England. O bviously, because C. m aenas  has been established in northern 
New England tor main years, my findings concerning its impact on the rocky intertidal 
community are retroactive. Previous research into the impacts o f C. m aenas has taken a 
single species approach and has been focused on molluscs (e.g. M \a  a re n a r ia .  G lude. 
I t>55: Ropes. lWiS; X in -e lla  la p illu s . V erm eij. I OS 2 : l . it to r in a  ahtusata. Seeley. Id,SO; 
Trussed. l ‘>lH>i. My research is distinguished from that o f other authors because I have 
focused on the interactions o f these two introduced predators with the rocky intertidal 
com munity as a whole, rather than focusing on a single prey item. In contrast to my 
findings concerning C. m aem is ' impact on the com m unity, my findings concerning //. 
S i i n v i u n e u s  are predictive. At the tim e that I found my first H. sanguineus  at one o f my 
study sues ( Hilton Park. I Odd : Chapter I I ) .  it was the second specimen to be found in the 
state o f New Hampshire. Since that tim e, there has been a trend o f increasing range and 
abundance o f H. sanguineus  at all o f my study sites (Chapter I I ). H owever, at my study 
site where H. sanguineus  are most abundant, the H ilton Park 1.0 m site. H. sanguineus  
was still outnumbered by C. m aenas  by 3.2:1 in 2001. C learly, populations o f f / .  
sangu ineus  are increasing in northern New England, but the majority o f my data was
3
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collected prior to the discover}.' o f any / / .  sanguineus  at my studv sites. I have found a 
total o f 4 l) H. sanguineus  as compared to 5.X25 C. maenas: at the present moment, the 
abundance ot C. maentis tar exceeds that ot H. sanguineus  at all o f mv studv sites.
The specific objectives o f my dissertation are: 1 1) to examine the com m unity  
structure o f the rocky intertidal /o n e  with an emphasis on C. m aenas ' patterns o f habitat 
use prior to the establishment o f significant populations o f H. sanguineus  12 ) to infer 
some o f the impacts o f / / ,  sanguineus  and C. maenas by examining their prey selection in 
short and lone term microcosm experiments and (3 ) to examine temporal fluctuations m 
the abundance o f ephemeral algae in upper intertidal pools prior to the establishment of 
/ / .  sanguineus  and (4 ito  determine the temporal and spatial patterns o f recruitment o f C  
m aenas. especially in reference to a potential future decline in this species fo llow ing the 
establishment o f / / ,  sanguineus.
The results of this research w ill contribute to our understanding o f the impacts o f 
biological invasions. how they affect established communities and the potential 
consequences lor biodiversity. H em ig rapsus  sanguineus has generated much interest 
among invasion biologists and the general public because it has spread rapidly and has 
been so successful at establishing large populations, even displacing a previously 
introduced species. The baseline community structure data that w as obtained in this 
project is essential to gauge future changes in the intertidal /.one. The results o f the 
microcosm experiments not only elucidated some o f the changes that likely occurred 
w ith the introduction o f the "old" crab invader, but also those that are likely  to occur 
w ith the population expansion o f the "new " crab invader. Inform ation regarding C. 
m ae na s ' recruitment and habitat utilization is important because this introduced crab is a
4
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major predator in this com m unity ( Menge. 1983). Finally, this project is unique in that 
it is the first tim e that a marine ecologist has anticipated a biological inv asion i that ot //.
l and conducted both monitoring and manipulative experim ental work prior 
to the establishment o f substantial populations o f the invader in order to predict its 
impact.
5
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CHAPTER I
TEMPORAL AND SPATIAL PATTERNS IN THE SETTLEMENT 
AND RECRUITMENT OF THE INTRODUCED GREEN CRAB, 
Cardnus maenas, IN NORTHERN NEW ENGLAND
ABSTRACT
M any authors have emphasized the importance ot'early life  history stages 
isettlem ent and recruitment) in regulating adult populations and subsequent com m unity  
structure ( Keough and Downes. 19X2: Gaines and Roughgarden. 19X5; Underw ood and 
Fairweather. 1989; Menge: 1991; Young, 1994; Harris and Chester. 1996). A lthough the 
European green crab. C arc inu s  m aenas. is abundant in the New England rocky intertidal 
zone, the only quantitative studies o f recruitment o f this species is from soft sediment 
habitats in northern Europe (K le in  Breteler. 1976: Eriksson and Edlund. 1977: Pihl and 
Rosenberg. 1982: Beukema. 1991; T h ie l and Dem edde, 1994). This study exam ined the 
patterns o f  settlement and recruitment o f  C. m aenas megalopae and juveniles u tiliz ing  
artific ia l substrates as samplers. T w o  factors were investigated: the variation in the
6
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density and s i/e  distributions o f  crabs by height on shore (spatial patterns) and by the 
tim e o f sample collection (temporal patterns). The study was conducted at two locations 
for m ultip le  years to assess whether the observed patterns were consistent from year to 
year and site to site. Results indicate that the tim ing o f peak settlement o f megalopae was 
consistent between years and sites but that the tim ing o f peak recruitment o f juven ile  
crabs was more variable between years and sites. When recruitment was lo w . the 
differences in density between tidal heights were small, but these differences became 
more pronounced when overall recruitment levels were very high.
INTRODUCTION
C a rc in u s  maenas w as introduced to the east coast o f the United States from  the 
western A tlantic  m the early INOO's and populations of this species have spread 
throughout the w orld since this initial invasion (Cohen vt a l. I 1)1)5: Ciroshol/ and R u i/. 
1996). C a rc in u s  m aenas is a voracious predator in the northwest Atlantic: it is 
im plicated in the decline o f the soft shell clam  [M y a  a r m a r ia ) industry (Ropes. 1968) 
and has caused rapid morphological changes in at least two species o f intertidal snails. 
L it to n n a  ob tusa ta  (Seeley. 1986) and S n c e lla  la p illu s  ( Verm eij. 1982). A lthough it has 
been present in northern New England for approximately 100 years (G lude. 1955). some 
im portant aspects o f this predators' life history in this environment are unknow n.
M any authors have emphasized the importance o f early life history stages 
(settlem ent and recruitment) in regulating com m unity structure and subsequent adult 
populations (Keough and Dow nes. 1982; Gaines and Roughgarden. 1985; M enge; 1991;
7
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Young. 1994: Harris and Chester. 1996). The m ajority o f inform ation regardin'! 
recruitment o f  C. m aenas is from soft sediment habitats in northern Europe (K lein  
Breteler. 1976; Eriksson and Edlund. 1977: Pihl and Rosenberg. 1982; Beukema. 1991: 
Thiel and Dernedde. 1994; Vloksnes and W ennhage. 2 (X ) I). There is very little  
information regarding temporal or spatial aspects o f  recruitment o f C. maenas on the 
rocky shores o f the western Atlantic coast. B ern ll (1 9 8 2 1 found C. maenas megalopae 
from late August to early October in Maine, but he did not determine densities at his 
stud\ sites. W h ile  Moksnes and Wennhage (2001 i found that artific ial settlement 
substrates produced reliable estimates of C. m aenas  settlement on the Swedish west 
coast, thus tar. there ha\e  been no attempts to quantify settlement or recruitment o f C. 
m aena\ in northern New England using artificial substrates. This research was designed 
to describe and quantify patterns in the early life history stages o f this crab and use this 
information to draw c o n d itio n s  regarding some o f the impacts o f its introduction.
Inform ation regarding densitv and si/e  distributions o f megalopae and juvenile  
crabs b \ spatial (height on shore) and temporal (tim e o f collection) patterns o f settlement 
and recruitment is important to assess the impacts o f this introduced predator. B \ 
utilizing artific ia l substrates. I was able to elim inate variability  associated w ith substrate 
selection. This allow ed me to directly compare densities between various tidal heights 
and locations and consequently, to infer where larval flux is greatest. The spatial 
distribution o f new ly recruited C. maenas at various tidal heights may indicate the 
relative importance o f physical or biological factors influencing densities o f juvenile  
crabs. A lthough the diet o f young o f the year crabs has a higher proportion o f plant 
matter than adults (Ropes. 1968). they have been described as micro-carnivores (Eriksson
8
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and Ediund. I *->77). The timing o f recruitment o f C. m aenas may impact survival o f  other 
newly recruited prey (e.g. L it to r in a  ohtnsata. M x tilu s  t 'd a l i s ) and consequently favor 
earlier recruiting prey species that can achieve a refuge from predation by their s i / e .  The  
life  history dynamics o f this important predator have implications for many other 
intertidal species, and may in turn, affect their life histories.
The objective o f this study was to investigate the temporal and spatial (tidal 
height i patterns o f recruitment o f C. maenas. This baseline information on C. m aenas  
recruitment was particularly reie\ant because it appears that the Asian shore crab. / / .  
sanguineus  inhibits recruitment o f C. maenas via disproportionate predation on newly 
recruited ('. maemis  versus conspecific recruits i Lohrer and W hitlatch. 2 0 0 2 1. In 
southern New England. I I .  sanguineus appears to have displaced t'. maenas from rocky 
intertidal habitats i Lohrer and W hitlatch. 2002 >. As populations o f //.  sani’tiineu.s 
continue to expand m northern New lingland. declines in densities o f juvenile C. m aenas 
may result. These data vv ill provide a valuable baseline against which future comparisons 
o f ( '. m aemis  recruitment and settlement can be made.
MATERIALS and METHODS
Study sites
Recruitment studies were carried out at tw o  coastal and one estuarine location in 
N ew  Hampshire (Fig. 1.1). The two coastal locations were: Fort Stark, Newcastle. N H  
(43 0 3 .5 IN . 70 42.75VVT and Odiom e State Park. Rye. N H  (43 02 .62N . 70 4 2 .9 7 W ).
9
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These are rocky habitats along the coast w ith little to moderate exposure to wave action. 
The two coastal sites were chosen based on their sim ilarity in species com position and 
abundance. In addition. I have been monitoring intertidal com m unity structure at these 
two sites since 1907. I also examined recruitment at an estuarine location. H ilton  Park. 
D over Point. N H  (43 0 7 .0 0 N . 70 5 0 .0 0W ). This site is a tidal rapids (fast-m oving water 
driven by tidal currents) w ith little exposure to waves. In contrast to the coastal sites. 
Hilton Park has less rock bench substrate, a higher proportion o f sand and a lower 
abundance o f canopy fueoid algae i Chapter Ih  it also has a higher number o f / / .
than the two other coastal sites. The panels from the Hilton Park are 
currentlv being processed and analyzed. but a preliminary examination o f panels that 
were deploved during peak recruitment at the coastal sites has revealed very low densities 
o f juvenile C. nuu inis  on the H ilton Park panels.
A rtific ia l recruitment panels were used to elim inate substrate selection bv newlv 
recruited crabs. In order to standardize substrates between tidal heights and sampling  
locations. I utilized small pieces o f artific ia l grass (also known as Astroturf) as a 
substrate. These mats have been successfully used to examine recruitment o f the green 
sea urchin. S m m ^yh u  e n tra in s  d roebach icns is  in the G u lf o f M aine ( Harris and Chester. 
! l)% ;  Harris et al.. 2001). Each replicate consisted o f two small (approxim ately 15 e n n  
panels o f artific ial grass that were arranged so that the "grass" o f each piece faced 
inwards, creating a sandwich. The two panels were loosely secured to each other w ith  
cable ties in each corner. Five o f  the panel sandwiches were attached to a plasticized  
w ire grid (sampler).
10
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Field component
Samplers were deployed at three tidal heights (0 .5 . 1.0 and 2.0 m ahove mean 
lower low water [M L L W |»  at hoth o f the coastal locations. T idal heights were 
determined using data f rom Harbormaster (Zihua softw are M arlborough. C T ). A  metal 
bolt was drilled into the rock bench at each tidal height and the samplers were fastened to 
the bolt using cable ties. Cobbles were also placed over all o f the samplers to secure and 
camouflage them.
Sam pling w as initiated at the coastal sites in 1007: the first set o f samplers were 
deploved at Ft. Stark on M ay 24 and on June 2 at O d io m e  Park. I exchanged the 
sandw iches exery two weeks. Fach sandw ich was placed into a quart si/ed bag and the 
contents w ere preserved with 0 5 r ; ethanol w ithin tw o hours o f collection. The last set o f  
sandwiches were picked tip on September S. I 007 at Ft. Stark and September It). 1007 at 
Odiorne Park. Sam pling dates tor I00N were: M ay 1 I to Novem ber 1 at Ft. Stark and 
M ay 12 to O ctober 20 at Odiorne Park. In 100X. the last set o f samplers at Odiorne w ere 
left in the field for one month (0/1S to 10/20). Because o f  the difference in the amount o f  
time these samplers were deployed, the data from these sets o f samplers were excluded  
from statistical analyses. In 1000. sampling dates at Ft. Stark were: April 2b to 
Novem ber S and June S to October 26 at Odiorne. Only the panels from July 6 to 
September 14. 1000 from Odiorne have been processed and analyzed at this time. In 
addition, in most cases for the 1000 panels, only three o f  the five replicates have been 
processed and analyzed at this time.
11
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Laboratory Component
Extraction o f organisms on the panels was accomplished by gently hitting the 
panel against a dishpan and rinsing w ith ethanol until all material was dislodged from the 
panel. Each panel was closely inspected in insure that all crabs and amphipods (w hich  
can harbor small crabs or megalopae between their legs) were removed. A ll m aterial that 
was retained on a 2(H) m icron mesh was examined under a dissecting microscope (the 
m inim um  si/e  o f megalopae was O.X mm). Numbers o f megalopae (settlement stage) and 
juvenile crabs i recruitment stage) and their si/es were recorded using an ocular 
micrometer. Crabs that were over 10 mm were measured using a digital calipers, but 
these m diuduals were not included in the analysis because they may have been oxer one 
year old ( Encksson and Edlund. 10771. S i/e  o f megalopae was determ ined between the 
eyes 11he widest part o f the body i. while carapace width was recorded lor juvenile crabs.
S i/e  o f the panels was also recorded to determine density o f crabs and all densities were 
calculated per m .
Analyses
Differences m density and si/e  distributions o f megalopae and juvenile  crabs were 
compared by spatial (height on shore) and temporal (tim e o f collection) patterns o f settlement 
and recruitment. The results from  each location were analyzed separately for each year.
Dates are reported as Julian day to facilitate comparisons o f  results between years.
Statistical analyses were conducted using Systat 10 (SA S Institute). Densities o f 
megalopae and juvenile  crabs were square root transformed prior to statistical analy ses. For 
the 1999 samples, a tw o-w  ay A N O V A  was used to determine the effect o f sampling date.
12
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tidal height and their interaction on the densities o f C. m aenas  ( megalopae plus juvenile C . 
m aenas) at each location. For the 1997 and 1998 samples, an A N O V A  was used to examine 
the influence ot date and tidal height on the densities ot m aenas. Several samplers were 
lost due to storms in 1908 and 1999 (Appendix A ), which precluded testing o f the interaction 
term o f tide height and date.
RESULTS
Density
The recruitment panels were successful in attracting hoth C. maenas megalopae 
and juvenile  crabs at all tidal heights but the overall number o f juvenile crabs 
outnumbered megalopae by a ratio o f 27:1. Only one crab was found that was not C. 
maenas and it was likely to be the lady crab. O valipes o e e lla in s . A total o f 41b 1 juxenile 
C. maenas  (<10  mm CAV) were encountered in the panels; 58 C. maenas were not 
included in analyses because their carapace width exceeded 10 mm. Larger crabs were 
also often observed underneath the panels, indicating a possible shortage o f shelter for 
adult crabs.
At both Ft. Stark and Odiorne Park, the density o f C. m aenas  megalopae was 
highest during m id-August in 1997 (Figs. 1.2 and 1.3) and 199S (Figs. 1.4 and 1.5) but 
megalopae densities peaked in late August in 1999 (Figs. 1.6 and 1.7). In most cases, 
megalopae density at Ft. Stark was highest at the 0.5 m tidal height and deereased with  
increasing tidal height (Figs. 1.2. 1.6 and 1.7). In the two cases when densities o f  
megalopae at the Ft. Stark 1.0 m tidal height exceeded those o f  the 0 .5 m tidal height, the
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same number o f megalopae were actually encountered on the panels: the higher densities 
at the 1.0 m tidal height were due to the fact that the average si/es o f the panels at the 1.0 
m tidal height were slightly smaller than at the 0 .5  m tidal height. Throughout the three 
years o f sampling, only one C. m aenas  megalopae was found at the Ft. Stark 2.0 m tidal 
height, in late August o f 1W 7 (Fig. 1.2). In contrast to the relatively consistent spatial 
pattern at Ft. Stark, the tidal height w ith  the highest density o f megalopae at Odiorne  
varied between sampling periods (Figs. 1.3. 1.5 and 1.7). The 2.0 m tidal height had the 
highest density o f all three tidal heights at Odiorne once during each year.
The timing o f peak densities o f juvenile crabs at Ft. Stark was less variable than at 
O diorne. At Ft. Stark, the highest densities o f C. m aenas generally occurred from late 
August to late September in 1007 and 1000 (Figs. 1.8 and 1.12). I'nfortunately. sampling  
for the year was terminated on September S. 1007 at Ft. Stark, which was when the 
highest densities o f juvenile C. maenas occurred at both the 0.5 and 1.0 m tidal heights.
In I00S  at Ft. Stark, there appeared to be two periods o f high densities: mid May to June 
and late September to early Novem ber ( Fig. 1.10). At Odiorne. the overall recruitment 
levels in 1007 were lower than at Ft. Stark and the peak densities occurred earlier ( m id to 
late August) (Fig. 1.0). In 1008. the highest numbers o f juvenile  C. maenas at O diorne  
w ere found in late May at the 2.0 m height, in m id July at the 1.0 m height and in late 
O ctober at the 0.5 m height < Fig. 1.11). Densities between the 1.0 and 2.0 m tidal heights 
w ere s im ilar throughout much o f the 1008 sampling period at Odiorne Park. H ow ever, 
many samplers at the 1.0 m height were lost due to storms in 1007 and 1008 and 
consequently. the results from this tidal height should be interpreted w ith caution because 
o f the large amount o f missing data. F inally , for the 1000 O diom e samples, it appears
14
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that crab recruitment levels were still elevated into mid- September, although the peak lor 
the 0.5 and 1.0 m tidal heights may have occurred in late August i Fig. 1.13).
G enerally , the spatial pattern o f decreasing densities with increasing tidal height 
that was observed for the megalopae at Ft. Stark was similar for the juven ile  crabs at this 
site (Figs. l.S . 1 .10 and 1.12). At O diorne. there was not a consistent relationship 
between densities o f crabs and tidal height, which was the same result that was obscr\ed  
for megalopae. In 1WS and I W O. densities at Odiorne were generally inversely related 
to tidal height at times when recruitment was highest (Figs. 1 .11 and 1.13). However. in 
1007. a sharp increase in densities from  mid to late August at the 2 .0 m tidal height 
preceded the peak densities at the tw o low er tidal heights (Fig. 1.0).
W hen megalopae and juven ile  crabs are considered simultaneously. the results for 
each site largely reflect the patterns for juvenile crabs because they strongly outnumbered 
megalopae c \e n  during peak settlement (Figs. 1.14 -  1.10). The results o f the A .N O V A  
indicated that the density o f juvenile C. tm icm is  in the panels was significantly influenced 
by tidal height and sampling date for all three years at Ft. Stark and for the Odiorne I00X  
samples ( Table 1. 11. Because o f the loss o f various samplers at both locations in 1007 
and I00S (Table 1.2). I was unable to test for the interaction o f tidal height and sampling 
date. In 1000. the interaction term was significant at Ft. Stark and not statistically 
significant at Odiorne Park (Table 1.1).
S i/e
The s i/e  o f C. nuienas  megalopae was very eonsistent between individuals (range 
0.8 to 1.4 m m ) and therefore average size results for megalopae are not depicted
15
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graphically. In 1498 and 1999. the ranges o f average sizes o f juven ile  C. maenas were 
more variable at Odiorne Park than at Ft. Stark (Figs. 1.22 to 1.25) hut in 1997. the 
opposite was true (Figs. 1.20 and 1.21). There were six instances when peak recruitment 
at a particular tidal height coincided with the lowest average s i/e  for that tidal height ( in 
1997: Ft. Stark 2.0 m. Odiorne 0.5 and 2.0 m: 1998: Ft. Stark. 1.0 m: 1999: Odiorne. 0.5 
and 1.0 m ). U nlike the density data, there was no consistent spatial pattern in the size o f 
crabs occurring at particular tidal heights.
DISCUSSION
In New  Hampshire, there is a settlement pulse o f C u n  in n .s m aenas  in mid to late 
July that extends to the end o f September, with some megalopae settling into the 
samplers as late as the first o f November. This timing is slightly later than that recorded 
by K lein Breteler (1976 ) and Beukema (1991) w ho report peak numbers o f megalopae at 
the end o f June and the beginning o f July in the Dutch Wadden Sea (temperatures are 
w arm er there than in the G u lf  o f  M aine). In Sweden, where water temperatures are 
comparable to those o f M aine ( B errill. 1982). Eriksson and Edlund (1 9 7 7 1 and Pihl and 
Rosenberg (1982 ) report settlement o f C. maenas as occurring from  late July to 
September.
M organ et ai. (1996 ) investigated the correlation between settlement o f 
C a lline c tes  sapu las  and water temperature, wind stress, tidal am plitude, and lunar phase. 
They determined daily settlement densities for two years and found that peak settlement 
o f C. sap iih ts  coincided with the minim um amplitude tides for the month. It is likely that
16
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most megalopae quickly metamorphosed into juveniles in my samplers, and therefore the 
megalopae densities reflected settlement in the last day or two before sampler collection. 
The tim ing o f my collection o f samplers coincided with neap tides in August in 1007 and 
IOOS hut not in 1000. In 1007 and IW S . I also found that the peak density o f megalopae 
coincided with the m inim um  am plitude tides for August. However, because my sampling  
frequency was only every two weeks. I do not feel that further conclusions regarding 
lunar or tidal periodicity in C. nuienas  settlement are warranted for this study design.
Beukcma i I0 0 | i and Thiel and Dernedde l 1004) report that C. nuienas  megalopae 
settle m the high intertidal /one o f the \Vadden Sea. but these authors do not quantify 
these references to tidal height. Th iel and Dernedde i 1004) observe that predation 
pressure is depressed in the high intertidal /one. which may offset the increased 
physiological stress associated with this area. The results from Ft. Stark generally 
indicate that given the same substrates, densities o f megalopae and |iivem le crabs are 
highest m the lower intertidal /one. At Odiorne. the same pattern was generally 
applicable during times o f peak recruitment in IOOS and 1000 but not in 1007. In 
addition, the ratio o f C. maenas at the O diorne 2.0 m site to the Ft. Stark 2.0 m site could 
he as high as 35:1. It is possible that the differences in orientation o f the two sites i Ft. 
Stark faces northwest and Odiorne faces northeast) contributed to the differences in 
spatial pattern o f C. maenas recruitment. M ierohabitat differences between the locations 
o f the 2 .0  m samplers at each site may also have contributed to the differences in results 
for the tw o locations. The samplers were hidden under cobble but at the 2.0 m O diorne  
site they were also covered by a thick canopy o i  A seophyllum  nodosum , w hile there was 
no algal canopy over the samplers at the 2.0 m Ft. Stark site. The algal canopy at the
17
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Odiorne 2.0 m site may have am eliorated the physical stress enough to account tor the 
differences in densities between the two locations.
The differences in tim ing o f  peak recruitment between years and between 
locations that w as observed in this study testify to the importance o f conducting m u lti­
year and m ulti-site investigations. W h ile  at Ft. Stark, it generally appeared that densities 
o f juvenile  crabs and megalopae were consistently inversely related to tidal height, this 
pattern w as not apparent at Odiorne. I f  this research had only been conducted at Odiorne  
Park in 1999. there would be no indication that the interaction o f tidal height and 
sampling date could significantly affect densities o f C. m aenas recruits. In contrast, the 
interaction o f these two factors was statistically significant at Ft. Stark in 1999. which  
supports the conclusion that there m ay be , ' ‘ ' sical or biological factors that
contribute to the differences between the two sites. In order to assess the tim ing or peak 
settlement and recruitment for a particular species, a m ulti-year and m ulti-site  
investigation is necessary because variable results can be obtained from year to \e a r  and 
site to site because o f  differences in environm ental and biological conditions.
The role o f predation by adult C. m aem is  in influencing the recruitment and 
abundance o f intertidal organisms has been documented by several authors 
( C erastoderm a  edule. Sanchez-Salazar et al.. 1987; Beukema. 1991: C. edule  and 
M aeam a h a lth ic a ,  Richards et al. 1999; various species o f soft sediment macrofauna. 
Reise. 1977). How ever, the feeding behavior o f juvenile C. m aenas  has been 
com paratively neglected (Mascaro and Seed. 2(X)1) but see Rangeley and Thomas 1 1987). 
The potential o f these m icro-carnivores to influence the survival o f  other new ly recruited 
prey species is considerable. K lein Breteler (1976 ) estimated that young o f  the year and
18
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13631084
I year old C. m aenas  consumed 5 r i o f the total organic matter produced by the 
m acrofauna at B alg/and in the Dutch Wadden Sea.
The tim ing o f peak C. maenas recruitment into the rocky intertidal /o n e  appears 
to be se\ora l months later than that o f several o f its prey items. Sem iba lan tis  ba lannn tes  
settle and recruit in A pril and M ay and X u c e lla  la p illu s  also emerge from their egg 
capsules in spring i Bertness. 1999). Keough I 1983) reports recruitment o (  S p im rb ix  sp. 
during the Austral summer which could mean that this species also recruits during the 
slim m er months in the G u lf of Maine. Although they have various life history strategics 
that range from  planktotrophic I L iu o n n a  lit to re a )  to non-planktotrophic w ith  
m tracapsiilar metamorphsis i L  ob tusata)  to ovoviviparous i L  sa.xatilis). the tim ing o f 
spau mng o f  these three species appears to extend from M arch to Novem ber ( Reid. l99fo . 
Peak spawning coincides with favorable temperatures (Reid. 19% ) and recruitment o f  
l.itto rim d  snails is likely to occur several weeks after spawning (possibly July and 
August i. In contrast to the previous organisms. M y tilu s  edu lis  appears to have a 
prolonged recruitment period, newly recruited juveniles can be encountered in high 
d e n s i t i e s  at various times o f the year in the G u lf o f M aine i Harris and Ty rrell. 2(M)| i. It is 
interesting to note that several potential prey species (A  ba lano iiles . S. la p illu s . S p im rb is  
sp.) experience recruitment peaks months before that o f C. maenas. and the tim e lapse 
between peak recruitment of prey and predator may allow  prey to reach some refuge from  
crab predation due to their size. However, extensive experimental work would need to be 
perform ed before causation could be im plied between these observations.
There is ample evidence that spatial refuges are critical to the survival o f early  
benthic stage decapod caistaceans t W ahle and Steneck. 1991; M cD onald et a l.. 2(H) 1)
19
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and for C. m aenas  in particular (Thiel and Dernedde. I 994: Moksnes et al.. 1998: Tyrre ll. 
1999). The artific ia l settlement/recruitment samplers used in this study provided much 
higher densities o f juven ile  crabs than naturally exist at the two sites (Chapter II:  Table 
1.3) which indicates that the structure provided by the tu rf o f the samplers may have 
attracted megalopae and juvenile  C. maenas or tem porarily enhanced their survival. In 
order to make this comparison. I calculated the average density o f crabs from the 
samplers for the two or three sampling periods that encompassed the same dates as when 
the quadrat sampling was accomplished. For the Odiorne 1997 recruitment samples, onlv 
one sampling period overlapped with the quadrat sampling dates, so the averages are 
based on the averages o f five replicates from S/26 to 9 /9 /97 . The ratio o f density 
estimates based on the artific ial substrates exceeded naturally occurring densities In  as 
much as I 15 .6 :1.
Throughout its life history. C arc inus  maenas appears to have less specific habitat 
requirements than H cm im m psus sanguineus. For exam ple, in a short term experiment 
designed to investigate recruitment patterns o f C. m aenas  and / / .  sanguineus  in a variety 
o f habitat types. Lohrer i2 0 0 0 ) found that H. sanguineus  megalopae and juven ile  crabs 
were predom inantly found in rocky intertidal habitats w h ile  C. m aenas recruited into a 
v ariety o f habitat types other than the rocky intertidal /o n e . H ow ever, for those C. 
m aenas  that settle in the rocky intertidal /one. they face the threat o f cannibalism as well 
as disproportionate predation by adult H. sanguineus  (Lohrer and W hitla tch . 2 0 0 2 1.
These authors have suggested that significant predation on newly recruited C. m aenas  is 
one o f the factors responsible for the decline in C. m aenas  in rocky intertidal habitats o f  
southern N ew  England. H cm ix ra p su s  sanguineus  are just beginning to become
20
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established in N ew  Hampshire (Chapter I I )  and it is possible that declines in the 
successful recruitment of C. nuienas  w ill fo llow . T yrre ll and Harris < 2(H) 11 predicted that 
the establishment o f // .  sanguineus  would lead to a decline in the abundance and 
recruitment o f C. maenas in northern N ew  England and that C. maenas would become 
rare in the rocky intertidal /one. It may take several years to test the predictions o f that 
model but the data provided in this study w ill provide a valuable baseline against which  
future comparisons o f C. maenas settlement and recruitment can be made. M icrohabitat 
differences between the tidal heights at the three locations appeared to exert a strong 
influence on crab densities in the samplers, and therefore, future comparisons o f  C. 
m aenas  settlement and recruitment would ideally take place at the same locations.
21
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Table 1 .1: A N O V A  o f  the total number o f C a rc in u s  n tacnas  (juvenile crabs + megalopae i 
on recruitment panels and the year, tide height and the interaction o f these two factors. 
Testing the interaction o f tide height and year was only possible in 1W 9  at each location
because o f  the loss o f samplers to storms in 1007 and 1008. \ 'allies in bold
statistical significance.
: Location Year Factor F ratio df p value ;
!
Date 22.025 8 0 .000
IW 7
Tide height 40 .388 -> 0 .000
Ft. Stark Date 0.467 12 0 .000
[ W 8
Tide height 155.387 -> 0 .000
Date 16.133 13 0 .000
1 W O Tide height 200.044 0 .000
Date ‘ tide height 2 .066 26 0 .000
Date 11.161 6 0 .000
1007
Tide height 2 .080 *> 0.132
Date 5 .050 8 0 .000
1OOS
Odiorne Tide height 32.321 0 .000
Date 20.767 4 0 .000
1000 Tide height 2.431 *> 0.105
D ate ' tide height .833 s 0.581
~n
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Table 1.2: List o f crab recruitment replicates that were lost due to storms at Ft. Stark and 
Odiorne Park. N H  in 1007 and 1008.
Location Year Date (Julian day)
: Replicates 
Tidal Height missing
5/24 to 6/2 ( 144 to 153) 2 1-5
6/1 1 to 6 /16 ( 162 to 167) 0.5 1 -5
1007
Ft. Stark 1 4.5
“> 1
IOOS S/3 to S/1X (215 to 230) 2 1 -5
6/2 to 6 /1 7 (1 5 3  to 168) 1 1-5 
** 1 -S
1007 6 /16  to 7/1 ( 167 to 182) 1 1-5
8/12 to 8/26 (224 to 238) 1 1-5
8 /26  to 0 /10 (238 to 253) 1 3-5
Odiorne 5/12 to 5/26 i 132 to 1461 0.5 1-5
1 1 N
6 /10  to 6/23 I 161 to 174)




0/1 to 0/18 (244 to 26 1 ) 1 1-5
0 /18  to 10/20 (261 to 203) 1 1-5
23
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Table 1.3: Comparison o f the average density/nr o f juvenile C are in us  m aem is  in 
artific ia l settlement/recruitment samplers versus the naturally occurring d e n s it \/n r  at the 
same location. The distance separating the quadrat sampling location and the recruitment 
sampling location at Odiorne Park is several hundred meters. M L L W  is meters above 
mean lower low w ater and C \V  is carapace width. In all cases, all C. m aenas  w ith >10  









! 1007 0.5 2.3 2 6 6
1.0 1.3 143.3
2 .0 5.5 s
IOOS 0.5 S. l 125
Ft. Stark 1.0 0 .5 4 6 . 5
2 .0 13 5 S
10 0 0 0 .5 10.6 177
1.0 13.5 124
2.0 15.5 20 . 3
| 0 0 7 0 .5 12.3 451
1.0 14.4 3 3 7
2.0 14.S 2 7 4
1 o o s 0 .5 10.8 3X 4 .5
Odiorne Park 1.0 IS.S 174
2.0 S.4 3 6 . 5
1000 0 .5 20.1 5 1 4
1.0 33 .2 4 0 0 . 5
i 2 .0 14.3
2 0 4
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Maine
(>rent Bav o
Nev. Castle Common ft. Stark
Atlantic
OceanNew Hampshire
Figure 1.1. M ap o f the New  Hampshire coast and Great Bay estuary showing study 
locations tor C a rc in u s  maenas recruitment and settlement.
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Density of Carcinus maenas megalopae at Ft. Stark. NH 1997
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Figure 1.2: Average density and standard error o f C. m aenas  megalopae in artilical 
settlem ent/recruitm ent panels deployed at three tidal heights 10.5. 1.0 and 2.0 m abov e 
mean low er low wateri at Ft. Stark. N H  in 1007.
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Ile iirc  1.5: Average densit\ and standard error o f C  nuienas  megalopae in artit'ical 
settieinent/reeruitnient panels deployed at three tidal heights, 10.5. 1.0 and 2 .0  in aho\e  
mean lower low waten at Odiorne Park. N H  in 1007.
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Figure 1.4: .\\e ra e c  densit\ and standard error o f  C  nuienas  meealopae in artifieal 
setilement/reeruitnient panels deployed at three tidal heights ( 0 . 5 .  | .() and 2.0 m ah o \e  
mean lower low water) at I t .  Stark. N H  in IOOS.
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In ju re  1.5: Average density and standard error o f C'. maenas megalopae in artilical 
settlement/recruitment panels deployed at three tidal heights 10.5. 1.0 and 2.0 in above 
mean lower lou yyaten at Odiorne Park. N H  in IOOS. Asterick indicates that the last set 
ot samplers were deploved tor one month rather than the usual intery al ot' tu o  yveeks.
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Density of Carciiuis nuicnas megalopae at Ft. Stark. NFI 1999
90
Julian day
Figure 1 .(>: Average density and standard error o f C. ntacita.s m egalopae in artifieal 
settleinent/reeruitnient panels deployed at three tidal heights (0 .5 . 1.0 and 2.0 in aho \e  
mean low er low water) at Ft. Stark. N H  in 1909.
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Figure 1.7: Average density and standard error o f C. m acnas megalopae in artifical 
settlement/recruitment panels deployed at three tidal heights (0 .5 . 1.0 and 2.0 m aho \e  
mean low er low water) at Odiorne Park. N H  in 1000.
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Density of juvenile Carcinus maenas at Ft. Stark. NH 1997
1400 r _____________________________________________________
Julian day
Figure I.S: Average density and standard error o f  juvenile C. m ac m is  in artifieal 
settlement/recruitment panels deployed at three tidal heights (0 .5 . 1.0 and 2.0 m above 
mean lower low water) at Ft. Stark. N H  in 1007.
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Density of juvenile Carcinus maenas at Odiorne Park, NH
1997








Figure 1.0: Average density and standard error o f juvenile C. nm cnus  in artifical 
settlement/recruitment panels deployed at three tidal heights i0 .5 . 1.0 and 2.0 m above 
mean lower low w ateri at Odiorne Park. N H  in 1007.
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Figure 1.10: A verage density and standard error ol juvenile C. m am as  in artitieal 
setllenienl/reeruitnient panels deployed at three tidal heights (0.5. 1.0 and 2.0 in abov 
mean low er low w ater) at [;t. Stark. N H  in 1998.
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Densitv of juvenile Carcinus maenas at Odiorne Park.
NH 1998
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Figure 1.11: Average density and standard error o f juvenile C. m aa ia s  in artifieal 
settlement/recruitment panels deployed at three tidal heights (0.5. 1.0 and 2.0 m above 
mean lower low water) at Odiorne Park. N H  in 1998. Asteriek indicates that the last set 
of samplers were deployed for one month rather than the usual interval o f two weeks.
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I iLiiirc 1.12: A \erage  densit\ and standard error o f juvenile C. macmis  in 
settlement/recruitment panels deployed at three tidal heights (0 .5 . 1.0 and 
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D e n s itv  o f  ju v e n ile  C a r c i n u s  n u ic n a s  at O d io rn e  P ark . N H
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f ig u re  1.15: Average density and standard error o f juvenile m a n ia s  in artilieal 
settlem ent/recruitm ent panels deployed at three tidal heights i().5. I d  and 2.0 in abo\ 
mean low er low wateri at Odiorne Park. N H  in 1909.
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Figure 1.14: Average density and standard error o f megalopae and juvenile  C. nnu iuis  in 
artilieal settlement/reeruitment panels deployed at three tidal heights it).5. 1.0 and 2.0 in 
uho\e  mean lower low water) at Ft. Stark. N H  in 1907.
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Density of all Carcinus maenas at Odiorne Park. \ H
1997
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figure  115:  A \e rag e  densit\ and standard error o f megalopae and juvenile m a a n is  in 
artilieai settlement/recruitment panels deployed at three tidal heights i0 .5 . 1.0 and 2.0 m 
a h w e  mean lower low walert at Odiorne Park. N H  in 1007.
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f igure 1.16: Average density and standard error o f niegalopae and jm en ile  C. nuu in is  in 
artifical settlement/recruitment panels deployed at three tidal heights it).5. 1.() and 2 .0  in 
ahm e mean low er low water) at Ft. Stark. N H  in 1998.
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Densitv of all Carcinus maenas at Odiorne Park. NH
1998
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l ie u rc  1.1~: A \e rae e  density and standard error o f meyalopae and juyemle C. nnn i m s in 
artil'ieal settlement/recruitment panels deployed at three tidal heiyhts (0 .5 . 1.0 and 2.0 m 
also\e mean lower low wateri at Odiorne Park. N i l  in 190S. Astenck indicates that the 
Lot set o f sam pler' were deployed for one month rather than the usual interval ot two 
w eckv
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D e n s ity  tit* a ll C a n  inns  n u n  nas  at F t. S ta rk . N H  1 999
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Figure I. IS: Average density and standard error o f megalopae and juvenile < 
artil'ieal settlement/recruitment panels deployed at three tidal heights (0 .5 . I . 
ahove mean low er low water) at Ft. Stark. N H  in 1909.
-m — 0.5 m
1.0 i l l
: .o  m
C. mucnas in 
0 and 2.0 m
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F-igure 1.10: Average density and standard error ot megalopae and invem le C  n n ic /u n  in 
artit'ieal seltlenient/reeruitment panels deployed at three tidal heights i().s . 1.0 and 2.0 111 
above mean lower low water) at Odiorne Park. NH  in 1000.
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Figure 1.20: Average M / e  and standard error ot" juvenile n m c n a s in artifieal 
settlement/recruitment panels deployed at three tidal heights (0 .5 . 1.0 and 2.0 m aho\ 
mean lower low water) at Ft. Stark. N H  in 1997.
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Si/e of Carcinus maenas at Odiorne Park. NH 1997
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I ie u re  1.21: Average s i/e  and standard error ot ju \e n ile  C. n u u m is  in artifieal 
settlement/recruitment panels deployed at three tidal heights 10 .5 . 1.0 and 2.0 m abo \e  
mean low er low w ater' at Odiorne Park. N H  in l lW7.
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Size of Carcinus maenas at Ft. Stark, NH 1998
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fig u re  1.22: A \e rag e  s i/e  and standard error o f juvenile C. nuu-nu.s in artifieal 
settlement/reeruitinent panels deployed at three tidal heights (0 .5 . 1.0 and 2.0 in above 
mean lower low water) at Ft. Stark. N H  in 1998. Asteriek indicates that the last set of 
samplers were deployed for one month rather than the usual interval o f tw o w e e k s .
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Size of Cardiius maenas at Odiorne Park. NH 1998
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Figure 1,2.v Average s i/e  and standard error o f juvenile C. nun nas in artifieal 
settlenient/reeruitment panels deployed at three tidal heights (0.5 . 1.0 and 2.0 in abov 
mean lower low uateri at Odiorne Park. N H  in l cWS.
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Figure 1.24: Average si/e and standard error o f juvenile C. macnas  m artit'ical 
settlement/recruitment panels deployed at three tidal heights (0 .5 . 1.0 and 2.0 m aho \e  
mean lower low water) at Ft. Stark. N H  in I WO.
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S i /c  o f  C u n  in n s  m a e n a s  at O d io rn e  P a rk . N H  1 9 9 9
Figure 1.25: Average m/c and standard error o f juvenile C. maenas  m artilical 
settlement/recruitinent panels deployed at three tidal heights <0.5. 1.0 and 2.0 in above 
mean lower low w ateri at Odiorne Park. \ H  in 1990.
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CHAPTER II
COMMUNITY STRUCTURE OF THE NEW HAMPSHIRE ROCKY 
INTERTIDAL ZONE PRIOR TO THE ESTABLISHMENT OF
Hemigrapsus sanguineus
ABSTRACT
Docum entation o f the effects o f the establishment o f an introduced species in 
marine habitats is much less com mon than for terrestrial systems. The Asian shore crab. 
H em igrapsus  sanguineus,  was reported on the L'.S. A tlantic coast fourteen years ago but 
has already become the num erically dominant crab species in rocky habitats along the 
m id-A tlantic coast. H em ig rapsus  sanguineus  is just beginning to establish populations in 
New Ham pshire and northern N ew  England. The objective o f this research was to obtain 
baseline data docum enting the temporal variation in com m unity structure w ith in  three 
New Ham pshire locations prior to the establishment o f H. sanguineus. A fte r this crab 
species becomes abundant at each location, before and after comparisons in community
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structure can be made. W h ile  the major focus o f this research was to document temporal 
variation tn com m unity structure w ithin each location, some between site comparisons 
were also made to exam ine the com m onality o f abundance patterns between locations. 
Quantitative com m unity sampling at three tidal heights was initiated at Ft. Stark and 
Odiorne Park in l 1)1)? and continued for five years. An estuarine tidal rapids site. H ilton  
Park, w as added in Id W  and data was obtained at tw o tidal heights for three years. 
Sampling at each location took place during the summer. The two coastal sites had very 
sim ilar species com position which differed from that o f the estuarine site, especially for 
algae. Species richness and evenness generally declined with increasing tidal height at all 
three study sites. The estuarine site had the lowest species richness and evenness overall. 
The distributions o f several organisms appeared to be strongly affected by tidal height, 
there were two m ollusk and one algal species that were either never or only once 
encountered at the highest tidal height at the two coastal sites. Both non-metric  
m ultidimensional sealing and cluster analysis o f the com m unity data indicated that there 
was low temporal variability  between each tidal height at a particular location. A  
stepwise m ultiple regression between the density o f C. maenas  and several physical and 
biological factors at each site rev ealed that only the density o f gastropods was 
consistently positively related to densities o f C. maenas. C arc inus  maenas  was the 
dominant crab species at all locations, but by the end o f the study period. H. sanguineus  
had been found at all three study locations. The densities o f / / ,  sanguineus  were highest 
at the estuarine site, but it was still outnumbered by C. maenas  by 11:1 in the final year o f  
the study. O verall, the results o f this com m unity structure monitoring indicated that there 
were no consistent trends between sites in the abundance o f any o f the species monitored
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tor this study which im plies that these data w ill he useful for assessing changes that may 
occur after H. sanguineus  becomes more abundant.
INTRODUCTION
Introduced species have the potential to drastically alter the recipient com m unity, 
although their effects have rarely been quantified in marine habitats (G ro sh o l/ and R u i/. 
|9 9 h i but see Schum dt et al. (2001) on the reef building polychaete. Fieopam atus  
c n i^ n h i in  in .  111 Argentina. Bertness i I9S4) on the gastropod. L i i ta r in a  l i t to rea .  in New  
I mg land and Nicliols et al. ( 1490) on the Asiatic clam . F o tam oe o rb u la  amurens is .  in San 
I rancisco Bav tor important studies. In the rare instances where pro- and post- invasion 
data on the recipient com m unity is av ailable, the effects o f the introduced species hav e 
been substantial, fo r  exam ple, the Asian clam . P o nunaeorbu la  amurensis.  appeared to 
cause drastic declines m the abundance o f/o o p lan kto n  in San Francisco Bay shortlv alter 
its introduction in l9Nb < K im m erer et al.. 1994). N ine years o f data on invertebrate and 
shorebird abundance were utilized by G roshol/ et al. (2000 ) to exam ine the impacts of 
the introduction o f the green crab. C arc inus  maenas. in Bodega Harbor. C A . These 
authors found that C. maenas  exerted strong top down control on prey, and w ith in  three 
years after its arriv al, it significantly reduced the abundance o f two m ollusk and one 
grapsid crab species.
The number o f introduced species in the G u lf  o f  M aine is much low er than 
heavily invaded regions such as San Francisco Bay. yet the success o f  some o f  the
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species that have heen introduced is evident. In fact, some o f  the most common species 
w ithin the G u lf  o f  M aine ecosystem are introduced. The most common snail in N ew  
England. L i t t o r in a  l i tU ' i r a ,  was introduced and has displaced a native snail Uxanassa  
ohso lt ’tn  ( Brenchley and Carlton. 19X3) and it also transforms habitat from marsh to 
cobble beach (Bertness. 1984). The introduced green alga C od ium  f r a g i le  has replaced 
L i im in u r iu n  kelp as the dominant canopy form ing algae at the Isles o f Shoals ( Harris and 
T yrre ll. 2(K) I ). C urc inu s  nuicnus was also introduced to the I  .S. Atlantic coast and was 
blamed for the collapse o f M aine's soft shell clam . M ya  a re na r ia .  industry (Ropes.
1968).
R ecently , another introduced species, the Asian shore crab. H cniiu rapsus  
sanuitineti.x. has become extremely abundant along the I'.S . A tlantic coast. The first 
record o f / / .  sanyn inc i ts  in the I  .S. was in N ew  Jersey in 1988 (W illiam s and 
M cD erm ott. 1990) and since that tim e, it has expanded to become one of the most 
conspicuous organisms on rocky shores from Long Island Sound to North Carolina  
iL o h re ran d  W hitla tch . 1997: Lohrer. 2000; M cD erm ott. 2001). H i ‘m iyn i[ isns  
u m y id iw i ts  was found in New Hampshire in 1998 (M cD erm o tt. 2001 i and since that 
time, has been discovered at a variety o f coastal and estuarine locations (Ty rrell, unpub. 
data). Because o f its extrem ely high densities in areas where it is already w ell established 
(N ew  Jersey . M cD erm o tt. 1998: Long Island Sound. Lohrer. 2000; southern 
Massachusetts. Ledesma and O 'Connor. 2001) and omnivorous feeding habits (Lohrer 
and W hitla tch . 1997; Tyrrell. 1999; Tyrrell and Harris, 2001), / / .  sun^ i i in i ’ii.x is like ly  to 
have a substantial impact on the recipient com m unity.
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The ongoing range expansion o f H em i^rapsus sanguineus  along the Atlantic coast 
o f the I'.S . provided a rare opportunity to determine the effects o f an invasion bv 
obtaining data on the com m unity before the invasion occurs. In anticipation that H. 
sanguineus  would become established in northern N ew  England. I began collecting  
quantitative com m unity data at two coastal sites in 1997. G roshol/ et al. (2000 ) used 
long term com m unity structure monitoring data in com bination with laboratory feeding 
experiments to document the impacts o f the introduction and establishment o f C. maenas  
in Bodega Harbor. C A . This is the first study that documents temporal variation in rock\ 
intertidal com m unity structure in anticipation o f the establishment o f a marine invader.
In a recent review . Brown et al. (2001) emphasized the utility o f long term 
experiments in elucidating complex interactions between the fluctuating abundances o f 
species and \ ariable env ironmental conditions. By combining my observations from this 
long term com m unity structure monitoring data with the results o f feeding and 
microcosm experiments. I provide insight into potential changes in the rocky intertidal 
com m unity that may occur as / / .  sanguineus  becomes prominent in the com m unity.
MATERIALS and METHODS
Studv sites
I conducted long term monitoring o f community structure using quadrat sampling 
at tw o coastal and one estuarine site in New Hampshire (Fig . 2.1 >. Care inus  maenas  is 
abundant at all o f  the study locations, indicating that each site provides suitable habitat
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for intertidal crabs. I selected the coastal sites because these com munities had sim ilar 
species composition and abundance: Fort Stark. Newcastle. N H  (43 0 3 .5 IN . 70 4 2 .7 5W )  
and O diom e State Park. Rye. N H  (43 0 2 .6 2 N . 70 4 2 .9 7 W ). These are rocky habitats 
along the coast w ith little to moderate exposure to wave action. Canopy form ing fucoid 
algae dom inate both coastal sites. T w o  years after I began conducting this research at the 
tw o  coastal sites. I added an estuarine site to my sampling regime to increase the scope of 
habitat being monitored. I conducted long term com m unity structure monitoring in these 
tw o different habitats (coastal and estuarine) because H c m i i ’ rapsn.s s im i ’u ineus  can 
become established in both types o f habitats ( for coastal habitats. Lohrer and VVhitlatch. 
1997: pers. obs.: for estuarine habitats. E p ifa n io e t al.. 1998; M cD erm ott. 1998. Ledesma 
and O 'C onnor. 2001. pers. obs. >. The estuarine site. H ilton Park. D o \e r  Point. N H  
(43 0 7 .0 0 N . 70 50 .00W ) is a tidal rapids w ith little exposure to waves. In contrast to the 
coastal sites. H ilton Park has less rock bench substrate, a higher proportion o f sand and a 
low er abundance o f canopy fucoid algae.
Quadrat sampling
To  reduce variability at a particular site between years. I finished all o f the 
sam pling at a particular site before I started sampling at another site. The quadrat 
sam pling was labor intensive and it took at least two weeks and up to two months to 
com plete sampling at each site. Sampling dates for each site are shown in table 2.1.
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Tabic 2 .1: Sam pling dates tor long term com m unity structure monitoring prior to the 
establishment of H. sanguineus  in New Hampshire.
Year Ft. Stark Odiorne Park Hilton Park
I W S/S to 0/7 9 /14  to 9 /30 N /A
19 9 s 7 /10  to S/4 S/13 to S/27 N /A
i 9 9 9 6 /1 S to S/2 S/5 to S/27 9/2 to 9 /29
2000 6/9  to 7/6 7/1 1 to 7/3 1 S/21 to 10/21
2001 6 /14  to 7/4 7 /9  to 7/31 9 /10  to 9 /23
(.'sing tidal data from Harbormaster (Z ihua  Softw are. Marlborough. C T i. 1 
established three tidal heights (0.5 m. 1.0 m and 2 .0  m i above mean lower low w ater 
(M L L V V i at both coastal sites. These tidal heights were used as a reference point in order 
to locate quadrats at the same tidal height on subsequent sampling dates. At H ilton  Park.
I only conducted quadra! sampling at the lower tw o tidal heights because the substrate at
2 .0 m above M L L W  was very large boulders which prohibited my sampling design.
Each day. I attached a 30 m transect line to the reference point and used a random  
numbers table to determine where each quadrat w ould be placed. Ten quadrats (0 .25  m : i 
were randomly located along the transect at each tidal height. Each quadrat was 
positioned so that it was horizontal or nearly horizontal on the substrate.
I collected data on three different aspects o f the com m unity: the canopy algae tor 
in cases where the canopy was incomplete, the substrate), the understory algae and 
substrates, and the animals that occurred w ithin the quadrat. The type o f canopv cover 
(m ostly fucoid algae) was determined under 25 intersections o f monofilament line. In 
cases where the algal canopy was incomplete, the type o f substrate (rock bench, cobble.
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pebbles, e tc .) was recorded. There was a consistently thick algal canopy at Ft. Stark and I 
displaced canopy algae outside the quadrat to obtain subcanopy I substrate and understory 
algae) data. Odiorne algal canopy cover was patchier than that at Ft. Stark and therefore 
separate subcanopy data were not taken at Odiorne in 1997. Flowever. in subsequent 
years. I recorded subcanopy data at each site. I carefully checked all canopy algae tor the 
presence o f  >nails before displacing it outside o f the quadrat.
The subcanopy data were also obtained under 25 intersections o f monofilament 
line. The numbers o f barnacles \S cm iba lan i is  h a la n o n le s I and mussels iM v r i ln s  c d u l i \  i
were counted in four if>9 c m - ’ subsections o f the quadrat. These subsections were 
created by the m onofilam ent line and counts were performed in subsections arranged 
along a diagonal o f the quadrat. The proportions o f barnacles and mussels m vary mg s i/e  
classes were also estimated. Gastropods (mostly littorinids and X m c lh i  Ui[>ilhisi were 
counted, and the number in each si/e class was recorded. These gastropods were 
measured from  the tip o f the spire to the end o f the siphonal canal using calipers.
Limpets. X o io a c n w n  ti stin lina lis .  were not removed nor measured, but they were 
counted.
I collected all crabs from within the quadrat by overturning all rocks and sifting 
through the softer substrates (shell hash, mud etc.). The carapace w idth 1C W 1 o f each 
crab w as measured using calipers and sex was recorded i f  it could be determined.
Missing chelae and legs were recorded as w ell as the occurrence o f ovigerous females. 
Megalopae and very small crabs (less than 2 m m  C W ) were counted but not measured 
due to their extrem ely  small size and fragility . I noted the presence o f amphipods. 
isopods and annelids, but I did not count these organisms due to their high abundance and
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rapid movement. F inally. I also recorded the number o f urchins. Stn>nyyl<>ii‘nrn>rti.s 
drovhach icns is .  and the presence o f other rare organisms (anemones, nudibranehs i.
A total o f 361 0 .25m  quadrats were analyzed in this study (60  at H ilton  Park. 15 I 
at Odiorne and 150 at Ft. Stark). Results from individual quadrats were averaged from  
each tidal height at each site for every year. To  facilitate analysis. I created several 
categories for algal species that either had sim ilar life histories (annual or ephemeral 
p eriod ic ity ) or that were encountered as unattached drift. The ephem eral/drift algae 
category included the drift algae as w ell as various uncommon ephemeral red and green 
algal species. The suhcanopy algae category was mostly Mostocurfui.s stcllatii.s but 
C l io n d n is  crispu.s. crustose algae and various ephemeral red and green species also 
comprised this category.
Statistical analysis
To  examine temporal variability in com munity structure. I tested the abundance of 
a species or substrate type (subcanopy analyses only) at a particular tidal height at each 
sampling location. Canopy and subcanopy percent cover data were square root arcsine 
transformed prior to statistical analysis. Count data (5. balanoidt 's . M. cd t i l is .  littorinids 
and C. n ia c n a s ) were also square root transformed prior to statistical analysis. A fter 
transformation. I examined the data for norm ality. I f  the distribution was heavily skewed 
or bim odal. I used the non-parametric K ruskall-W allis  test in place o f Analysis o f  
Variance ( A N 'O V A ). To  compare size distributions o f potential prey species through the 
years. I calculated the percent o f the total in each size class. I then compared the percent 
in a particular size class through the sampling period (e.g. percent o f L. l i t to rc a  in the 0-
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10 nun size class at the 0.5 m tidal height at Ft. Stark from  1997-2001 1. Post hoe tests 
were ITikey's tor A  N O V A  and Dunn’ s test for K ruskall-W allis . Statistical analyses were 
pertorm ed using Instat version 2.01 (Graphic software) and Systat version 9 .0  (S A S  
Institute).
M u ltip le  regressions were used to examine relationships between the num ber o f  
C. mucnas  and various physical and V . ! gieal factors. The physical factors consisted o f  
two categories: tidal height (0.5. 1 or 2.0 m i and the sum o f the amount o f substrate that 
was classified as either pebble/shell, cobble or large rock for each quadrat. The  
L . !. gical lactors were: the abundance o f canopy algae, the number o f snails il.itto rim ds . 
A. lap i lh ts  and A. tcM iu l im i l is  i. the number o f S. h i ih m o u le s  and the number o f M  i ih t l i \ .
I calculated the species richness and Pielou's J equitabilitv ;e\enness> at each 
tidal height at each site. I chose these two indices because thev are simple to calculate 
i \ c i m i s  other indices) and because they each emphasize different aspects o f species 
d i\c ts it \ i richness and e\ennessi ( Magurran. 19XNi. For the evenness calculations. I 
excluded quadrats that had onlv one algal species (Table  2.2)
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Table 2.2: N um ber o f quadrats with only I algal species. Only quadrats that had more 
than one algal species were included 111 evenness calculations.
Location Year
0.5
T id a l height 
1.0 2.0
1999 1
Hilton Park 2000 > >
2001 4 s
i 9 9 ' 6 4 5
199X s 0 h




199" I) 0 >
I 99X 0 4
Ft. Stark 1909 f) 0 >
2000 0 A 5
2001 0 1 —
I used Shannon-W iener dnersity estimates tor the algal percent c o \e rd a ta  'both canopy 
and subcanopy categories combinedi to calculate P ielou's J Richness was calculated m 
two ways: once when only organisms that were identified to species were included m the 
estimate and once when groups of organisms i those not identified to species- e g. 
amphipods. isopods, anemones, etc i were included in the estimate
T o  exam ine the relationships between the com m unities at different tidal heights at 
each site, cluster analysis and a form o f ordination know n as nonmetric multidimensional 
scaling ( M D S  i were performed. M D S  calculates coordinates for samples so that the 
distances between them reflect their dissim ilarities as closely as possible. The stress o f 
an M D S  plot, a measure o f confidence, reflects the amount o f distortion that was required 
to compress the distances between the samples into the particular amount o f dimensions 
( Field et a l.. 19X2). Stress o f an M D S  plot alway s rises as number o f dimensions are
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reduced. Stress le \e ls  that are between 0.1 and 0.2 generally indicate that the M D S  is a 
good representation o f the data but when stress values approach 0.2. the M D S  plot is 
better suited for interpreting coarse scale rather than fine scale patterns m the data (C lark  
and W arw ick . IW 4 ).
Both count and percent cover data were analyzed in the ordinations 
simultaneously, so to m in im i/e  the count data (especially S. b ii lanouU s  which could  
reach densities o f thousands per m > relative to the percent cover data (canopv and 
subcanopy). the data were log transformed ( log,,, ( 1+y |). Follow ing the suggestions o f 
Clarke and W arw ick < l lW 4i. I chose to severely transform the data rather than to 
standardize it because I considered the differences in total abundance o f species between 
sites to be relevant information for discrim inating between the sample vears and study 
locations. There were 2N categories which consisted o f algae and substrates observed in 
canopy analysis, algae and substrates observed in subcanopy analysis, and total number 
of: each mollusc species. S. Im lm io iJ c s  and C. nnu ’ihi.s. The one exception was Odiorne  
1W 7 data: no subcanopy data were taken during this year so the groups are based on 
average values o f I 1) categories o f abundance for this site in IW 7 . The average \ aloe for 
all 10 quadrats at a particular tidal height in a particular year in each o f the 2N categories  
was utilized for both the cluster analysis and the M D S . The cluster analysis u tilized  
W ard 's  m inim um  variance and Euclidean distances. The cluster analysis w as perform ed  
for each site individually and for all sites simultaneously. The M D S  was perform ed on a 
Bray-Curtis dissim ilarity matrix and all sites were examined simultaneously for the M D S . 
Finally. I examined the relationship between the scores for each M D S  axis (response 
variable) and the year, tidal height and location using analysis o f variance ( A N O V A ) .  I
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checked the distributions o f the scores for normality prior to performing the A N O V A . In 
order to have a complete factorial design for the A N O V A . I only utilized data from  the 
0.5 and 1.0 m tidal heights and for the sears 1999-2001.
RESULTS
Ft. Stark
The evenness o f algae at Ft. Stark was very consistent and relatisels high at the 
0.5 m tidal height throughout the sampling period (F ig . 2.2). At the 1.0 m tidal height, 
the algal evenness fluctuated from 1997 to 2001. Evenness declined at the 2.0 til tidal 
height from 1007 to 1000. held steady from 1000 to 2(XM). and then declined greatly in 
2001. Both methods to estimate richness produced very sim ilar results at Ft. Stark: 
r i c h n e s s  was always lowest at the 2.0 m tidal height and highest at the 0.5 m tidal height 
(Figs. 2.3a and hi. There was a small but steady increase in richness from 1007 to 2000  
at both the 0.5 and 1.0 m tidal heights and then a slight decline in 2(H) 1 iFigs. 2.3a and b>.
Fucoid algae dominated the rocky intertidal zone at Ft. Stark. F ua ts  w s ia t lo s u s  
and A sco p lty l lu m  nodt>sum co-dominated at the 0.5 m tidal height and through the y ears 
the rank order o f abundance o f these two species fluctuated (Fig. 2.4a>. In 1998. the 
abundance o f F. v e s u . ' at this tidal height was significantly higher than that o f  2001 
(Tab le  2 .3). A  sim ilar pattern o f fluctuating co-dominance occurred at the 2 .0  m tidal 
height but the fluctuation was between A. nodosum  and F. s p ira l is  (Fig. 2.4c). The  peak 
abundance o f f .  ves ia t losus  at the 2.0 m tidal height in 1998 was signifieantlv higher
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than both 1999 and 2001 (Tabic 2.5). In contrast to the temporal shifts in relative  
abundance o f the upper and lower /ones. A. nodosum  was consistent!) the most abundant 
canopy species at the 1.0 m tidal height (F ig . 2.4bi. The ephem eral/drift algae category 
comprised relatively little o f the percent cover at all tidal heights through the years. This  
category was primarily composed o f drift algae with some ephemeral red algal species.
The low er intertidal /one o f Ft. Stark was mostly composed of pebble/shell 
substrates (F ig . 2.5a i. The relative proportion o f soft substrates i mud/sand i in the lower 
intertidal /tin e  was significantly lower in 1997 as compared to 1999. 2000 and 2001 
iT ab le  2 .4 1. Stas iocarpus stc l la tus  was the most common subcanopy algal species m the 
lower intertidal /one at Ft. Stark and the percent cover o f subcanopy algae category 
showed an increasing, but non-significant trend from 1998 to 2001 <Table 2.4; Figure 
2.5ai. The mid intertidal /one  at Ft. Stark was mostly composed o f rock bench substrates 
d  igs. 2 .5b i w ith some cobble and pebble/shell substrates. The subcanopy algae category 
at the 1.0 m tidal height was composed o f a mixture o f M. ste llutus  and crustose algae.
An increase in the amount o f substrate that was categori/ed as rock bench occurred at the
2.0 m tidal height from 1997 as compared to 1999 and 2(H)! (Table 2.4; Figure 2 .5c i. In 
contrast, the amount o f substrates that were categori/ed as large rock was significantly  
low er in 1999 and 2(XX) as compared to 1997 (Table 2 .4). There were no subcanopy 
algae at the highest tidal height throughout the sampling period (Fig. 2.5ci.
There were large fluctuations in the abundance o f S. hahuutides  at Ft. Stark 
throughout the sampling period ( Figs. 2.6a -  c). particularly at the 2.0 ni tidal height 
(Tab le  2 .5). From  1998 to 1999. the density o f S. b idano ides  in the high intertidal /o n e  
dropped by an order o f magnitude, but by the follow ing year, the density was almost
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double that in 1008 (F ig . 2 .6c ) and significantly higher than in 1000 (Tab le  2 .5). The 
high volatility in barnacle densities continued into 2001 and resulted in a significant 
decline from 2000 to 2001 (Tab le  2.5). In the mid /one. the densities o f  ,V. b a lano idcs  
were also highest in 2000  ( Fig . 2.6b) and this tidal height had the highest densities o f S. 
b a lano idcs  overall. S im ila r to the 1.0 and 2.0 m tidal heights, there were also large 
fluctuations in the density o f S. b a lano idcs  at the 0.5 m tidal height. The peak in 
densities in 1008 at the 0 .5  m tidal height was significantly higher than densities the 
follow ing year i Table  2.5)
The increase in S. b a la n o id cs  at the 2.0 m tidal height in 20(H) was apparently due 
to a successful recruitment event because the proportion o f barnacles in the smallest si/e  
class was significantl\ higher in 2000 than in both 1000 and 1008 (Tab le  2.6; Fig 2.7ci. 
Conversely, the proportion o f S'. In ila no idcs  in the largest s i/e  class was significantly 
higher in 1008 versus 2000  and 2001 and the 1 W ) values were also significantly greater 
than m 2000. The largest s i/c  class was a smaller proportion o f the overall s i/e  class 
distribution at the 1.0 m tidal height than at the 2.0 m tidal height. There were no 
significant differences m the proportions in any o f the s i/e  classes between any o f the 
years at the 1.0 m tidal height (Table 2.6; Fig. 2.7b). Finally , at the 0 .5  m tidal height, the 
proportion o f .V. b a la n o id c s  in the smallest s i/e  class was significantly larger in 1008 than 
in 2000 (Table 2.6; Fig. 2 .7a).
From 1008 to 2001 at Ft. Stark, there appeared to be a general trend o f  declining  
densities o f M. ed id is  at both the lower and m id tidal heights (F ig . 2.6a and b). Densities 
were an order o f magnitude low er at the 2.0 m tidal height and this species was 
com pletely absent from  this tidal height in 3 o f the 5 years (Fig. 2 .6c). The s i/e  class
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distribution data for M . edu lix  at the lowest tidal height indicated that larger animals 
composed the m ajority o f the population especially since IW l) ( Fig. 2 .Sal. The  
proportion in the 30 -  50 mm M / e  class was significantly greater in 1997 and I99K than 
in 2001 and conversely, the proportion in the largest s i/e  class <>50 m in i was 
significantly less in the later sampling years as compared to both 1997 and 199,S (Table  
2.7). Sm aller M . c J u lis  were more common in the m id to upper intertidal /o n e  < fig s .
2 .Kb and o  and a sim ilar pattern o f shifts in s i/e  class distributions through the sampling 
period was observed at the 1.0 m tidal height. There were significantly low er proportions 
in the 2 1 -  30 mm and 3 I -  50 mm s i/e  classes in I99S  versus 2000 while the proportion 
in the largest s i/e  class in 2000 was significantly greater than I99S levels (Tab le  2.7». 
f in a lly , the proportion o f A/, td id is  in the 31 -  50 mm s i/e  class was significantly greater 
m 1999 than m 2000 at the 1.0 ill tidal height (Table 2 .7 1.
The densities o f .V. lap idus  and .V. tcsn td m a lis  at f t .  Stark were highest at the 0.5  
m tidal height, declined greatly at the 1.0 ill tidal height and neither o f these species were 
e \e r  found at the 2.0 in tidal height ( f ig .  2.9a and bi. The density o f S. la p d h ( \  was 
highest in 1 9 9 7  in the lower intertidal /one and since that time densities declined except 
for a slight rebound in 1999 ( f ig . 2.9a>. In contrast. S. la p id u s  were not found in the mid 
/.one in 1999 and densities o f this species increased since that lim e < f ig . 2 .9b). The  
m ajority o f  the S. la p d lu s  at the 0.5 m tidal height were in the largest s i/e  class in 1997 
and the relative proportion in that s i/e  class decreased sharply since that tim e ( f ig .
2 .10a). There were no consistent patterns in the s i/e  distributions o f S. la p d h ts  at the 1.0 
m tidal height through the sampling period ( f ig .  2 .10b).
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Littorim ds. particularly L it to r in a  lit to rc a .  were mueh more common at Ft. Stark 
than la p illu s  or .V, tc s tiu lin a lis . In 1008. L. l it to rc a  reached peak abundance at the Ft. 
Stark 0.5 m tidal height t Fie. 2 .1 la) and densities were significantly higher than the 
previous year (Table 2 .Si. L it to r in a  ohtusata  peaked a year later at the 0.5 tn tidal height 
i Fig. 2.1 la». L it to r in a  ohtusata  declined since 1 000 at the 0.5 m tidal height hut the 
densities o f L. l i t t o n a  have fluctuated since 1008. L it to r in a  sa.xatilis  was never found at 
the lowest tidal height at Ft. Stark. There were large fluctuations m the density o f / . .  
l i t t o r a i  at the 1.0 m tidal height from 1007 to 2001; the difference between the vears with  
the lowest and highest density was se\en-fo ld  (Fig. 2.1 I b ) but there were no statistical!) 
significant differences iTable 2.Si. l. i t to rm a  ohtusata  increased from 1007 to 1000 at the
1 O m tidal height, but then declined until 2001; this is the same pattern that occurred at 
the lower tidal height (Fig. 2.1 Ib i. The densities o f /.. oh tusa ta  were significant!) lower 
in loo" as compared to 1000. 2000 and 2001 (Table 2 .Si. The densities o f /.. sii.xatilis 
were \e r \  low at the 1.0 m tidal height at Ft. Stark and none were found in IOOX (Fig.
2 I lb i. At the 2.0 m tidal height, there was a trend o f declining densities o f L  l i t to rc a  
from l l,t,~ to 2001. w ith a slight rebound in 2000 i Fig. 2.1 le i. In contrast, the densit\ of 
/.. ohtusa ta  was significantly higher than the 1007 densities for each year subsequent to 
10 07  (Table 2.Si. The trend o f slightly increasing densities o f L  ohtusata  at the 2.0 m 
tidal height declined in 2001 (Fig. 2 .1 le i. There were large fluctuations in the density of 
L. sa.xatilis  at the highest tidal height throughout the sampling period and no consistent 
patterns < Fig. 2.11 c ).
The s i/e  distributions o f L. l i t to / r a  in the low intertidal /one were generally 
consistent from 1007 to 2001 (Fig. 2 .12a). The two exceptions were a significantly lower
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proportion o f snails in the smallest s i/e  class in 1997 versus 1999 (Table 2.9) and a non­
significant trend o f a decreased proportion o f the largest s i/e  class in 1997 compared to 
subsequent years. In comparison, the s i/e  distributions o f L. oh tusa ta  at the 0.5 m tidal 
height were much less consistent throughout the sampling period (Table 2.10; Fig.
2 .12b). There was a trend o f decreased relative abundance o f the 2 -10  mm si/e  class m 
1997 and 1998 as compared to subsequent years and the proportion in the largest s i/e  
class o lO m m ) was highly \a riab le  through the sampling period.
At the 1.0 m tidal height, the proportion o f L  l it to rc a  in the largest s i/e  class was 
lower in 1997 as compared to 1900. 2000 and 2001 (Table 2 .0 1. Generally the s i/e  
distributions were less even and more heavily dominated by smaller s i/e  classes since 
1007 i Fig. 2.13a). At the 1.0 ill tidal height, the proportion o f / . .  ohtusa ta  in the 2 -10  si/e  
classes was significantly lower in 1907 \ersus 1000. 2000 and 2001 ( fab le  2.10; f ig  
2 .13b i. fhe low numbers o f / . ,  s a .xatilis  at the 1.0 til tidal height make conclusions 
regarding their s i/e  class distributions d ifficu lt ( f ig .  2.13c).
At the 2.0 ill tidal height, the proportion o f / . ,  l i t to rc a  in the smallest s i/e  class 
was consistently high through the sampling period ( f ig .  2 .14ai and the only s ta tis t ic a l 
significant differences were due to a decline in the proportion o f the largest s i/e  class in 
1997 versus subsequent years (Table 2 .9 1. L it to r in a  oh tusa ta  in the smallest s i/e  class 
were relatively uncommon at the 2.0 m tidal height at Ft. Stark (Fig. 2 .14b) and the 
proportion o f snails in the intermediate and largest s i/e  classes were highly v ariable 
throughout the sampling period (Table 2 .10). There was a significantly higher proportion 
o f L  sa.xatilis  in the smallest s i/e  class at the 2.0 m tidal height in 1997 compared to
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subsequent years (Table 2 .1 11 and a trend o f increased relative abundance o f the largest 
s i/e  class (Figure 2.14ci.
From 1997 to the density o f C. maenas increased at all three tidal heights 
(F ig . 2 .15). At the 1.0 m tidal height, in particular, the density increased by fourfold from  
I 1)1)? to 1998 and the difference between densities recorded in 1997 and all subsequent 
years was statistically significant (Table  2.5). At the 0.5 m tidal height, the general 
increase in densities resulted in significant increases from 1997 levels compared to 1999. 
2000  and 2001 as well as a significant increase from 1998 to 1999 (Tab le  2.5). The 
stepwise multiple regression indicated that the number o f C. m acnas  at Ft. Stark and the 
amount o f substrate that was categori/ed  as pebble/shell, cobble or large rock, the 
number o f snails and the num ber o f .S', ba lano idcs  were significantly related ipcO.OOl: 
fab le  2.12). The o n ly  statistically significant changes in proportions m a si/e class 
between years occurred between 1997 and subsequent years for the tw o smallest si/e  
classes it) -  5 and b -  10 m m ) (Tab le  2 .13). At all three tidal heights the proportion in the 
6 -  10 111111 si/e class was significantly lower in 1997 than most o f  the subsequent years 
w hile at the 2.0 m tidal height, the proportion in the 0  -  5 mm s i/e  class was significantly  
higher in 1997 than all subsequent years (Table 2.13. Fig. 2 .16a - o .
Finally , two / / .  sangu ineus  were found at Ft. Stark during the 2001 sampling: one 
was at the 2 .0 m tidal height and one was at the 1.0 m tidal height. Both crabs were less 
than 4 mm carapace w idth (data not shown).
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O d io rn e  Park
A lgal evenness was lowest at the Odiorne 2 .0 rn tidal height in all vears except 
1007 and the overall difference in evenness between the highest tidal height and the two 
low er tidal heights was very large at Odiorne (Fig . 2.17). The overall evenness at the 0.5  
and 1.0 in tidal heights was much higher in the years after 1007. S im ilar to Ft. Stark, 
both methods to estimate richness produced very sim ilar results at Odiorne. G enera lly , 
richness was lowest at the 2.0 m tidal height, but it was also very consistent throughout 
the sampling period iFig. 2 .IS a  and b). Richness was similar between the tw o low er tidal 
heights from  1007 to 2001. and it peaked in 1000 for both types o f estimates.
\'i< i> [>h\/liin ! n<u l"\nn i was the dominant algal canopy species throughout the 
intertidal /o n e  at Odiorne i Fig. 2 . 10a -  ci and the only significant difference w as between 
lo o "  and looo abundance at the 1.0 in tidal height (Table 2 .3 1. Interestingly, both F. 
u  w< /i/osn\ and /  sp ira lis  were found at all tidal heights at Odiorne. but at Ft. Stark. F  
was only found at the highest tidal height. There appears to be more 
ephem eral/drift algae at Odiorne than at Ft. Stark. In 1000. the abundance o f all three 
m a|or canopy species i . \ .  n a jo s t itn . F. \ t s icu losas  and F. s p ira lis i peaked in the low /one  
at O diorne. but otherwise, there were few strong trends in the abundance o f canopy algae 
through the five year sampling period.
O vera ll, the substrates throughout the intertidal /.one at Odiorne are mostly 
composed o f large rocks, cobble and pebble/s'nell (Figs. 2.20a - c>. The proportion o f  
substrate that was categori/ed as large rock at the 0.5 m tidal height was significantly  
higher in 1990 as compared to 2(KX) and 2001 (Table 2.4). There was much less rock 
bench substrate at Odiorne as com pared to Ft. Stark, especially at the 1.0 m tidal height
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and the relative abundance o f each type o f substrate was consistent through the vears at 
this tidal height (Tab le  2.4: Fig. 2.20b). At the 2 .0  m tidal height, the proportion o f  
substrate that was categori/ed as rock bench was significantly lower in 2001 as compared  
to l oos  and the opposite pattern occurred for pebble/shell substrates (Table 2.4). 
Subcanopy algae were encountered at all three tidal heights at Odiorne. but their 
abundance was lowest at the 2.0 m tidal height (Figs. 2 .20a - cl.
There were large fluctuations in the density o f  .V. b a lan o id cs  at Odiorne Park from  
I 'W ' to 2001. especially at the 0.5 m and 2.0 m tidal heights (Fig. 2.21a - c ) .  In both 
and 100X. the density o f .S. ba lano idcs  at the 0 .5 m tidal height w as extrem elv low 
i ,’v (i/m  m IOOSi and densities m the three follow ing years were significantly higher than 
m lo o s  ( Table 2.5 i. In addition, the peak in 2000 (almost 1 2 .0 0 0 /n n  was also 
sigin11icantI> higher than the 1007 densities (Table 2 .5c  In contrast. S. ba lano idcs  
increased from  lo o "  io 1000 in the mid /one and remained fairly consistent since that 
nine In the high /o n e . S. ba lano idcs  decreased from  1007 to 1000 and the difference in 
densities between 1007 and 1000 was statistically significant (Table 2.5). From 1000 to
2 0 0 0 .  there w a s  a s l i g h t  rebound in S. ba lano idcs  densities but they dropped again in
2001. S im ilar to Ft. Stark, the density o f barnacles w as generally much higher at the 1.0 
ill tidal height compared to the 2.0 m tidal height; at O diorne. the overall average density 
was 2 times higher (5 .600 /m  vs. 2.5(X)/nr).
At the 0 .5 m tidal height, there appeared to be a general trend o f declining  
proportions o f .V. b a la n o id cs  in the smallest s i/e  class since 1007 (Fig. 2 .22a). In 1007. 
6 2 r f o f the S. b a la n o id cs  w ere in 0-2 mm the size elass. The proportion o f .V. b a la n o id cs  
in the smallest s i/e  elass in 1007 was significantly greater in 1007 than in 1000 and 2000
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while the proportion in the medium s i/e  class ( 2 - 5  m m ) was significantly lower in 1007 
than in 1000. 2000 and 2001 (Table 2.0). At the 1.0 m and 2.0 m tidal heights, the si/e  
clas>* distributions were relatively constant through the sampling period (Table 2.0: Figs. 
2.22b and ci.
S lx tilu s  cd u lis  were never found at the 0.5 m tidal height at Odiorne throughout 
the l i \e  year sampling period. There was a small dip in densities at the 1.0 m tidal height 
m l 1)1)1) (Fig. 2 .2 Ib i and the St. c d u lis  at this tidal height were also usually in the larger 
si/e  classes i Fig. 2. 2 5 a ). At the 2 .0  m tidal height at Odiorne. the density dropped by an 
order o f magnitude from  1007 to IW S . and stayed very low except for a slight rebound in 
2000 ( Fig. 2.2 le i. The differenee between 1007 densities and those o f 1008. l ‘)W  and 
2000 were s ta tis t ic a l significant (Tab le  2.5) for 'he 2.0 m tidal height. There were no 
statisticalK significant differences in the proportions o f .V/. c d u lis  in any o f the s i/e  
classes at the 1.0 in tidal height ( Table 2.7; Fig. 2.23a) and there w eren't enough St. 
cdu lis  at the 2.0 m tidal height to compare proportions in the various s i/e  classes between 
\ears ( Table 2.7: Fig. 2 .23b).
The densities o f .V. la p illu s  and .V. tcs tu d in a lis  were s im ilar between Ft. Stark and 
Odiorne Park. .Xucclla  la p illu s  densities were very consistent at the Odiorne 0.5 m tidal 
height from 1007 to 2001 but S', ic s tu d in u lis  had a sharp peak in 1008 iF ig . 2.24a). In the 
mid /one. the density o f .V. la p illu s  increased from 1007 to 1008. but declined since that 
time (Fig. 2.24b). The density o f A', tcs tu d in a lis  was consistently low at the 1.0 m tidal 
height and was zero in the final year ot sampling (Fig. 2.24b). A'o toacm ca  tc s tu d in a lis  
was never found at the 2 .0  m tidal height and A’, la p illu s  was only found at this tidal 
height once in 1007 at O diorne (data not shown). There were big fluctuations in the s i/e
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class distributions o f .V. la p illu s  at the low and m id tidal heights, but no consistent 
patterns through time ( Fig. 2.25a and b).
Littorinids. particularly L it to r in a  l i t to rc a .  were much more common at Odiorne  
than any other snail species. L it to r in a  l i t to rc a  was particularly abundant in the low /o n e . 
The density o f this species at the 0.5 in tidal height increased from 1907 to 2000 (Fig. 
2.26ai and the 1007 densities were significantly low er than each o f the subsequent vears 
(Table 2.S). In 2(XX). the average density o f  L. l i t to rc a  was over 1.100/m at the 0.5 m 
tidal height. In contrast, the density o f this species was at its lowest point at the 1.0 m 
tidal height in 2(KX) tFig. 2.26b). L it to r in a  o h tu sa ta  increased by an order o f magnitude 
from 1008 to 1000 at the 0.5 m tidal height ( Fig . 2.26a) and its densities in 1000 were 
significantly higher than those o f 1007 and 1008 (Table 2.8). L it to r in a  sa.xatilis was 
found at the 0.5 m tidal height at Odiorne. in contrast to at Ft. Stark, w here it never 
occurred in the low /one and was only found in very low densities at the 1.0 m tidal 
height. The density o f / . ,  sa.xatilis  at the 0.5 nt tidal height increased steadily from 1008 
to 2(H) 1 (F ig . 2 .26a) and there were significant differences between both the 1007 and 
1008 densities and the 2000 and 2001 densities (Tab le  2 .8 1.
The densities o f L. l it to rc a  were more consistent at the 1.0 in tidal height than at 
the 0.5 m tidal height (Fig  2.26 a and b). The densities o f L  ohtusata  increased from  
1007 to 2CMK) at the 1.0 m tidal height (Fig  2 .26b ) and resulted in significant differences  
between the 1007 and 1000. 2(XM) and 2(X)1 densities (Table 2.8). In addition, the 1008 
densities were also significantly lower than the 1000 and 2000 densities. By the end o f 
the sampling period, the density o f L. o h tusa ta  was over four times that recorded in 1007 
( 133 vs. 3 2 /n r ) . O vera ll, the density o f L. sa .xatilis  at the 1.0 m tidal height was slightlv
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low er in 1007 than in subsequent years, hut the high variability did not result in any 
significant differences between the densities in any o f the years (Table 2 .Si.
The peak abundance o f L. l i t to rc a  at the 2.0 m tidal height occurred in 1000. and 
the densities declined slightly since that time (Fig . 2.26c). The densities o f L  oh tusa ta  at 
the Odiorne 2.0 in tidal height were lower than those o f L. lit to rc a  and they were 
consistent through the sampling period (Fig 2.26c). There was a significant increase in /.. 
sa.xatilis  density at Odiorne 2.0 in from  1007 to 1008 (Table 2.S). it declined slightly tor 
the next two years and recovered slightly in 2001 (Fig. 2 .26c ).
The s i/e  class distributions o f L. l i t to rc a  at the 0.5 in tidal height at O diorne were 
very different in 1007 as compared to subsequent years (Fig. 2.27a). The proportion in 
the 0  -  10 mm and I I -20 mm s i/e  classes were lower in 1007 than in most o f the 
subsequent years and the proportion in the 2 I -  30 mm si/e  class was significantly higher 
m 1007 than in 100X. 1000 and 2000  (Table 2 .0). In contrast, the s i/e  class distributions  
o f both L. oh tusa ta  and L. sa.xatilis  were consistent at this tidal height through the 
sampling period ( Fig. 2.27b and c ).
A t the 1.0 m tidal height. L. l i t to rc a  had consistent si/e class distributions (Fig. 
2.2Xa) . w hile L. ohtusata  and L. sa.xatilis  s i/e  class distributions were eom parativelv less 
consistent (F ig . 2.2Sh and c). The proportion o f L. ohtusata  in the 2 -  10 mm s i/e  class 
was significantly lower in 1007 than in 1000 (Table 2 .10). No L. sa.xatilis in the smallest 
s i/e  class (<2  m m ) have been recorded since 100X at either the 1.0 m or 2.0 m tidal 
heights (F ig . 2.28c and 2.20c).
The proportion o f L  l i t to rc a  in the smallest size class at the 2.0 m tidal height was 
significantly lower in 1008 as compared to 2001 (Table 2.0; Fig. 2.20a) w hile the
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proportion in the 11 -  20 mm s i/e  class in l l)‘)8 was significantly higher than in 2001. In 
addition, the proportion o f  L  l i t t o i r a  in the 11 -2 0  mm s i/e  class significant!), declined 
from 2000 to 2001 (Tab le  I.'-): Fig. 2.2fia). The proportion o f L  ohtusata  at the 2 .0 m 
tidal height in the m iddle s i/e  class was significantly lower in 1007 as compared to every 
subsequent year while the proportion in the largest s i/e  class was significantly higher in 
1007 compared to every subsequent year (Table 2.10: Fig. 2 .20bt. F inally. L. sa.u in lis  
s i/e  class distributions were highly variable from 1008 to 2001 at the 2.0 m tidal height 
and there were no statistically significant differences between any o f the years ( fable  
2.1 1: Fig. 2.20c).
C arc inus m ucuas  was more abundant at Odiorne than at Ft. Stark: the overall 
average densities at both the 1.0 and 2.0 m tidal heights were higher at Odiorne (87 and 
85/m  respectively i than at Ft. Stark (50 and b 7 /n r i. The density of mucnas at both 
the 0.5 and 1.0 m tidal heights followed similar patterns at Odiorne: both rose from 1007 
to 1000. declined in 2000  and the density in the mid /one slightly increased in 2001 while 
m the low /one. it continued to decline slightly ( Fig. 2 .30). At both the 0.5 m and 1.0 m 
tidal heights, the densities in 1007 were significantly lower than the 1000 densities while 
at the 1.0 m tidal height, the density in 1000 was significantly higher than the two  
subsequent years (Tab le  2 .5). In contrast to these fluctuations, the density at the 2.0 m 
tidal height was fairly consistent through the five year sampling period and there were no 
statistically significant differences between the years (Table 2.5: Fig. 2.30). The stepwise 
m ultiple regression indicated that there was also a significant positive relationship 
between the number o f  snails and the number o f C. m aenas  (p < 0 .0 0 1 : Table 2 .12) at 
Odiorne.
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There were large changes in the s i/e  class distributions o f C. n u u n a s  at O diorne  
through the sampling period and most o f the statistically significant differences occurred 
in the two smallest s i/e  classes. The general pattern at all three tidal heights was that the 
proportion in the 0  -  5 mm s i/e  class in the earlier sampling period < 1W 7 -  | W ) i  w as 
significantly higher than the last tw o years o f sampling (Table 2.14: Fig. 2.3 la  - c i. 
Conversely, the proportion in the 6 - 1 0  mm si/e  class was frequently significantly  
higher in 2000 and 2001 than in previous years (Table 2.14).
H c m iw iip s u s  sanguineus  was first found at Odiorne in 2000. two individuals were 
found in two separate quadrats at the 2.0 m tidal height (Fig. 2.32ai. By 2(H )I. a total o f 
13 / / .  sanguineus  were found between all three tidal heights, and the highest density was 
at the lowest tidal height (Fig. 2 .32at. Only two //.  sanguineus  were found at the 2 .0 m 
tidal height each year, but they were much bigger than the individuals o f this species that 
were found in the mid and lower /o n e  i Fig. 2.32b).
H i lton Park
A lgal evenness steadily declined at the 0.5 m tidal height at H ilton Park from  
1400 to 2001 (Fig. 2 .33i. The evenness at the 1.0 m tidal height was highest in 2000. and 
at this time it was equal to that o f the 0.5 m tidal height. O verall, evenness was low er at 
the 1.0 m tidal height. Again, both methods to estimate richness produced very s im ilar 
results (F ig . 2.34a and b) and generally , richness was lower at Hilton Park than at the two  
coastal sites. There was very little change in richness at the 1.0 m tidal height through  
the years. The lowest richness estimates for the 0.5 m tidal height occurred in 2(XX) and 
in 2001. the richness was similar between the two tidal heights.
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In contrast to the two coastal sites. A. nodosum  was virtually absent from the low 
intertidal /one  at H ilton Park (F ig . 2.35a). F u n is  vt’s indosus  was the most abundant 
fucoid algae in the low /one at H ilton  Park, and because canopy algae were patchy. 
M u s to cu rp u s  sh 'lla tus  was also recorded in the analysis o f the algal canopy (F ig . 2 .35a). 
A t the 1.0 m tidal height. A. nodosum  was the dominant algal species, but it had relatively  
low cover as compared to the same tidal height at the two coastal sites t F ig. 2.35bi.
A lgal canopy cover was lowest in 20(H) at the 0.5 m tidal height blit it was highest at the 
1.0 in height in the same year. There were no statistically significant differences between 
the abundance o f either A. nodosum  or F. vcsicu losus  at either tidal height betw een any o f 
the years (Table 2.3).
Pebble/shell substrates are the most common type of substrate at both tidal heights 
at H ilton Park d  igs. 2.36a and b) but there was a significant decrease in the abundance of 
this substrate type from 2(KH) to 2(H)I at the 0.5 in tidal height ( fable 2 .4 1. The  
abundance o f cobble and mud substrates increased significantly from I 1)1)1) levels when 
compared to the two follow ing years (Table 2.4) but both of these categories were a 
relatively minor portion o f the substrates when compared to pebble/shell category i Fig 
2.36a and b). In the low /one. the abundance o f subcanopy algae declined sharply from  
1900 to 2(HH) resulting in a significant difference (Table 2.4) but the abundance o f 
subcanopy algae rose slightly in 2001. The majority o f this category w as composed o f  
M . s te llu lu s , but in both 1999 and 2(H) 1. U lva  Uu ttu  u  was also com mon in the lower 
intertidal /one  o f Hilton Park and this species contributed to the subcanopy algae 
category.
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The abundance o f S. ba lan o id cs  was sim ilar between the low and mid /o n e  
throughout the sampling period (Fig . 2 .37a and b) and in general these densities were 
sim ilar to the overall average o f the 2.0 m tidal heights at both coastal sites tea. 3 0 0 0 /n r  >. 
S cm iha lanus  b a lan o id cs  fluctuated in the low /o n e  from 1990 to 2001. and it declined at 
the 1.0 m tidal height during this time period but the high overall variability did not result 
in statistically significant differences between these fluctuations (Table 2.5). The size 
class distributions for this species at both tidal heights revealed very few individuals were 
in the smallest s i/e  category throughout the sampling period (Fig . 2.3Xa and hi. There  
were no statistically significant differences in the proportion o f S', ba lano idcs  in any o f 
the s i/e  classes between any o f the years (Table 2.6).
M y iilu s  cd u lis  was extremely abundant in the low /one at Hilton Park (F ig . 2 .37ai 
m fact, much o f the pebble/shell substrates at this tidal height were hung SI. cd u lis  
shells. The density o f this species at the 0 .5  m tidal in Id 9 l) w as significantly higher than 
in the two subsequent years (Table 2 .5) and densities in 2001 were four times low er than 
(hex had been in I 1)1)1) (Fig. 2.37a). In contrast, the abundance o f this species increased 
through the sampling period at the 1.0 m tidal height (Fig. 2 .37bi. but its overall densities 
were much lower than at the 0.5 m tidal height and none o f the differences between the 
years were statistically significant (Table 2 .5). In the low /one. the proportions o f  A/. 
c d u lis  in the 2 1 - 30 and 31 -  50 mm s i/e  classes were significantly higher in 1000 than 
in 2000. and the proportion in the largest s i/e  class was significantly higher in 2000  than 
in 1000 (Table 2.7; Fig. 2.30a). At the 1.0 m tidal height, most o f the M. cd u lis  were in 
the largest size categories (> 3 I mm) (Fig . 2 .30b) and there were no statistically 
significant differences in size class distributions between years (Table 2.7).
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The densities o f .V. la p illu s  and .V. tcs tu d in a lis  were extrem ely low in the low  
/o n e  at H ilton Park (F ie. 2 .40a) and neither o f these species were ever found at the 1.0 m 
tidal height. Only two V. la p illu s  were found at the 0 .5 m tidal height at H ilton  Park so 
conclusions regarding the s i/e  distributions o f this species at this site are not warranted. 
The densities o f littorinid snails were also relatively low at the Hilton Park 0 .5  m tidal 
height, and those o f L. l it to rc a  were comparable to those o f the Ft. Stark 1.0 m tidal 
height (Fig . 2.41a). L it to r in a  lit to rc a  densities increased slightly through the sampling 
period at the 0.5 m tidal height (Fig. 2.41a) while at the 1.0 m tidal height, the densities m 
2(XX) were significantly greater than in 1000 and 2 0 0 1 (Table 2.S: Fig. 2 .4 1 bt. L it to r in a  
o h tu sa ta  densities fluctuated through the sampling period at the 0.5 m tidal height and 
there was a significant difference between the 2(XX) and 2001 densities i Table 2.S; Fig. 
2.41a). At the 1.0 m tidal height, there appeared to be a slight trend o f declining L. 
o h tu sa ta  densities through the sampling period, but there was also high \ ariability d  ig. 
2.4 lb ). Finally. L. sa.xatilis  was never found at the 0.5 m tidal height ( Fig. 2 .4 1 a) and 
only found in very low densities at the 1.0 m height t Fig. 2.41b).
There were very few L. l it to rc a  that fell into the largest s i/e  category (> 5 0  m ini, 
none were found in the low /one and in the mid /one. they were only recorded in 1999 
(F ig . 2 .42a and 2.45a). The L. l it to rc a  that were found in the low /o n e  were mostly small 
snails (0 -1 0  mm) (Fig. 2.42a). There was a significant difference between the proportion 
o f L. l i t to rc a  in the 11 - 20 mm si/e  category between 2(XX) and 2(X)1 at the 0.5 m tidal 
height (Table 2.9). At the 1.0 m tidal height, the proportion o f L. l it to rc a  in the 0  -  10 
mm  s i/e  class was significantly lower in 1999 than in 2001. and in the 11 -  20  m m  si/e  
class, the proportion significantly decreased from 1999 to 2000 (Table 2.9). Only two L.
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oh tusa ta  were found at the 0.5 111 tidal height in 2(XX). so their s i/e  elass distributions 
were not compared statistically, w hile at the 1.0 m tidal height, the s i/e  class distributions 
were sim ilar between 1000 and 2(X)1 (Table 2.10: Figure 2.42b). F in a llv . there were no 
significant differences between the s i/e  class distributions o f L. sa .xa tilis  at the 1.0 m tidal 
height in any year (Tab le  2 .1 1: Fig. 2.42c).
The densities o f C. m acnas  at H ilton Park were lower than those o f the same tidal 
heights at the coastal sites. C a rc in u s  m acnas  densities s ig n if ic a n t  increased from 1004  
to 2(X)1 at the 0.5 m tidal height: its density in 2<X)I i64 /m  ) was o \e r  double that o f 1000 
(2 4 /n r )  (Table 2.5: Fig. 2 .44). In contrast, the density o f C  m acnas  at the 1.0 m tidal 
height slightly fluctuated from 1000 to 2(X) 1 but there were no significant differences  
between 1000 and 2(X)I (Table 2.5; Fig. 2.44). The stepwise m ultiple regression 
indicated that the amount o f fucoid algae and the number o f snails w ere both posiusely 
related to the density o f C. m acnas  (p< 0.(X )l: Table 2.12) but the residuals appeared to 
have a slight positive trend indicating that there may have been underly ing variation that 
was not accounted for by the measured variables. The s i/e  class distributions o f  
m acnas  were very consistent at each tidal height through the sampling period (Table  
2.15: Fig. 2.45a and b). C a n  inns m acnas  in the low /one were sm aller than those in the 
m id /one.
H ilton  Park had the highest densities o f H. sanguineus  o f all three sampling  
locations. The second specimen o f H. sanguineus  for the state o f New Ham pshire was 
found at H ilton Park in 1000. M ore H. sanguineus  have been found at the 1.0 m tidal 
height than at the 0.5 m tidal height (Fig. 2.46a). There were too few H . sangu ineus
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found thus far to make defin itive conclusions regarding temporal shifts in its size 
distributions <Fig. 2.46b).
C om m unity  analyses
The results from the cluster analysis at Ft. Stark and Hilton Park both showed that 
the com m unity at each tidal height in each year was more sim ilar to that in other years 
than to other tidal heights ( Fig. 2.47a and c). At Odiorne. the average values for the 
com m unity  at the 2.0 m tidal height in 1W 7  were more sim ilar to the average values for 
the com m unity at the 1.0 m tidal height than to the 2.0 m values for other years i Fig. 
2.47b ). Aside from this exception, all o f the average values for the com m unity clustered 
out by tidal height rather than bv year o f sampling. When the data from all locations 
were analyzed simultaneously, a sim ilar pattern prevailed. For the most pari, the average 
values for the community at each tidal height and location combination were most sim ilar 
to each other between years < Fig. 2 .4 8 1. One major group that could be characterized as 
the higher intertidal zone group was composed o f the 2.0 m tidal height at both Ft. Stark 
and O diorne (except IW 7 )  and the 1.0 m tidal height at H ilton Park. The other m a|or 
group could be characterized as the coastal low to m id-intertidal zone group, it contained: 
the Ft. Stark and Odiorne 1.0 m tidal heights, the 0.5 m tidal heights at Ft. Stark and 
H ilton  Park and the 1007 2.0 m tidal height at Odiorne. The average values from  the 
1007 O diorne 2.0 m tidal height appeared to be anomalous when all locations were  
considered simultaneously, just as they had been when the Odiorne values were  
exam ined separately.
Finally , the m ultidim ensional scaling was also used to examine the relationships  
between the average values for the various location, tidal height and year com binations.
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In this analysis, the Odiorne 0 5 1W X samples appeared to he an outlier I Fig. 2 .40a).
This was like ly  due to the tact that only one .V. ha lanou les  was found in all ten quadrats 
tor that year. The stress value o ft) .1 3 indicated that this was a fairly good ordination o f  
the quadrat data. When the analysis was repeated without the Odiorne 0.5 I00S  samples, 
the distinction between both Hilton Park samples (particularly the 0.5 m tidal height) 
from  the rest o f the coastal samples became clear, but the coastal sites remained strongly 
interm ixed ( Fie. 2.40b). The stress value rose slightly for the M D S  when the Odiorne 0.5  
I00X samples were excluded, but the stress value was still low enough to be considered a 
good ordination. An A N O V  A indicated that there was a significant difference in the 
M D S  scores between the locations, tidal heights and the interaction of these two factors 
(Table  2 .16i. However, there was no significant difference in M D S  scores for the year 
that sampling took place.
DISCUSSION
The objective o f this study w a s  to document the community structure at three 
rocky intertidal sites prior to the establishment o f a predator. / / .  sanguineus. The tact that 
/ / .  sanguineus  was found at all three sites by the last year o f the studv indicates not only 
that the study sites provide suitable habitat for this introduced erab but also that further 
increases in the abundance and range o f / / ,  sanguineus  are likely in northern New  
England.
O vera ll, the results o f this com m unity structure monitoring indicated that there 
were no consistent between site trends in the abundance o f any o f the species m onitored
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for this study. This result implies that these data w ill he useful for assessing changes that 
may occur after / / .  u n u ’n incus  becomes abundant because these com munities both have 
relatixely stable com position and are independent o f each other (fo llow ing  
recommendations o f a B A C I design: Stewart-Oaten et al. [ I0 8 6 |i .  The one exception to 
this observation was the sharp decline in .S'. ha lano ides  at the 2 .0  m tidal height that 
occurred in 1000 at both R . Stark and Odiorne.
The community structure monitoring was performed at physically defined tidal 
heights in order to insure that the results were comparable both between study sites and 
over a long time scale, For example, intertidal ecologists often subjectively define upper, 
mid and lower intertidal /ones based on the abundance o f species that are characteristic 
of each o f these /ones. Naturally, these suhjectixe definitions vary between researchers 
thereby making generali/ations difficult. In addition, the distribution and abundance o f 
these characteristic species can shift over time because o f changing physical and 
biological conditions (B allantine. Id h | i. By using physically defined tidal heights. I 
avoided some o f these potential problems encountered by other ecologists, howexer. the 
study sites varied in other attributes The most obvious difference between the study sites 
is that Hilton Park is an estuarine tidal rapids while Ft. Stark and Odiorne are both 
coastal. The aspect o f  the sites also varied which affects both desiccation stress and 
exposure to storms (most large storms in this region come from  the northeast). The 
Odiorne site faced northeast, the Ft. Stark site was northwest facing and the Hilton Park 
site faced southeast. These differences in the orientation o f my study sites may have 
accounted for the fact that A. nodosum  dominated up to the 2 .0  m tidal height at Odiorne  
but at Ft. Stark, this tidal height was a m ixture o f f .  s p ira lis  and A. nodosum . W hen the
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whole com m unity was considered simultaneously, the cluster analysis showed that the 
highest tidal heights at each site (2 .0  at Odiorne and Ft. Stark and 1.0 at H ilton Park) 
were most sim ilar to each other, along vv ith the 0.5 m tidal height at Odiorne. However, 
w ithin  this group, the 0.5 m O diorne cluster was most dissim ilar from  the three other 
groups.
The distributions o f several organisms, especially . .V. te s tiu lin a lis  and .V. la p illu s  
appeared to have been strongly affected by tidal height. S o toacm ea  te s tiu lin a lis  was 
never found at the 2.0 m tidal height and .V. la p illu s  was only found there once. In 
addition, the red alga. M . s te lla tus  was never encountered at the 2 .0 m tidal height. The 
relative abundance o f V/. edu lis  decreases with increasing tidal height at all three sites but 
at the estuarine site, it is highest at the 0.5 m tidal height while peak densities are found at 
the interm ediate tidal height at the two coastal locations.
H cm i^rap sus  sangu ineus  has variously been reported to be both an upper 
intertidal species iFukui. I OSS: Takada and Kituchi. 1001; Takada. 1000) and a lower 
intertidal species (highest densities between the low water marks it Siagusa and 
K aw agoye. 1007) in Japan. In its invaded range, various researchers have found the 
highest densities o f / / ,  sanguineus  in the lower intertidal /one  (Long Island Sound.
Lohrer and W hitlatch. 1007; southeastern Massachusetts: Lesdesma and O 'Connor.
2001). Although the densities are com paratively much lower at my study sites. I found 
H. sangu ineus  in the upper or nud /o n e  first at every site and the densities are highest in 
the upper and mid /.one. The conflicting observ ations regarding the tidal height 
distribution o f this species may result from s i/e  specific habitat utilization , competition  
for shelter w ith other species or a com bination o f both factors. Fukui ( l lJ8S) stacked
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cobble and boulders across the w idth o f the intertidal /.one in Japan and found that in the 
summer, higher densities o f  juvenile  (8 mm C W i H. sani>uineus were found in the upper 
intertidal /one. At his study sites. H. sanguineus  co-existed with up to 7 other grapsid 
crab species and its presence in the high intertidal /one  may he the result o f com petitive  
interactions. Because C. m a m a s  is the only other crab species com monly found in the 
rocky intertidal /one in its invaded range, the com petitive interactions between the two  
species are presumably less intense for / /  sanguineus  than in its native range. It is 
possible that when populations o f / / .  sanguineus  are very low. as they currently are in 
New Hampshire, the crabs initially co lon i/e  the upper intertidal /one. The majority o f 
the 11. sanguineus  that I have found are juveniles (< 10  mm C W i. and these individuals  
may migrate lower in the intertidal /one  as they grow larger, much like the subtidal 
migration C. muenas undergo when they reach 70-35 mm C \V  (Edwards. I05N: W arm an  
e ta !.. I W .C .
In an early investigation into the factors responsible for the structure o f the mid to 
high New England rocky intertidal com m unity. Menge ( 10 7 6 1 judged S u ee lla  iT h a is i 
la p illu s  to be to be the only important predator in the mid to high intertidal /one  based on 
its density. The highest density o f C. muenas that he found was only 4/m  at Canoe  
Beach C ove. M A . In contrast, the average density (over all study sites and years) o f C. 
m a m a s  was over fifteen times greater in this study than in M enge’s study. The large 
discrepancies in density estimates for the two studies is intriguing and could be due to 
several factors such as inherent differences in habitat quality or regional increases in C. 
muenas populations coincident w ith increasing w ater temperatures in the last several 
decades (G lude. l l)55 i. How ever, the most likely reason for the disparity in densitv
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estimates was probably due to the tact that I looked under cobble and sifted through 
gravel and soft substrates while M enge apparently only counted C. m uenas  that were 
directly encountered under the algal canopy. The differences in the search techniques 
could largely account for the differences in densities, especially since the vast nui|ority 
l> X 5 'f  I o f the C. muenas that I found were seeking refuge under rocks (rather than just 
under the algal canopy) or were buried in the substrate.
The most important factor determining the density o f intertidal crabs may be the 
availab ility  o f  shelter. In a previous study. I found a significant relationship between the 
density o f muenas and the amount o f substrate that was categori/ed  as large rock, 
cobble, or pebble/shell (all were </ p r io r i  judged to provide suitable shelter for crabsi at 
Ft. Stark (r = 0.51. p<0.05: Tyrrell. F)‘W i. Lesdesma and O'C'onnor (2001 i also found a 
significant relationship between the density o f / / ,  sanguineus  and the amount o f shelter 
providing rocks ( r =  0.55. p<0.05) in southeastern Massachusetts. Lohrer et al. (2000 ) 
studied the vertical /onation and habitat com plexity of // .  sanguineus  and other crabs in 
Japan. They found that while // .  sanguineus  had higher densities in the upper intertidal 
/o n e  prior to manipulation o f shelter providing rocks, this species also responded 
positively to addition o f rocks, especially in the upper intertidal /o n e  ( Lohrer et al.. 
2000). Takada ( I W O) also found that H. san i’ itineus  responded positively to the addition 
o f cobble for shelter, as w ell as to the addition o f artitlcal shades. Surprisingly, the 
m ultiple regressions between the density o f C. m uenas and various physical and 
biological factors in this studv only revealed a significant relationship between the 
abundance o f these shelter-providing substrates and the density o f C. m uenas  at the Ft. 
Stark site.
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One o f the specie*, that may not have been adequately sampled in this study was 
M y tilu s  vd u lis . It is d ifficu lt to quantify both the number and s i/e  distributions o f .V/. 
vd u lis  without physically removing the animals from the substrate. In particular, juvenile 
M . vdu lis  are often nestled at the base o f adults and are therefore obscured from overhead 
view . It is likely that my data on s i/e  distributions o f ,1/. v d u lis  is therefore heavily 
biased toward larger individuals. Because the goal o f this study was long term  
monitoring. I did not remove M . vd u lis  in order to remove this bias.
The statistical analyses o f density and si/e  distributions o f the most abundant 
animals at the study sites often revealed statistically significant differences between the 
first year o f sampling < 1997 at the coastal sites and 1999 at the estuarine site i and 
subsequent years. These results are most likely due to my enhanced search image and 
increasing fam iliarity  w ith the behav ior o f the organisms and w ith the com munity in 
general after the first year o f sampling. M in im izing variability  due to sampling technique 
or observer is critical in a monitoring program, and the high proportion o f statistically 
significant differences between my first year o f sampling and subsequent years highlights 
the importance o f hav ing a single, w ell trained observer rather than several novice 
observers in a m onitoring effort. Despite the statistically significant differences between 
the 1997 values and those o f subsequent years for some groups o f organisms, the ov erall 
com m unity structure was relativ ely stable. The results from both the cluster analysis and 
the A N O V A  o f M D S  scores support this assertion. The average v alues for the 
com m unity at each tidal height for each year clustered together (except for the 1997 
Odiorne 0.5 m values) and the A N O V A  o f M D S  scores indicated that the year of 
sampling was the only factor that did not have a significant intluenee on M D S  scores.
S6
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Both methods indicate that the background temporal variab ility  in com munity structure 
was relatively low. thus the impacts ot high densities o t H . sanguineus  mav he detectable 
once this crab reaches high densities in these communities.
Differences in sampling dates at each site between years also poses a potential 
problem for the interpretation o f temporal changes in abundance. For example, 
concurrent recruitment studies o f C. m aenas  indicate that there is a strong peak in 
recruitment o f this species that starts at the end o f July and continues through September. 
The higher density o f C. maenas at Odiorne versus Ft. Stark may be due to the fact that 
the Odiorne sites were sampled later than the Ft. Stark sites. The sampling dates at both 
Odiorne and H ilton Park were relatively consistent through the years, while the sampling 
dates at Ft. Stark were much later in 1997 and 199S than in the three follow ing years. 
Because o f the shift in sampling period at F't. Stark, the analysis o f temporal shifts in 
species' abundance should he interpreted w ith this potential confounding factor in mind, 
particularly for the smallest s i/e  classes o f animals and for algal species with short life  
spans.
O verall, the species composition and re la ti\e  abundance was more sim ilar 
between the two coastal sites than between either coastal site and the estuarine site. The  
Hilton Park site is a tidal rapids, and the high current speeds at this site may restrict the 
abundance o f some species that cannot tolerate these conditions. In addition, the 
estuarine site is likely to experience highly variable salinities as compared to the coastal 
sites. It is interesting, and perhaps surprising, that this estuarine rapids site has the 
highest density o f H. sanguineus  o f my three sites. I f  the range expansion o f H. 
sanguineus  is taking place m ainly via larval dispersal from  the south (where H.
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sangu ineus  already has substantial populations). then it seems more likely  that the coastal 
sites, particularly Odiorne. would have the highest densities o f this new invader. 
H o w ever, the H ilton Park site is very near an electrical power plant that often has large 
ships docked nearby. It is possible that ballast water from these ships was the vector that 
w as in itia lly  responsible for the appearance o f  H. sanguineus  at Hilton Park. In addition, 
the electrical plant may have a warm  water discharge that affects the thermal conditions 
in adjacent communities. Although the exact mechanism!s> by which H. sangu ineus  first 
appeared in northern New [ingland are not clear, the likelihood that this species w ill 
continue to expand its range and abundance in northern New England is high. Several 
specimens o f / / ,  sanguineus  have been reported for various locations in M a in e , including  
Casco Bay (Richardson. 2(H)11.
A ll o f the major algal and anim al species that were quantified in this study are 
potential prey tor / / .  sanguineus. In particular. / / .  sanguineus  was shown to cause 
significant declines in A. nodosum . F. vesieulosus. F. s p ira lis  and SI. s te lla tus  in 
laboratory feeding rate experiments ( T yrre ll and Harris. 2(K)I i. Although it was 
o rig ina lly  reported to be prim arily herbivorous (Depledge. 1984). / / .  sangu ineus  readily 
consumes a v ariety o f animal prey items and all o f the animal species quantified in this 
study are potential prey items for H. sanguineus  (for molluscs: Tyrrell. 1999: T yrre ll and 
Harris. 2(H) 1; for A  balano ides. Chapters IV  and V ). In particular, the high feeding rate 
o f  H . sanguineus  on S. ba lano ides  may lead to severely reduced abundance o f  this 
species as H. sanguineus  increases its population density at these study sites and in 
northern New England in general. Interestingly , the site that has the highest density o f H. 
sa ng u ine u s , the H ilton  Park 1.0 m site, has had a decline in the density o f S. b a lan o id es
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from  1999 to 2001. Further monitoring w ill he required to determ ine whether the trend 
o f declining S. b a lan o id es  w ith increasing // .  sanguineus  continues at this and other sites.
Recently, there has been much research interest generated into the biologx and 
impacts o f H. sanguineus. This species has reached very high densities in Long Island 
Sound tea. 7()/nv. Lohrer. 2(XX)i and it even appears that H. sanguineus  could he 
replacing C. m aenas  in the rocky intertidal /one. Lohrer (2(XM)i found that adult / / .  
sangu ineus  selectively consume newly recruited C. m aenas over conspeeific recruits. At 
various locations in Long Island Sound, there has been a decline in the relative  
abundance o f C'. m aenas as H. sanguineus  has increased (Lohrer. 2(KK)). I f  this trend 
continues in northern New England, the rocky intertidal /one  could be dominated h\ a 
different introduced crustacean predator that has a higher feeding rate (Chapters IV  and 
V . DeCiraal and T yrre ll, in prep) than the previously introduced crab species. The 
im plications o f the increase in abundance o f intertidal crabs and the potential replacement 
of C. maenas b\ / / .  sanguineus  were illustrated by Tyrrell and Harris i2(K)l i. Because 
both species are generalized predators, it is unlikely that any prey species would be 
driven to local extinction with the initial increase in the abundance ol H. sanguineus. 
H ow ever, because / / .  sanguineus  has more herbivorous tendencies than C. m aenas and 
because o f its higher feeding rate, it is likely that the per capita impact o f the crab guild 
could be greater i f / / ,  sangu ineus  eventually replaces C. maenas. In addition, a decrease 
in the abundance o f algae could be expected because o f the differences in the feeding  
habits o f  the two crab species <C. maenas appears to be less om nivorous than H. 
sangu ineus . for C. m aenas. Ropes. 1968. P.A. M adigan. unpub. data: for H. sanguineus. 
T yrre ll. 1999). The indirect impacts o f an increase in H. sanguineus  on the rest o f the
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com m unity could be substantial, including potential increased desiccation stress and 
potential com petition tor food with gastropods (Tyrre ll and Harris. 2001 i.
In conclusion, this prc-Hem ii>ra[)sus sanguineus  com m unity structure monitoring  
data were prim arily  intended to be used as a baseline for comparison after the crab 
becomes abundant in this region. It seems likely that this ‘ new ’ crab invader w ill 
continue to increase in northern New England. I f  so. this data w ill be valuable for marine 
ecologists to com pare the changes in the abundance o f both potential prey o f / / .  
sanguineus  (algae, mollusks. barnacles, juvenile C. m ae na s i and potential competitors 
(adult m aenas). Long term community monitoring data is unusual, particularly m the 
marine environm ent, because it is both d ifficult and expensive to obtain. H ow ever, t h i s  
type o f data is also invaluable to discern the impacts o f introduced species and in this 
case, it is like ly  that ''after” comparisons can be made within a short time frame.
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Tabic 2.3 Results o f A N O V A  (F » or Kruskall W allis  ( K W i and post hoc tests (Tu kev 's  
for A N O V A . D unn's tor K W ) o f the comparison o f percent cover o f each canopy algal 
species in each year o f sampling. The results from each species at each tidal height were
tested separate y. *= p < 0 .0 5 . * *= p < 0 .0 1 . ' ’::,:=p <0 ,(M)1.
Location T id a l height A scophy llum
nodosum
Fucus vcsiculosus Fucus sp ira lis
Ft. Stark 0 .5  m F= 1.0240 
p = 0 .122S









2 .0  m F=0.37S3
p=0.8229
K W =  13.660  
p=0.0085
9X >99*  
9 8 > 0  1 k
F= 1.1947 
p=0.3262
Odiorne 0 .5  m F=2.9637
p=0.0295
all p>0.05





l) 7 < 0 1 *
K \V = 4 .4 3 0b
p=0.3509
N /A





Hilton Park 0.5  m N /A F=2.72X8
p=O.OX33
N /A
1.0 m F= 1.179X 
p=0.3227
F= 1.9858 
p = () .  1568
N /A
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T ab le  2 .4 Results o f A N O V A  (F ) or Kriiskall W allis  ( KW ') and post hoe tests (T u k e y ’ s for A N O V A , Dunn's for K W ) o f the 
comparison o f percent cover o f each substrate type or subcanopy algae in each year o f sampling. T he results from each category at 
each tidal height were tested separately. R B =R ock bench, L R =L arg e  rock, C B =C ob b le , PS=Pebble/shell, *= p < 0 .0 5 , **= p < O .O I, 
♦ **= p < () .(K ) l.____________ ________________________________ ______________________________ ________________ __________________________
Location T id a l height Rock bench Large rock Cobble Pebble/shell Mud/sand Subcanopy
algae
post hoc




|  = 1.03 16 
p =0 .4 ()l 7
F= 1.2030  
p = 0 .3 2 3 l
1 =3.841 I 
p=0.4H)92
K W = 2 .2 7 7 0
p=0 .6850
mud 9 7 < 9 9 *  
07<(H) * 
0 7 < ( ) 1* *
1.0 m F = 0 .5 120 
p =0.7272
K W = 2.366X
p =0 .6686
1 = 0 .0 0 6 9  
p = 0 .4 6 8 1
1=0.4321  
p =0.7847 I* • g O. '-/I DC F =0 .5507p=0.6995
2.0 m K W = 4 .1915 
p=0.0058






K W '=6 .6366  
p = 0 .1564
r b  97< o o *
0 7 < o i * +
i . r  9 7 > o o - ’ 
y 7 X K )*
Odiorne 0.5  in 1=5.5231  
p=0.0035
|-=  1.8060  
p = 0 .1495 
1 =0  2720  
p=0.8447
P = l 4635  
p=0.240S
1 = 1.2450  
p = (). 3002
K W = 4.20X 7  
p=(). 230S 
L = ()S 7 2 0  
p =0.4647
K W = 3  ()()() 
p=(). 3 0 16
K W = 0 .0 6 6 6  
p=0.0055  
K W = 2 .7 6 6 4  
p = 0 .4 2 9 1
l r  o o x h l  
0 0 > 0 1 '
1.0 ill K W = 3 .2 6 7 4
p =0.3522
1 = 0 .11) 17 
p=O.OOI3
1=0 .6124  
p = 0 .6 l 14




2.0  m K W = ‘L4725
p=0.0236
K W = 3 .0 0 0
p =0.3916
RB OX>01 j 
PS 9 X < 0 I1
Hilton
Park
0.5  in F= 1.3641
p = 0 .2 7 17
K W = 4 .1 370  
p=(). 1263
[= 0 .7 6 4 0
p=0.4752
1 =5.2001  
p=0.(H 15








1 = 0 .107S 
p =0.7465
K W =  14.012 
p=0.(MM19
1 = 2 .25 00  
p = 0 .1248
c b  yy<oo * 
y y < o i- t;
PS 00X11 ! 
mud y y < o o !
y y < 0 | l i t  
algae 9 9 > 0 0 *  + '
1.0 m F = 0 .y466
p =0 .4006
Table 2.5 Results o f ANOVA (F) or Kruskall W allis  (K W ) and post hoc tests iTukey's 
for ANOVA. Dunn's tor K W ) o f the comparison o f density o f each species in each year 
o f sampling. The  results from each species at each tidal height were tested separately. 
*= p < 0 .0 5 . * *= p < 0 .0 1 . * ‘:*= p < 0 .(H )l.___________________________________________________
Location T id a l height Semibala iu is  
h ii l iuu  tides M y t i lu s  edu lis C a n  inus muenas

















9 7 <98  
97<99  
97<(H) ’ 
9 7 < 0 1 • '




N/A F= 1.42(H) 
p=0.242S




9S<(K) • ■= • 
9 8 < 0 1 * * *




p = 0 .1866
F=0.4085
p = 0 .8 0 l6
F=4.8f»7 1 
p=0.0023
97<99 • K 
99>00  ' 
99>01 ' •:
2 .0  m F = 3 .3 124 
p=O.OI84
9 7 >99 *
K W =  16.054 
p=0.0029
9 7 > 9 8 *  
9 7 > 9 9 *  
9 7 > O I*
F=0.8636
p=0.493 l
H ilton  Park 0.5  m F = I .8898 
p = 0 .1713
F= 14.362
p<0.0001
9 9> 0 0  * *  
9 9 > 0 1 * * *
F=3.4840
p=0.0451
9 9 < 0 1 *
1.0 m F=0.9538
p=0.3979
F = 0 .1007 
p=.9045
F = 2 .1932 
p=(). 1310
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Table 2.6 Results o f A N O V A  (F ) or Kruskall W allis  (K W ) and post hoc tests iT u k e y ’s 
for A N O V A . Dunn's for K W ) o f the comparison o f size classes o f S c m ib u la n tu  
hcdanoides  in each year o f sampling. SB = Semihalanns hahmoidcs.  *= p < 0 .0 5 . 
**= p < 0 .0 1 . **« = p < ().(X )l. _________________________________ _________________
Location T idal heitiht S B <2 SB 2-5 SB>5
Ft. Stark 0.5 m F = 3 .9 9 2 1
p=0.0081










K W = 3 .8 9 7 5
p = 0 .42 0 l
2 .0 m K W = I3 . I6 7
p=0.0105
98<(X) *  
99<(H) *
F = 3 .4 2 14 
p=O.OI9|
all p>0.05
K W =  17.136 
p=0.00l8
98>(X) * 
9 X > 0 1 " 
99>(X) *








l>7<() 1 * * *
K W = 9 .7 2 2 9
p=0.0446
all p>0.05
1.0 m K W = IO .I3 9
p=0.0382
all p>0.05
F = 0 .1930 
p=0.9(X)4
K W = 9 .7 2 2 9
p=0.0446
all p>0.05




K W = 4 .3 0 6 0
p=0.3662
H ilton  Park 0.5 m K W = 3 .5  154 
p = 0 .1724
F= 1.2316  
p=0.3083
F= 1.0289  
p = 0 .3 7 15
1.0 m K W = 3 .6 I2 7  
p = 0 .1643
F = 0 .5 190 
p=0.6014
KVV= 1.8394  
p=0 .3986
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T a b le  2 .7  Results o f  A N O V A  (F )  or Kruskall W a ll is  ( K W )  and post hoe tests (T u k e v 's
for A N O V A .  Dunn 's  for K W )  o f  the comparison o f  size classes o f  M yti lu x  edid is  in each
ye a r  o f  sampling. \ \E = M y t i lu .s  edidis. * = p < 0 .0 5 .  * * = p < 0 .0 1 .  * * * = p < 0 . ( X ) l .
Location Tidal
height
M E  0 -10 M E  11-20 M E  21-30 M E  31-50 M E  >50
Ft. Stark 0.5 m K W = 2 .3 6 0 5
p=0.6682
K W = I0 .3 4 5
p=0.0350
all p>0.05
K W =IO .()25
p=4).04()0
all p>().()5
K W = | 7 . 3 9 |
p=0.0016
97>() l  * 
l)S>()l ‘
1.0 m K W = s . : t )5 7
p=0.2668
K W = 6 .6 7 9 2
p=O.I53S
K W = 0 .2 9 3 5
p=0.0542
48><X) *
F = 4 .0 IS 4
p=0.0092
4S>(K) * 
W > (K )
2.0 m N /A N /A N /A N /A
F = 7 .1 743  
p=0.(KM)5 
0 7 < l)0 s 
07<(X) 
0 8 < W  ■ 
0S<00 ’ 
0S<() I ‘




Odiorne 0.5 m N /A N /A N /A N/A
1.0 til N /A K W = 0 .6 6 6 “ 
p = 0 .1 540
K W  =4.8236  
p=().3<)5‘)
F =1.50 3 2
p=0.2F>2
2.0 til N /A N /A N /A N /A
N /A





0.5 til N /A N /A K W = I  1.586 
p=0.0030
W>(K) **
K W =  I 1.07/  
p=0.(M>39
00 >00 • '
1.0 m N /A N /A KW=3.(XX)  
p=0.2231
K W =  1.778 I 
p=0.41 10
K W = I2 .0 |4
p=(M KH6
oo<()0 •
K W =  I 5 340 
p=0.4(>42
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T a b ic  2.S Results o f  A N O V A  (F> or K ru ska ll  W a l l is  ( K W )  and post hoc tests ( T u k e v ’ s
tor A N O V A .  Dunn's for K W )  o f  the com parison  o f  density o f  each littorin id  species m
each year o f  sampling. T he  results from  each littorin id  species at each tidal height were
tested separate y. ,:=p<0.05. * •=P<().()1. * * * = p < 0 (X )l.
Location Tidal heiiiht L in o r i in i  l i t to re u L i t lo r im i  obtusata L i t t c r in a  .sa.xtinlis
Ft. Stark 0.5 m F=2.808 1 
p=0.0365
07<  9S *
F= 1.8000
p = 0 .1260
N /A
1.0 m F= 1.6485





0 7 < 0 I *






07<0S * x 
07 <00  
0 7< 00  
0 7 < 0 I
F =0 .0532
p=0.4424








07 <00  
0S<00 *








F = l 1.037 
p<0.(HHH
07 <00  
07<(M) 
0 7< 0 ! 











H ilton  Park 0.5 ill F= 1.2040 











F =0.0020  
p=0.01 15
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T a b le  2 .9  Results o f  A N O V A  (F )  or Kruskall W a l l is  ( K W )  and post hoe tests (T u k e v 's
tor A N O V A .  D unn 's  lor K W )  o f  the comparison o f  s i /e  classes o f  L it to r im i l i t to rvu  in
each year o f  sampling. L L =L. l i t i o r c a -  *= p < 0 .0 5 .  * * = p < 0 . 0 1 .  * *=p<O.OO I.___________
Location Tidal
height
L L  0 -1 0 LL 1 1 -20 L L  2 1 -30 L L  >30
Ft. Stark 0.5 m F=2.X225
p=0.0358
9 7 < 9 9 *
F=0.6530
p=0.627S
F= 1.4713  
p =0 .2267
K W = 3 .9 7 I4
p =0.4099




K W = 2 .7 8 0 8  
p=0.595  1
K W =  14.575 
p=0.0057
9 7 < 9 9 ' 
9 7< 0 0  x 
9 7 < 0 I*
2 .0  m K W =7.3X61
p=0 . 1 168
K W = 3.9044  
p =0 .4184
K W = 6 .7 7 6 0  
p=(). 1482
KW =28 .619  
p<0.(HM)l
9 7> 9 8 ',:
9 7> 9 9 - • •  
97XHV- • -  
9 7 > 0 1.... .
Odiorne 0.5 m F=4.X939
p=0.0023
9 7 < 9 8 *
9 7 < 9 9 **  





9 7 < 0 |*
K W =  16.982  
p=0.0019
9 7 > 9 8 *
9 7 > 9 9 *  
9 7 > 0 0  ':
N /A







2 .0  ill F = 2 .6 8 4 1 
p=0.0436
9 S < 0 1 *
F=3.9357
p=0.0081
9 8 X ) I*
0 0 X )1 *





0.5  til F = 2 .4 132
p = 0 .1086
F = 4 .1680 
p=0.0265
(K)>() I *
K W = 3 .8 8 5 4  
p = 0 .1433
N /A
1.0  m F = 4 .6 2 14 
p=O .O I88
9 9 < 0 1 *
F= 12.394 
p=0.0002
9 9 X K )**
F = 2 .4 3 17 
p = 0 .1069
N /A
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T ab le  2 .1 0  Results o f  A N O V A  ( F > or Kruskall W a ll is  ( K VV i and post hoe tests iT u k e s  's
for A N O V A .  D u n n 's  for K W |  o f  the comparison o f  s i /e  classes o f  Littor ina  ohtusata  in
each year o f sampling. LO = ii
V-" 
1
cz£ k O.05 . * *= p < 0 .0 l . * * * = p < 0 .()0 1.
Location T idal heinht L O  <2 L O  2 -10 L O >  10
Ft. Stark 0 .5  m K W =5.4428
p=0.2448
F = 8 .50 6 9
p<0.0001
9 7 < 9 9 * *  
9 7< (X )JK*  ^
9 8 < 9 9 *  
9 8 < 0 0 *  
9 8 < 0 1 *
F= 16.503
p<0.0001
9 7 < 9 8 * * 
9 7 < 9 9 ‘ • 
9 7 < 0 1 *
9 8 > 9 9 * '•  
9S X K )' ’ • 
9 S X )I “ •
1.0  m K W =4.6058
p=0.3302
F = 2 4 .146
p<0.0001
9 7 < 9 9 * *  
9 7 < 0 0 ': ‘ • 
9 7 < 0 1••
K W = 7 .1203 
p = 0 .1294
2 .0  m K W = 1 5 ^ 1  
p=0.8204
K W = 2 6 .0 0 7
p<0.0001
9 7 < 9 9 • *  
9 7 < 0 1 •
9 8 > 9 9 *  
9 8 > 0 1 * *
K W =  18.582 
p=0.0089
9S >99:,:
9 8 > 0 1 ' ’






1 .0  m K W =9.8160
p=0.0436
all p>0.05
F =4 .72 8 6
p=().(H)29
9 7 < 9 9 * * *
F= 1.625 1 
p=(). 1 849




9 7 < 9 8 * *
9 7 < 9 9 * * *  
9 7 < (X )**  
9 7 < 0 1 * * *
F = 6 .09 4 l
p=(UMMH>
9 7 > 9 S '
9 7 > 9 9 * ' 
97>00  
97>01 * * *
H ilton Park 0.5  m N /A N /A N /A
1.0  m K W = 3 .8 197 
p = 0 .1481
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T a b le  2.11 Results o f  A N O V A  ( F ) or K ruskall W a ll is  ( K W )  and post hoe tests (T u k e v 's
tor A N O V A .  D u n n 's  tor K W )  o f  the com parison o f  s i/e  classes o f  L i t to r in a  saxatilis  in
each year  o f  sampling. L S = L it to r in a  saxatilis. *=p<().()5 . * * = p < 0 . 0 1 .  *  r:=p<().(K) 1.
Location Tidal heiiiht LS <2 LS 2 -10 L S > 10
Ft. Stark 0.5 m N/A N/A N/A
1.() m N/A N/A N/A
2 .0  m K W =  13.270
p=0.0100
9 7 > 9 8 *
9 7 > 9 9 *  
97X M )*  
97>01 •=
K W = 7 .8 7 9 0  
p = 0 .0 9 6 1
K W = 5 .7 82 2
p=0.2160
Odiorne 0.5 tn N/A K W = 6 .5 32 3
p = 0 .1628
K W =  1.8841 
p=0.7571
1.0 til K W = 3 .4 0 0
p=0.4932
K W = 6 .5 32 3
p = 0 .1028
K W = 9 .7 3 3 6
p=0.0452
all p>0.05
2 .0  til K W = 2 .500  
p=0.b44b
K W = 7  3377  
p=0 .| 191
K W = 5 .9 4 3 0
p=0.2034
H ilton  Park 0.5 m N/A N/A N/A
1.0  m N/A K W = 5 .1852 
p=0.0638
K W = 5 .1852 
p=0.0638
99
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Ta b le  2.12:  S ignificant regressions o f  various physical and b io log ical parameters versus
density o f  C  rnacmis at each o f  the three N e w  Ham pshire study sites.
Location Adj. m ultiple r Shelter Canopy algae Barnacles Gastropods i +  i
(+ ) (+ ) ( - i
R . Stark 0.30 p=0.(X)8 P = 0 . 0 0 l  pcO.OOl
Odiorne O ld - p<0 . 0 0 1
H ilton  F’ark 0.3S pcO.OOl p<0 .(K) 1
100














T ab ic  2.13 Results ol A N O V A  (F ) or Kruskall W a llis  ( KW ) ami post hoc tests (Tukey s for A N O V A . Dunn's for K W ) o f the 
comparison o f s i/e  classes o f C n n in n s  n u u iu is  in each year o f sampling.________________________________________________ _____
Location T id a l height 0 - 5 b - 10 1 1 - 1 5 16 - 20 21-25 >25
Ft. Stark 0.5 m K W = 5 .2 4 4 4  
p=0.263  1
F = 0 .|0 6 0
p<0.(MMH
07<0X  + 
0 7 < 0 0  + + 
07<(K> * *  
0 7 < 0 1 i+ t
1= 1 .51 05  
p = 0 .2 5 12
K W = 6.X 264  
p = 0 .1453
K W = 0 .0 4 2 0
p=0.01X3
K W = 7 .6 3X 4  
p=0.105X
1.0 m K W = 2.4X 05
p =0.6465
F =4 .2744
p = 0 .0 0 5 4
07<0X  * 
0 7 < 0 0  * + 
07<01 +
K W = 1 .X I5 6
p =0 .7606
K W = 7 .X 35 0
p=0.007X
K W = 4 .5 4 5 1 
p=0 .3372
K W = 2 .4 2 0 5
p=0 .6573
2.0  in K W =  10.727
p = 0 .0 0 0 6
07>0X * 
0 7 > 0 0  * + 
07 > 0 0  
07>01
1=45 .001  
p<0.(HHM
07<0S  ' 
0 7 < 0 0  + * + 
07<(K) 
07<01 +++
KW '= 1.73X0 
p=().7X3X
K W = 6 .0 1 7 2  
p=(). 1403
K W = 3 .0 1 6 I  
p = 0 .5 5 5 1
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T ab le  2 .15 Results of ANOVA ( I ) or Kruskall W allis ( KW ) and post hoc tests (T u k e v ’s tor ANOV A . Dunn's lor K W  > ol the 
comparison of size classes of C a n  inns n n u in is  m each yeai o f sampling.
Location l idal height 0  - 5 0 10 1 1 - 1 5 10 -20 21-25 >25





p = 0 .6 IK 4
KW = 1 5745  
p=( L455A 
KW =4.2101  
p = 0 .1213
K W =0.5 500  
p =0.7573  
K W = 1.02X 3  
p =0 .4430
K W '=2 .0000
p =0 .3070
K W =  1.0370 
p = 0 .5 0 5 1
K W =  1.0370  
p=0.5051  
K W '= 3 .0 0 | 7 
p = 0 .1350
1.0 ill F =  1.7653 
p=(). 1003
Tabic 2.16. A N O V A  o f axis scores from nonmetric m ultidim ensional scaling (M D S ) and 
the year, location, tidal height and the interaction o f location and tidal height for 
quantitative com m unity analysis prior to the establishment o f  H em i^ ra j is u s  sanguineus. 
Values in bold indicate statistical significance.
MDS axis score I
F -ra tio d f P
La  v a t  ion 1 15.929 <0.001
T id a l heieht 46.259 1 <0.001
Year 0.59S *> 0.569
la v a tio n  " tidal height 58.141 1 <0.001
MDS axis score 2
Location 21.726 •> <0.001
T id a l heieht 7.136 1 0.023
Year 1.175 0.34S
Location tidal height 32.769 <0.001
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G r e a t  B uy
New Castle Conjruoj F;t. Stark
Atlantic
OceanNcyv Hampshire
fig u re  2 .1 M ap o f New Hampshire coast and Great Bay estuary showing study locations 
lor com m unity structure monitoring prior to the establishment o f  H. san^it i iwus.
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Algal evenness at Ft. Stark. NH
<  o : | 
o.i ;
i) i------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
|W ' |>WS |W ) 2(HM) 2(M)|
Year
Figure 2.2 A \e rag e  algal evenness and standard error tor different tidal heights at Ft. 
Stark. N H  from 1007 to 2(H)! calculated using Pielou's J index for equ itab ility .
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A. Richness of all groups at Ft. Stark. NH 1997-2001
I s 












o :------------- - ----- .—  _____ _ _________________________________________ _
I 00^ I 00 S 1001) 2000 :o o i
Y e a r
f ig u re  2 .3a Average richness and standard error tor different tidal heights at f t .  Stark.
N H  from  1007 to 2001 calculated by including groups o f species in the richness estimate.
I 4
B. Species richness at Ft. Stark, NH 1997-2001
-0.5 in 
I 0 111 
2.0 in
100 7 loos I 000  
Y e a r
2000 2001
f ig u re  2.3h. Average richness and standard error for different tidal heights at f t .  Stark. 
N H  from  1007 to 2001 calculated only including organisms identified to species in the 
estimate.
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A. Canopy algae at Kt. Stark, NH 0.5 m 1997-2001
SO
TO ! 
0 0  i
H\  4 0  i
y
P  3o ■ 
:o  ; 
10 ' 
o
- > •' *.!"•
- /  , U .
U
-I I>• ■ r•
2000
Figure 2.4a Average percent cover and standard error o f algae observed in the canopy 
analysis at 0 .5  m above M LLVV unean lower low water) at Ft. Stark. N H  from 1007 -  
2001. C over tv pes represent major algal canopy species; drift and ephemeral algae were 
not identified to species because o f their highly v ariable composition and abundance.
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B. Canopy algae at Ft. Stark. NH 1.0 m 1997-2001
Idd.x I odd :nou 2 ooi 
Y ear
■ 1 r., 'Jiltin'
■h
[ • . I ' h c m c r . i l  O r m  .il;
Figure 2.4h Average percent cover and standard error o f algae observed in the canopy 
analysis at 1.0 ill above M LLVV at Ft. Stark. N H  from 1997 -  2001. C’o \e r  tvpes 
represent major algal canopy species; drift and ephemeral algae were not identified to 
species because o f their highly variable composition and abundance.
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C. Canopy algae at Ft. Stark. NH 2.0 m 1997-2001
s o
t o  ;
i
o n  i
i





; o  i
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ifyun:
- h  r I r l{ / ; ,
/ . CWi
l- .phcm cr.il. D u l l  M c .ic
II _
199' I 9 0 s I 999  
Y ear
2(>o<) 2(>o 1
Figure 2.4c Average percent cover and standard error o f algae observed in the canopy 
analysis at 2.0 m above M L L W  at F:t. Stark. N H  from 1997 -  2001. C o ver types 
represent m ajor algal canopy species; drift and ephemeral algae were not identified to 
species because o f  their highly variable composition and abundance.
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( \ 'h b !c  
fV h h lc  sh e ll 
-Miul. N.trul 
-NuK.m«'[n .tLuc
Figure 2.5a Average percent cover and standard error o f substrates and subcanopv algae 
observed in subcanopv analysis at 0.5 ni above M LLVV (m ean lower low w ateri at I t .  
Stark. N H  from 1007 -  2001. The majority o f the subcanopv algae category was V/.
s/c/A/r/o.
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B. Suhcanop} at Ft. Stark, NH 1.0 m 1997-2001
-k  <k liv'iivn
-I or-- k h k 
( . .hhlc 
I’chhlc. she: i 
-M tuiS.iru!
-  V . h v . l I V  '[■” » i
!l « M I *
V c a r
F igure 2.5b Average percent cover and standard error o f substrates and subcanopv algae 
observed in subcanopv analysis at 1.0 in above M L IA V  at Ft. Stark. N H  from 1W 7 -  
2001. The m ajority o f the subcanopv algae category was M. stvlUitu.s and crustose 
coralline aleae.
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C. Subcanopv at Kt. Stark. 2.0 m IW7-2001
I 'I'K I 'I'M
Year
I leurc 2.5c Average percent cover and standard error o f substrates observed in 
subcanopv analvsis at 2.0 m above M L L W  at Ft. Stark. N H  front 1007 -  2001.
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A. Density of S.halanoides  and M .ed u lis  at Ft. S tark , NH  0.5 m
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■S b a lano ides
Figure 2 .ha Average d ens ity /n r and standard error o f M. cd t i l is  and S. h i i l i in n n l i  \ at 0. 
in above M L L W  (mean low er low water) at Ft. Stark. N H  from |W 7  -  2 (H )I.
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B. Density of .S'. batanoides and M. edulis at Ft. Stark. NH 1.(1 m
1497-2001
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Figure 2.ftb Average density/m and standard error o f A/. cd it l is  and .S. huhm ouk  s at I 
m above M L L W  at Lt. Stark. N H  front 1W 7 -  2001.
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Densitv o f .S', balanoides  and M. edulis  at f t .  S ta rk . M l  2.0 m
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Figure 2.6c Average density/nr and standard error o f . I / ,  edulis  and S. ba lanoides  at 
in above M L L W ' at Ft. Stark. N H  from I 4>07 -  2 0 0 1.
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A. Size distributions of S.balanoides at Ft. Stark, NH
0.5 m 1997-2001
Y e a r
I-ignrc 2.7a Estimated s i/e  class distribution o f .S', bnlanoides  at 0 .5  m ab o \e  .MLLW  
im can lower low water) at Ft. Stark. N H  from 1997 -  2001.
B. Size distributions of S. balanoides at Ft. Stark. NH
1.0 m 1997-2001
M ir; ---------------------------------------
■  2 o  m m  
□  0-2  m m
I W 7  I W K  I W 0  2000 2001
Y e a r
Figure 2.7b Estimated s i/e  class distribution o f 5. halanoides  at 1.0 m ab o \e  M L L W ’ at 
F l  Stark. N H  from 1997 -  2001.
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Figure 2.7c Estimated s i/e  class distrihution o f  5. b u h u u n d fs  at 2.0 in above M L L W ’ at 
Ft? Stark. N H  from  1007 -  2001.
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Figure 2.Sa F£stimated s i/e class distribution of M. edu lis  at 0.5 m above M L L W  (mean 
low er low water) at Ft. Stark. N H  from 1007 -  2001.


























Figure 2.8b Estimated s i/e  class distribution o f M. edu lis  at 1.0 m above M L L W  at Ft. 
Stark. N H  from 1 9 9 7 -2 0 0 1 .
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Figure 2 .So Estimated M /e  class distribution o f M . edu lis  at 2.0 m above M L L W  at Ft. 
Stark. N H  from 1907 -  2001. No M. edu lis  were present at this tidal height in 1007. 1000 
and 2001.
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V. Density of X u c e l la  la p i l lu s  and X o to a c m e a  te s tu d in a l is  at 










r iiiiire  2.9a Average density/m and standard error o f .V. h tp illu s  and .V. te s tu d in a lis  at 0.5 
in above M L L W  (mean lower low w ater) at Ft. Stark. N H  from 1997 -  2001.
B. Density of X u c e l la  la p i l lu s  and X o to a c m e a  tes tud in a l is  at 
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■N lapillus
Year
Figure 2.9b Average density/nr and standard error o f V. la p illu s  and X. te s tu d in a lis  at l.O 
m above M L L W  at Ft. Stark. N H  from  1997 -  2001.
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A. Size d is tribu tio n s  o f \u c e l la  lap illus  a t F t. S ta rk . N H
0.5  m 1997-2001
2ooooo s
a
a 2 I - '<> mm  
•  I I - 2<> i n t n  
a 0 - 1o m m
: o m
Figure 2. 10a Average s i/e  distributions and standard error ot .V. la p illu s  at 0 .5 in above 
M L L W  i mean lower low water) at Ft. Stark. N H  from 1997 -  2001.
B. Size distributions of .Xucella lapillus at Ft. Stark. NH
1.0 m 1 9 9 7 -2001
O O ' ,
O O ' ,  .
S O ' ,
M l '  l
190S 1009 2 0 0 0  209
i car
□ >.'0mm
□  2 I - 3 0  m m
■ I I -20 mm
■ 0-19 mm
Figure 2 .10b Average s i/e  distributions and standard error o f  N. la p illu s  at 1.0 m above 
M L L W  at Ft. S ta rL  N H  from  1997 -  2001.
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Figure 2 .1 la  Average density /nr and standard error o f L ilto rin id  snails at 0.5 rn above 
M L L W  (mean lower low water) at Ft. Stark. N H  from 1007  -  2(H)I.
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Figure 2 .1 I b Average d ensity /n r and standard error o f L ittorin id  snails at 1.0 m above 
M L L W  at Ft. Stark. NFI from I007  -  2 (H )I. L L  is L it to r in u  lit to re u  and LO  is L. ohtusutu.
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C. Density of littorinids at Ft. Stark, NH  2.0 m
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Fig. 2 .1 le Average density/nr and standard error o f L ittorinid snails at 2.0 m above 
M L L W  at Ft. Stark. N H  from 1097 -  2 0 0 1. LS is L it to r im i sa .u itilis  and L O  is /..
o h tns iita .
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S i/c  d is trib u tio n  o f L. H ttorea  at F t. S ta rk . N H  0 .5  m
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OO- 10 111111
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Figure 2 .1 2a Average M/e distributions and standard error ot L. H tto rea  at 0.5 m above 
M L L W  (m ean low er low water) at Ft. Stark. N H  from 1907 -  2001.
B. S i / c  d is t r ib u t io n  o f  /.. ob tusata  a t  F t .  S ta r k .  N i l  0 .5  m
1 9 9 7 - 2 0 0 1
12o-; 
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Y e a r
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■ <2 mm
Figure 2 .1 2b Average s i/e  distributions and standard error o f L  o b tu sa ta  at 0.5 tn abov  
M L L W  at Ft. Stark. N H  from 1997 -  2001.
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S i/c  d is tributions o f /. Httorea  a t F t. S ta rk . N H  1.0 m
















Y e a r
□ >5 0m m
□ 2 I - 50 mm  
■ I 1 -20 mm  
o i l - 10 mm
f igure 2 13a A \cruize s i/c  distributions and standard error o f L  H ttorea  at 1.0 m ah o \e  
M l.l.W  i mean low er low water) at Ft. Stark. N H  from 1997 -  2001.
It . S i / c  d is tr ib u t io n s  o f  / .  o b tu s a ta  a t  F t .  S ta r k .  N H  1.0 m
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2001
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■ 2 - 1 0  111111
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Figure 2 .1 3b Average si/.e distributions and standard error o f L. obtusata  at 1.0 m abov 
M L L W ' at Ft. S ta r L N H  from 1997 -  2001.
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C . Size d is trib u tio n s  o f L saxatilis at F t. S ta rk . N H  1.0 m
1 9 9 7 -2 0 0 1
□ >IO mm 
■  2 - 1 0  m m
■ <_ mm
ioo ~  i oos 1040
Year
1000 200 I
lie u re  2 .1 .V Average s i/e  distributions and standard error o f L. s a x a t il ia at 1.0 m abo\ 
M l.IA S  at I t. Stark. N H  from 1997 -  2001. There were no L. s a x a tilis  present at this 
tidal heielit in 199N.
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A. S i/c  d is tribu tions  o f L Httorea at F t. S ta rk . N H  2.0 m
1 9 9 7 -2 0 0 1
im>>> 2000 2o o i
Year
I - iiintv 2 .1 4a Average m / c distributions and standard error o f L. H tto rea  at 2 .0 m above 
M l I ANi i mean lower low water) at I t. Stark. N H  from 1997 -  2001.
It . S i /c  d is tr ib u t io n s  o f  /. obtusata  a t  F t .  S ta r k .  N H  2 .0  m
1 9 9 7 - 2 0 0 1
■ ^ 1 *' <
! ! i v ,
1997 I99K 1999 2000 2001
Y ear
Figure 2 .14b Average size distributions and standard error o f L. ob tusa ta  at 2.0 m abov 
M L L W  at Ft. S ta r L N H  from 1997 -  2001.
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Figure 2.14c Average s i/e  distributions and standard error o f L. s a xa tilis  at 
M L L W  at Ft. Stark!”N H  from 1997 -  2 0 0 1.
□ > I0  mm
•  2-10 mm
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Figure 2 .15 Average density /nr and standard error o f C. m a n ia s  at Ft. Stark. NH from  
1007 -2 (H )  1.
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A. Size distributions of Carcinus maenas at Ft.
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f igure 2 .1Oit A \e ra j:e  s i/e  distributions and standard error o f C. n uu ’tu is  at 0.5 m aho\e  
M l.L W  (mean low er low water) at Ft. Stark. N H  from 1997 -  2001.
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B. Size distributions of Carcinus maenas at Ft.
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Figure 2 .16b Average v i/e  distributions and standard error ot' C. nnn in is  at 1.0 in above 
M L L W  i mean lower low water) at Ft. Stark. N H  from l lW7 -  2001.
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C. Size distributions of Carcinus maenas at Ft.
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Figure 2 .16c Average s i/e  distributions and standard error o f C. m acnus at 2.0 m aho \e  
M L L W  (mean low er low water) at Ft. Stark. N H  from 1007 -  2001.
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Algal evenness at Odiorne Park, NH
















Iig u rc  2 .1 ” \\e ra g e  algal esenness and standard error at different tidal heights at 
Odiorne Park. M l  from 1007 to 2001 calculated using P ieiou ’s J index for c ijiiitah ilitx .
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V. Richness of all groups at Odiorne Park, NH 1997-2001
toon :(M)(i 2 0 0 1
Y ear
fig u re  2 INa Ascragc richness and standard error at different tidal heights at Odiorne 
Park. M l  Irom  p o ” to 2001 calculated hy including groups o f species in the richness
estimate.
| o o ~  i o n s
It. Species richness at Odiorne Park, NH 1997-2001
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Figure 2 . 18b. Average species richness and standard error at different tidal heights at 
Odiorne Park. N H  from 1997 to 2(K) 1 calculated only including organisms identified to 
species in the estimate.
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Figure 2. |0a  A \c r it ic  percent cover and standard error of algae ohser\ed in the canopy 
analysis at 0.5 in abo \e  M l.LV V  (mean lower low water) at Odiorne Park. N H  front 1007 
2 0 0 1. C o \e r  t\ pes represent major algal canopy species: drift and ephemeral algae 
were not identified to species because of their highly variable com position and 
abundance.
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Year
1 iLinrc 2 .1 oh Average percent cover and standard error o f algae ohser\ed in the canopv 
vinah sis at 1.0 in ahove M L IA V  at Odiorne Park. N H  t’rom 1007 -  2001. ('o ve r tvpes 
represent m aior algal canopv species, drift and ephemeral algae were not identified to 
s p e c i e s  because o f their highlv \ariab le  composition and abundance.
Iiplumcr.il Drill \r_Mc
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C. Canopy algae at Odiorne Park. NH 2.0 m 1997-2001
Figure 2 .19c Average percent cover and standard error o f algae observed in the canopv 
analysis at 2.0 m above M LLNV at Odiorne Park. N H  from 1997 -  2001. Cover types 
represent major algal canopv species; drift and ephemeral algae were not identified to 
species because o f their highlv variable composition and abundance.
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A. Subcanop) at Odiorne Park, NH 0.5 m 1998-2001
i
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Figure 2.20a Average percent cover and standard error o f substrates and subcanopv ale 
observed in subcanopy analysis at 0 .5 m above M L L W  (mean low er low water) at 
Odiorne Park. N H  from 1097 -  2001. The majority o f the subcanopy algae category w 
A/. stc lU itiis  w ith some crustose coralline algae.
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Fieurc 2 .20h  A \e raee  percent cover and standard error o f substrates and suhcanopv aleae 
observed m suhcanopv analvsis at 1.0 in above M L L W  at Odiorne Park. N H  from 1W 7 -  
2oo |. 'I'tie maioritv of thesuhcanopv aleae category was M. s tc lla tus  with some crustose
v i » r a i l i n e  a l e a e .
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( ' .  Subcanopy at O diorne P ark . NH  2.0 m 1008-2001
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Figure 2.20c Average percent cover and standard error o f substrates and suhcanopv algae 
observed in subcanopy analysis at 2.0 in above M l.L W  at Odiorne Park. N H  from 1007 -  
2001. The subcanopy algae category was crustose coralline algae.
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Figure 2.2 la  Average density /nr and standard error o f .S'. baU uum lcs  at 0.5 m ahove 
M LLVV (mean lower low water) at Odiorne Park. NH  from 1007 -  2001. There were 
never any M . cdn lis  found at this tidal height throughout the sampling period.
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Figure 2.2 lb  Average density /nr and standard error o f M. e d u lis  and S. huhm n ides  at 
m above M LLVV at O diorne Park. N H  from 1997 -  2001.
.0
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Figure 2.2 Ic Average density/nr and standard error ol’ .U. edu lis  and S. In d u /m id is  at 2.0  
in above M LLVV at Odiorne Park. N H  from 1007 -  2001.
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A. Size distributions o f S. balanoides at Odiorne Park, N H  0.5 m
1997-2001
H O ' ; ----------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------
1997 I W S  1999 2000 2001
Y ear
Figure 2.22a Estimated s i/e  class distribution ol'.V. ba lano ides  at 0 .5  m above M l.E W  
i mean lower low water) at Odiorne Park. N H  from 1097 -  2001.
H. Size d istr ibutions o f  S. balanoides  at O d iorne  P a rk ,  M l  1.0 m
1 9 9 7 -2 0 0 1
1997 199S 1999 2000 2(H) I
Y e a r
Figure 2.22b Estimated si/.e class distribution of-V. ba lano ides  at 1.0 m above M L L W  ; 
Odiorne Park. N H  from 1997 -  2001.
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Figure 2.22c Estimated s i/e  class distribution o f .V. b a la n o iilc s  at 2 .0 m above M l.L W  at 
Odiorne F’ark. N H  from 1007 -  2001.
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A. Size distributions of \f . edulis at Odiorne Park. NH  1.0 ni
10 9 7 -2 0 0 1
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Y e a r
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Figure 2.25a Estimated s i/e  class distribution o f M. i  at 1.0 in above M L L W  i mean 
lower low water) at Odiorne Park. N H  from 1007 -  2001.
B. Size d istr ibutions o f V/. edu lis  at O d iorne  Park , N H  2.0 m
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Figure 2.23b Estimated s i/e  class distribution o f M . t  at 2.0 m above M L L W  at 
Odiorne Park. N H  from 1997 -  2001.
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57
A. Density o f A', lap il lus  and A', testudinalis  at O d io rn e  Park .
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Y e a r
Figure 2.24a Average density /nr and standard error o f A', la p i l lu s  and X. testud ina l is  at 
0.5 m above M L L W  i mean lower low water) at Odiorne Park. N H  from 1907 -  2001.
B. Density of .V. lapillus and .V. testudinalis at Odiorne Park, 
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Y ear
Figure 2.24b Average den s ity /n r and standard error o f/V . l a p i l lu s  and X. res i i l is  at
1.0 m above M L L W  at Odiorne Park. N H  from 1997 -  2001.
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Figure 2 .25a Average M /e  distributions and standard error o f  .V. lap illu s  at 0 .5  m  above 
M L L W  (mean lower low water) at Odiorne Park. N H  from 1997 -  2001.
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Figure 2 .25b  Average size distributions and standard error o f  A', la p i l lu s  at 1.0 m above 
M L L W  at Odiorne Park. N H  from 1997 -  2001.
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Figure 2.26a Average dens ity /n r and standard error o f L ittorim d snails at 0.5 m ahove 
M L L W  i mean lower low  water) at Odiorne Park. N H  from 1997 -  2001. L I.  is l . i t to n n a  
In t i  u n i  and 1.0 is obtusata.
B. D ens ity  o f l i t to r in id s  a t O d io rn e  P a rk . N H  1.0 m 19 9 7 -
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Figure 2.26b Average density/m ' and standard error o f Littorinid snails at l .0 m above 
M L L W  at Odiorne Park. N H  from 1997 -  2001. L L  is L i t to r in u  l i t to re a  and LO  is L. 
obtusata.
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Figure 2.26c Average density/nr and standard error o f Littorintd snails at 2.0 m above 
M LL V V  at Odiorne Park. N H  from 1097 -  2(M)I. L I. is L it tn r in u  l i t t n r i i i  and 1 .0  is /.. 
uly tit.silt a.
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A. Size distributions of A_ littorea at Odiorne Park, NH 0.5 m
1997-2001
11<)'; r
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Figure 2 .27a Average s i/e  distributions and standard error ot L. l i t to rea  at 0 .5  m aho \e  
M L L W  im ean lower low water) at Odiorne Park. N H  from 1997 -  2001.
B. Size distributions of L. obtusata at Odiorne Park, NH 0.5 m
1997-2001
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Year
Figure 2 .27b  Average size distributions and standard error o f L  obtusata  at 0 .5 m ahovi 
M L L W  at Odiorne Park. N H  from  1997 -  2001.
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C . Size distributions of L  saxatilis ut Odiorne Park. NH
0.5 m 1997-2001
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F-iuii rc 2.27c Average s i/e  distributions and standard error o f / . ,  saxa t i l is  at 0.5 m abo\e  
M L L W  at Odiorne Park. N H  from 1007 -  2(K)1. There were no L. saxa ti l is  found at this 
tidal height in 1007.
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Figure 2.2Sa Average s i/e  distributions and standard error ot /.. l i t to re a  at 1.0 in above 
M L L W  (mean lower low water) at Odiorne Park. N H  from 1997 -  2001.









Figure 2.28b Average size distributions and standard error o f L  obtusa ta  at 1.0 m abov 
M L L W  at Odiorne Park. N H  from 1997 -  2001.
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C. Size distributions of L . saxatilis at Odiorne Park, NH
1.0 m 1997-2001
i : o ' ;  ,-----------   7 ---------------------------------------------------------------------
l ‘W ' IM9X I4 W  2000 2001
Year
Figure 2.28c Average s i/e  distributions and standard error o f /.. s i ixa l i l is  at 1.0 m above 
M LLV V at Odiorne Park N H  from I lW7 -  2(K )I. There were no L. sa .u it ihs  present at this 
tidal height in l lW7.
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V. Size distributions of / , .  l i t to rea  at Odiorne Park, \ H
2.0 m 1997-2001
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Figure 2.20a Average M /e  distributions and standard error o f L  l i t t o t r a  at 2.0 m above 
M I.IA S  i mean low er low water) at Odiorne Park. N H  from  1007 -  2001.
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Figure 2.20b Average s i/e  distributions and standard error o f L  obtusata  at 2.0 m abov 
M L L W  at Odiorne Park. N H  from 1007 -  2001.
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C. Size distributions of L. saxatilis ut Odiorne Park. NH
2.0 m 1997-2001
I 44" 144 N 1444 2000 200 1
Year
Titzure 2.20c Average s i/e  distributions and standard error o f L  saxati l is  at 2 .0  m above 
\ l l . L W  at Odiorne Park. N H  from 1007 -  2(K)1. There were no L. saxa ti l is  present at this 
tidal heiiiht in 1007.
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Figure 2.30 Average density/nr and standard error o f C. nuw iu is  at Odiorne Park. N H  
from  1W 7  -  2(X)1
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A. Size distributions of Carcinus maenas at
Odiorne, NH 0.5 m 1997-2001
I leure 2.3 la A \e ra e e  M /e  distributions and standard error o f C. maenas at 0.3 m aho\ 
M l. l .W  imean low er low water) at Odiorne Park. N H  from  1997 -  2001.
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B. Size distributions of Carcinus maenas at
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Figure 2.31b Average M /e  distributions and standard error o f C. nuicnas  at 1.0 111 above 
M L L W  imean lower low water) at Odiorne Park. N H  from  1997 -  2001.
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C. Size distributions of Carcinus maenas at
Odiorne, NH 2.0 m 1997-2001
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Figure 2.31c Average s i/e  distributions and standard error o f C. macnus at 2 .0 111 above 
M L IA V  (mean lower low water) at Odiorne Park. N H  from 1997 -  2(H) 1.
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A. Density o f H em igrapsus sanguineus  at O d iorne P a rk , N H
1 9 9 7 -2 0 0 1
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- I.n m 
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Figure 2.32a Average density/nr and standard error o f / / ,  sanguineus  at Odiorne Park. 
N H  from 1997 -  2(H)I. There were no 11. sanguineus  found at this site from 1997-1909.















Y e a r
Figure 2.32b Average s i/e  and standard error o f / / ,  sanguineus  at Odiorne Park, N H  from  
2 (X X )-2 (X ) l .
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Algal evenness at Hilton Park. NH
Figure 2 .33  Average algal evenness and standard error at d ifferent tidal heights at H ilton  
Park. N H  from I WO to 2001 calculated using Pielou's J index for equitabiliiy .
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Figure 2.34a Average richness and standard error at different tidal heights at H ilton Park. 
N H  from 1999 to 2(M)| calculated hy including groups o f species in the richness estimate.










Figure 2.34b. Average species richness and standard error at different tidal heights at 
H ilton  Park. N H  from 1999 to 2001 calculated only including organisms identified to 
species in the estimate.
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Figure 2.35a Average percent cover and standard error o f  algae observed in the canop> 
analysis at 0 .5 m above M L L W  (mean lower low water) at H ilton Park. N H  from F>W  
2 (K )I. C over t\pes  represent major algal canopy species: ephemeral algae were not 
identified to species because o f their highly variable com position and abundance.
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B. Canop) algae at Hilton Park. NH 1.0 m 1097-2001
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Figure 2.35b Average percent cover and standard error o f algae observ ed in the canopy 
analysis at 1.0 m above M L L W  at H ilton Park. N H  from 19lW -  2(H) 1. ( 'o v e r types 
represent major algal canopy species.
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Figure 2.30a Average percent cover and standard error o f substrates and subcanopy alg; 
observed in subcanopy analysis at 0 .5 in above ML.LVV (mean lower low water) at Hiltc  
Park. N H  from 1000 -  2001. The m ajority of the subcanopy algae category w as \{. 
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Figure 2.36b Average percent cover and standard error o f substrates and subcanopy algae 
observed in subcanopy analysis at 1.0 m above M LLV V  at H ilton Park. N H  from l l)dd -  
2001. The m ajority o f the subcanopy algae category was M. \tc l lu tu . \ .
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Figure 2.37a Average density/nr and standard error o f .S', halanm dcs  and M. edu lis  at 0.5  
m above \1 L L \V  l mean lower low water) at H ilton Park. N H  from 1999 -  2001.
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f itmre 2 .37b A \e ra iie  density/m and standard error ot M. edulis  and S. Indiuu>u/< \ at 1.0 
m above M LLVV at Hilton Park. N H  from 19W  -  2 (H )!.
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A. Size d istributions of S. halanoides  at H ilto n  Park. N H  0.5 m
1 9 9 0 -2 0 0 1
20(H)MOW
l  ear
□  >> 111111
□  0-2 mm
Figure 2.38a Estimated s i/e  class distribution o f .V. In ih m o n h ’s at 0.5 m above M I. l .W  
(m ean lower low water) at H ilton  Park. N H  from 1000 -  2001.
H. Size d is tr ib u tio n s  o f S. halanoides  at H ilto n  P ark . N H  1.0 m
1 9 9 9 -2 0 0 1
i k k ;
Y e a r
Figure 2.38b Estimated size class distribution o f S. h a la n o iJ e s  at 1.0 m above M L L W  at 
H ilton  Park, N H  from 1999 -  2001.
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A. Size distributions or \ i .  edulis at H ilton P ark , NH  0.5 m
1999-2001
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Figure 2.50a Estimated si/e class distribution o f  M . edu lis  at 0 .5 m abo \e  M L L W  i mean 
lower low water) at Hilton Park. N H  from 1000 -  2001.
B. Size d is trib u tio n s  o f  M . edulis at H ilto n  P a rk , N H  1.0 m
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Figure 2.50b Estimated size class distribution o f M . edu lis  at 1.0 m above \ IE L \Y  at 
H ilton  Park. N H  from 1009 -  2001.
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A. Density of .V. lap il lus  and .V. testudinalis  at H ilto n  Park .
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F igure 2.40a A \erage dens it\/m  and standard error of A . la p i l lu s  and V  tc u iu l in a l is  at 
<>.5 m above M l. l .W  (mean low er low water) at Hilton Park. N H  from  I WO -  2 0 0 1.
B. Si/e distribution of V. lapillus at Hilton Park. NH 0.5 m
1999-2001
u
4j 6 0 ; j
9  40
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Figure 2.40b Average size distributions o f A', lap i l lus  at 0.5 m above M L L W  at Hilton  
Park. N H  from 1999 - 2 0 0 1.
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A. Density o f litto rin id s  at H ilto n  P ark . N H  0.5 m 1999-2001
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Figure 2.4 la Average density /nr and standard error o f L ittorinid  snails at 0.5 m above 
MI.LVV' (mean low er low water) at H ilton Park. N H  from 1999 -  2 0 0 1. No L. \< i.u it i l i \  
were ever found at this tidal height throughout the sampling period.
H. D ens ity  o f  l i t to r in id s  a t H ilto n  P a rk , N H  1.0 m 1999-2001
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Figure 2.41b Average density /nr and standard error o f  L ittorin id  snails at 1.0 m above 
VILLVV at H ilton Park. N H  from 1999 -  2001. L O  is L i t to r in u  ohtusutu  and LS is L  
scixatili.s.
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A. Size d is trib u tio n  o f I . . Httorea at M ilton P a rk . N H  0.5 m
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Figure 2.42a Average s i/e  distributions and standard error o f L  l i t to rc a  at 0.5 m aho \e  
M L L W  (mean lower low w ater) at Hilton Park. N H  from 1900 -  2 0 0 1.
K . S ize  d is tr ib u t io n  o f  / . .  obtusata  a t H ilto n  P a rk . N H  0 .5  m
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Figure 2.42b Average size distributions and standard error o f L. obtusata  at 0.5 m above 
M L L W  at Hilton Park. N H  from  1999 -  2001.
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A. Size d is trib u tio n  o f Httorea  at H ilto n  P a rk . N H  1.0 m
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Figure 2.43a Average s i/e  distributions and standard e rro ro t’ L  l i t to rc a  at I.O m above 
M L L W  (mean lower low water) at H ilton Park. N H  from l ‘W  -  2 0 0 1.
B. Size distribution of /.. obtusata at Hilton Park. NH 1.0 m
1999-2001
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Y e a r
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Figure 2.43b Av erage size distributions and standard error o f L. ob tusa ta  at 1.0 m ahov 
M L L W  at H ilton  Park. N H  from  1009 -  2001.
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C . Size d is trib u tio n  o f / . .  saxati l is  at H ilto n  P ark , N H  1.0 m
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Figure 2.43c Average s i/e  distributions and standard error o f L. s a xa tilis  at 1.0 m ahov 
M L L W  at H ilton  Park. N H  from I W  -  2(X)1.
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Figure 2.44 A \e rag e  density/nr and standard error o f  C. n u u tu is  at H ilton Park. N H  from  
1000 -  2(H) 1.
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A. Size distributions of Carcinus maenas at
Hilton Park, NH 0.5 m 1997-2001
Figure 2.45a Average s i/e  distributions and standard error o f C. m aenas  at 0.5 m above 
M L L W  (mean lower low w ater) at Hilton Park. N H  from 1907 -  2001.
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B. Size distributions of Carcinus maenas at
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Figure 2.45b Average s i/e  distributions and standard error o f C. nuicnas  at 1.0 m aho\ 
M I.lA V  (mean lower low water) at H ilton Park. N H  from 1997 -  2(H) 1.
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A. Density o f H em igrapsus sanguineus  at H ilto n  P a rk . N H
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fig u re  2.46a Average density /nr and standard error o i  H. sanguineus  at H ilton  Park. N H  
from I W O - 2001.
II. Si/e of Hemigrapsus sanguineus at Hilton Park. NH 1999-
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Figure 2.46b Average size and standard error o f H. sanguineus  at H ilton  Park. N H  from  
1999 -  2001.
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Figure 2 .47a Cluster analysis depicting the relationships between tidal heights and 
sampling years at Ft. Stark. Each group is composed o f the average value o f 28 
categories o f  abundance at each tidal height for each year. Codes for each group are as 
follows: the first two letters are for the site, the first two digits represent the tidal height 
and the last two digits represent the year the data were obtained.
Figure 2 .47b  Cluster analysis depicting the relationships between tidal heights and 
sam pling years at Odiorne Park. Each group is composed o f the average value o f 28 
categories o f abundance at each tidal height for each year, except for the Odiorne Idd7  
groups. Subcanopy data was not taken in this year, therefore there are only Id  categories 
for IW 7  data. Codes for each group are as follow s: the first two letters are for the site, the 
first tw o digits represent the tidal height and the last two digits represent the year the data 
were obtained.
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fig u re  2.47c Cluster analysis depicting the relationships between tidal heights and 
sampling years at H ilton Park. Each group is composed o f the average value o f 2X 
categories o f abundance at each tidal height for each year. Codes for each group are 
follows: the first two letters are for the site, the first two digits represent the tidal hei 
and the last two digits represent the year the data were obtained.
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Figure 2.48 Cluster analysis depicting the relationships between tidal heights and 
sampling years at all locations. Each group is composed o f the average value o f  28 
categories o f abundance at each tidal height for each year, except for the O diorne IW 7  
groups. Subcanopy data was not taken in this year, therefore there are only l l) categories 
for O diorne l lW7 data. Codes for each group are as follows: the first two letters are for 
the site, the first tw o digits represent the tidal height and the last two digits represent the 
vear the data were obtained.
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Figure 2.49a Nonm etric m ultidimensional scaling based on Bray -Curtis dissim ilarity 
m atrix o f the relationships between tidal heights and sampling years at all locations. Hach 
group is composed o f the average value o f 28 categories o f abundance at each tidal height 
for each year, except for the Odiorne 1997 groups. Subcanopy data was not taken in this 
year, therefore there are only 19 categories for Odiorne 1997 data. Codes tor each group 
are as follow s: the first two letters are for the site, the first two digits represent the tidal 
height and the last two digits represent the year the data were obtained.
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Figure 2.49b Nonm etrie multidim ensional scaling based on B ray-Curtis dissim ilaritv  
m atrix ol the relationships between tidal heights and sampling years at all locations 
except Odiorne 0.5 m tidal height in 1098. Each group is composed o f the axerage \a lue  
o f 28 categories o f abundance at each tidal height for each >ear. except for the Odiorne  
1997 groups. Subcanopx data was not taken in this year, therefore there are only 19 
categories for Odiorne 1997 data. Codex for each group are as follows: the first two  
letters are for the site, the first two digits represent the tidal height and the last tw o  digits 
represent the year the data were obtained.
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CHAPTER III
ABUNDANCE OF EPHEMERAL ALGAE IN UPPER 
INTERTIDAL POOLS PRIOR TO THE ESTABLISHMENT
OF Hemigrapsus sanguineus
ABSTRACT
W hen herbivore densities are low. upper intertidal pools in rocky shores o f 
northern New England are often dominated by short lived, palatable algae, such as 
E titcnu H o rph a  sp. In its native range in Asia. H em igrapsus sanguineus  is an omnivorous 
erah that occupies the mid to upper /o n e  o f rocky shores. Populations o f this species are 
I list beginning to become apparent in northern New England. This crab species readily 
consumes algae and prefers E n w ro m o rp h a  sp. to four perennial algal species in lab 
feeding trials. The range expansion and population growth o f this introduced crab in 
northern N ew  England eould lead to a decline in the abundance o f ephemeral algae in 
upper intertidal pools. In this study, surveys o f ephemeral algal cover in the upper 
intertidal /o n e  o f four N ew  Hampshire locations were conducted twice a year for five  
years at the three coastal sites and for three years at the estuanne site. Relative  
homogeneity among substrates and overall percent cover o f  annual algae was observed 
among the four sampling locations. There was high availability  o f large rocks, cobble  
and pebbles in the pools; these substrates provide good shelter for crabs. The overall
192
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average abundance o f all ephemeral algal species varied from 89.4*4 to 14.6*4 in spring 
and X1.4*4 to 13.9*4 in fall at the coustul locations. At H ilton Park, an estuarine tidal 
rapids, the overall abundance o f all annual algae varied from 32*4 to 19.5*4 in spring and 
from 15.5*4 to 4*4 in fall. Although there were some significant differences in the 
abundance o f  ephem eral algae w ithin a pool between years, for the most part the overall 
temporal variation w ithin the pools was low. These baseline data w ill provide pre- 
invasion variab ility  in cover o i  L n te ro m o rp lta  sp. and other annual algae species that can 
be used to com pare post-invasion percent cover o f these palatable algal species.
INTRODUCTION
Biological invasions are gaming attention in the scientific com munity and among 
the general public because o f the dramatic ecological and economic impact that 
•sometimes follow s an invasion. Recent introductions, such as those o f /e h ra  mussels 
i l ) r e \ \ in a  p o lx m o rp h a t  and purple loosestrife [L y th ru m  s a lie a r ia )  have caused drastic 
changes m com m unities where these organisms have successfully inv aded ( Vitousek et 
al. 199bi. C learing pipes clogged by /ebra  mussels is estimated to cost m illions o f 
dollars each year < Enserink. 1999) and an introduced "superhug" (H em is ia  tahae i)  was 
projected to cause S2(H) m illion worth o f damage to crops in C alifo rn ia 's  Im perial Valley  
(Culotta. 1991). The N ew  England rocky intertidal /one has been influenced by many 
introduced species, including the common periw inkle. L it to r in u  lit to re a .  and the 
European green crab. C are inus  m aenas. L it to r in u  lit to re a  is now the most com mon  
intertidal snail in New England, but was introduced less than 160 years ago (Bertness. 
1999). In 1998. another introduced crab species. H em igrapsus sanguineus, jo ined C. 
m aenas  and L. l i t to re a  in the northern N ew  England rocky intertidal /.one.
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The effects o f an inv asion by / / .  sanguineus  are beginning to be addressed bv 
m arine ecologists in the m id-A tlantic  and southeastern N ew  England (e.g. Lohrer and 
W h itlaeh . 1997; Gerard et al.. 1999; Lesdesma and O 'C onnor. 2001) but in northern New 
England (north o f Cape Cod. N lA i. this species is just beginning to become established. 
The first / / .  sanguineus  for N ew  Hampshire was found in North Hampton. N H  in 1998 
(M c D e rm o tt. 2 (H )!). Since that time. I have found it at Ft. Stark in Newcastle. N H . 
O diorne Park in Rye. N H  and H ilton Park in Dover Point. N H  (my major study sites: 
C hapter I I I  anil at various other locations in New  Hampshire and M aine. Based on its 
invasion history, it is likely that the abundance o f this crab w ill continue to expand, and it 
may soon become a conspicuous member o f the northern New England intertidal 
co m m u n ity .
Q uantification o f the impacts o f marine introductions is extrem ely valuable 
(G roshol/. and R u i/. 1996) but unfortunately the opportunity to do so is lim ited because 
the location and timing o f species invasions are often unpredictable. This study was 
unusual because the invasion o f / / ,  sanguineus  in northern N ew  England was anticipated 
and a concentrated effort was made to gather data on the community prior to its 
establishm ent. Accidental introductions o f non-native species in marine systems are 
regrettable and inev itable. but they offer the opportunity to assess changes in interspecific 
interactions that may occur follow ing the addition o f the invasive species. One o f the 
quantifiab le  changes that may occur follow ing an invasion by H. sanguineus  may include 
reduced algal abundance due to increased herbivory.
Algal/herbivore interactions in the rocky intertidal /o n e  are o f great interest to 
ecologists. The abundance o f gra/ers. specifically limpets and littorinids. mav influence 
algal species composition, recoloni/ation. and abundance in the upper intertidal /.one 
(Lubchenco. 1978: Cubit. 1984: Dye, 1993). In New England tide pools the ephemeral 
alga. E n te ro m o rp h a  sp. is a com petitively superior species but is kept from dom inating  
by the grazing o f L. lit to re a  (Lubchenco. 1978). However, on emergent surfaces in the
194
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mid intertidal /o n e . perennial algae are com petitively dominant and snail grazing on 
ephemeral species actually reduces algal diversity I Lubchenco. 197S). A d d itio n a lly  the 
presence o f herbivores may lim it the lower distributions o f preferred ephemeral algae 
i I '.t iu r tn n o rp h a  cornprcssa  and L 'lvu  lac tuca ). even though these species are capable o f 
withstanding more benign subtidal conditions lEinav et al.. 1995). H em ig rapsus  
sanguineus  was in itia lly  reported to be a primarily herbivorous crab (Depledge. 19S4: 
M cD erm ott. 1992 >. but evidence o f an omnivorous diet was found through gut content 
examinations (Lohrcr and W hitlatch. 1997: Tyrrell and Harris. 2001 i. W olcott and 
O'Connor i 1992) report that predation and cannibalism are com m on among crabs that are 
reported to be prim arily  herbivorous, this carnivore may serve to supplement a plant diet.
The objective o f this study w as to quantify the cover o f  ephemeral algae m the 
upper intertidal /one  and to monitor its seasonal fluctuations prior to the predicted 
establishment o f / /  sanguineus. Lohrer and W hitlatch l 1997) found lowest abundance of 
I I  sanguineus m the upper intertidal /one during August and Decem ber in Long Island 
Sound and consequently. I conducted surveys in the spring and fall. The effects o f  
herbivory in upper intertidal pools should be limited to the times o f year when 
environmental conditions are relatively benign and herbivores are most active (during  
w inter on the Pacific coast. Cubit. 19X4). I did not conduct survey s during w inter or 
summer because environm ental conditions in the pools during these seasons are probabk  
too harsh for crabs or other grazing herbivores.
Due to its already observed rapid range expansion, it is expected that H. 
sanguineus  w ill continue to increase in abundance on northern New England rockv coasts 
w ithin a few years. This pre-invasion data on cover o f E n te ro m o rp h a  sp. and other 
ephemeral algae w ill be valuable for comparisons of post-invasion cover o f these highlv 
palatable algal species.
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MATERIALS and METHODS
Four sites in N ew  Hampshire were monitored for this project: Ft. Stark and 
Newcastle Commons in Newcastle. N H  and Odiorne State Park in Rye. N H  and H ilton  
Park, in Dover Point. N H  (Fig. 3 .1). A ll sampling locations were relatively sheltered 
from wave action, and the presence o f C u n  inus m a a iu s  indicated that there was suitable 
habitat for crabs. Transects were selectively placed in areas with high c o \e r  o f  
ephemeral algae in the upper intertidal /one. Some o f the areas surveyed were a section 
o f shore that had occasional depressions filled w ith w ater and others were tidal pools m 
rock bench substrates. At the H ilton Park site, the pools were in the mid to lower 
intertidal /one because there were no pools in the upper intertidal /one. In contrast to the 
coastal sites. H ilton Park has less rock bench substrate, a higher proportion o f sand and a 
lower abundance o f canopy fucoid algae. Three transects (6 .7  to lb .4 m long) were 
located in different areas at each site. Surveys to monitor cover o f ephemeral algae were 
conducted m the spring. April and M ay (one survey conducted on June 1 >. and fall. 
October and Novem ber (one survey conducted on September 22). Surveys were initiated  
in the fall o f IW 6  at the three coastal sites and the estuarine H ilton Park site was added in 
the spring o f l lH)d. Fall 200! was the Final sampling period.
Five quadrats (0 .25  nf> were randomly distributed along each transect using a 
random numbers table to dictate quadrat placement. In addition, three quadrats were 
selectively placed in areas w ith high ephemeral algal cover. For both random and 
selective placement, identical methods were used to estimate percent cover. C over type 
(algal species, substrate, diatom film , etc.) was determined at 25 evenly spaced 
intersections o f m onofilam ent line. Substrate underlying each quadrat (cobble, rock 
bench w ith cobble, etc.) was also recorded. Descriptive data, including the presence o f
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grazing herbivores ( L it to r in u  spp.). drift algae. and C. m aenas  were noted in each 
quadrat.
Algae were identified to species when possible, w ith the exception o f juvenile  
fueoids {F uchs sp ira lis  and Fueus \esieulosus\.  w hich were recorded as fucoid. 
Questionable identifications were taken back to the laboratory for exam ination under 
dissecting and com pound microscopes. Species identifications were made using 
Villa lard-B ohnsack. i I 995) and with the assistance o f Drs. A . Mathieson and S. 
Chavanich. D rift algae were not identified to species because both its species 
com position and presence in the sampling locations was highly variable.
There were numerous algal species that occurred infrequently or in low 
abundance in the surveys; therefore, they were grouped into an ephemeral algae category. 
The m ajority o f species that were placed in this category had annual life histories but 
some were perennials. The ephemeral algae category at H ilton  Park consisted of:
Sextosiphon  s im p lic iss in u ts . M onostrom a  y re v e lle i.  D u m o n tia  eon to rta  and I I ra  U n tuca . 
C la d o p h o ra  serieea. Seytosiphon si issim us. P o lys ip h o n a  lanosa. I 'Iva lae luea. 
C ha e tom orph a  sp.. and Pseudendoclonium  s u b m a r ir iiu n  comprised the ephemeral algae 
category at Newcastle Commons. At Odiorne. this category was made up of. L 'lva  
lae tuea  and S extos ifh ion  s im p lie iss inu ts  and at Ft. Stark. C la d o p h o ra  serieea. S extos ip lion  
x im p lie iss im us. S p ha e e la ria  sp. and P o lys ip h on ia  lan osa  were included in the ephemeral 
algae category. F in a lly . a crustose algae category was created that was mostly composed 
o f crustose coralline algae (e.g. P hym ato lithon  sp .) as w ell as R a lfs ia  sp.
Statistical analyses were performed using Systat version 10 (SAS Institute). 
Percent cover data were square root arcsine transform ed prior to being subjected to 
analysis o f variance ( A N O V A ). Post hoc comparisons were performed using Tukey's  
test. The overall differences in the abundance o f E n te ro m o rp lu i sp. and all annual species 
(the sum o (  E n te ro m o rp lu i sp.. diatoms and ephem eral algae) were compared between 
locations using A N O V A . A N O V A  was used to com pare the overall (regardless o f  season
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and year) abundance o t E n ie rom o rp ha  sp. between locations. An additional A N O V A  was 
used to compare the overall abundance ot all annual species (the sum o t E n ie rom o rp ha  
sp.. diatoms and ephemeral algae I between locations. The difference in the total 
abundance o f annual species in each pool between seasons was also compared using 
A N O V A . F inally , the presence o f littorinids in each poo! during each season was 
compared w ith the i untransformed) percent cover o f the ephemeral algae category using 
point-biserial correlations.
RESULTS
A  total o f 903 quadrats were analyzed for the surveys, o f these 585 were 
randomly placed and used in cover analysis o f E n te ro m o rph a  sp. and other ephemeral 
algae. Selectively placed quadrats were not included in statistical analyses and the results 
that are depicted graphically only include random quadrats.
Selectively placed quadrats
Selective placement o f the quadrat in areas w ith  high cover o f  E n te rom orpha  sp. 
resulted in an overall average percent cover o f 3 0 -3 6 ‘ f at the three coastal sites.
H ow ever, there was very little E n ie rom orpha  sp. at H ilton  Park, the estuarine site, and 
selective placement o f the quadrat resulted in an overall average o f 1.5 c'< cover o f 
E n ie ro m o rp h a  sp. W hen all o f  the ephemeral algae. E n te ro m o rp h a  sp. and diatoms were 
grouped, the ov erall average percent cover o f all quadrats at Ft. Stark was 6 4 ^  . At 
Odiorne and Newcastle Com m ons, this category encompassed 42 and 44 r< cover in all o f  
the quadrats respectively. F inally , at Hilton Park, the m ajority o f the ephemeral algae 
category' was composed o f U h a  lac iuca  and when this was com bined w ith E n ie ro m o rp h a  
sp. and diatoms, the average cover in all quadrats was 39*7r.
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Random quadrats
When the ahundanee o f all algae thoth perennials and annuals) was compared, the 
overall ahundanee in spring was higher than in fall, although this result varied between 
locations (Fig 3.2a). C o \e r  o f E n te ro m o rp h a  sp. varied inconsistently among sampling 
locations in spring and fall, hut the overall percent cover o f this species was slightly 
higher during the spring survevs < Figs. 3.4a- 3.6b: 3.8a- 3 .1 Oh: 3 .12a- 3 .13b: 3 .1 7h and 
3 .IS b ). Cos ex o \ E n te ro m o rph a  sp. was not significantly different between the three 
coastal locations I Table 3.1 a) indicating that the overall abundance o f this species u as 
sim ilar between these sites. How ever, the abundance o f E n te ro m o rph a  sp. was 
significantly different between the H ilton  Park site and each o f the three coastal locations 
(Table 3.1a).
Diatom film  on rock substrate constituted a substantial part o f the community at 
Fort Stark and Newcastle Commons (Figs. 3.4a and b. 3.5a and b and 3.8a and b).
D iatom  film  may replace recently g ra /ed  E n te ro m o rph a  sp.: both types o f flora were 
often found in close association. For exam ple, small strands o f the filam entous alga 
frequently were found among the d iatom  film  and quadrats that had high cover o f 
E n te ro m o rph a  sp. often had diatom film  under the canopv. Because o f  this close 
association, diatom film  was regarded as a potential food source and was placed in the 
annual algae category, along with E n te ro m o rp h a  sp. in Figs. 3.3a and b. 3.7a and b. 3 .1 la 
and b and 3.15 a and b. In all o f the other figures, diatoms and E n te ro m o rp h a  sp. were 
listed separately from ephemeral algae to illustrate their importance w ith in  the pools.
The vast majority o f the algae that made up the ephemeral algae category in this 
study were reported to be highly palatable to L it to r in u  litto re a  by Lubchenco ( 1478 1. 
Lubchenco reported that E n ie ro m o rp h a  sp. was highly preferred by L. l it to re a  in 
laboratory preference trails and T yrre ll and Harris (2001) also found that H. sanguineus  
preferred E nte rom orpha  in te s tin a lis  to four perennial algal species. Because the m ajority  
o f species in the ephemeral algae category were highly palatable and because I judged
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that it was unlikely that H. sanguineus  would discriminate between many o f  these 
species. I grouped the ephem eral algae category with E n te ro m o rph a  sp. and diatoms (the 
annual algae category) to determine the total ahundanee o f palatable species in each pool 
( Figs. 3.3a and b: 3.7a and b: 3.11a and b: 3 .15a and b>. The one apparent disparity 
between Luhchenco’s results for L. lit to re a  feeding preferences and my observations o f  
/ / .  sanguineus  was w ith C h a c to m o rp ha  sp.. Lubchenco (1978) reported that 
C ha cto m o rp ha  spp. were a low preference food item for L. l it to re a  while my personal 
obserxations indicated C ha cto m o rp ha  sp. are readily consumed by // .  sa iu tu ineus. 
Methodological problems w ith  Lubchenco's preference experiment may contribute to the 
discrepancy: she only had one or two replicates. C horda  fdum  and D esm arcs tia  v in d is  
were both encountered at O diorne Park and both o f these species were listed as low 
preference by Lubchenco i 197N). I have not observed / / .  sanguineus  feeding on either o f 
these species and therefore I did not include them in the ephemeral algae category. Only 
one point with I) , v ir id is  underneath it was recorded at Odiorne. w hile C. (Hum  composed 
1 \ ( , cover o f pool 3 at Odiorne Park in spring o f 1997.
W hen the abundance o f  all annual algae (E nte rom orpha  sp.. diatoms and the 
ephemeral algae category ) was compared between the sampling locations. Ft. Stark w a s  
significantly d ifferent from  all other sites, and Newcastle Com m ons and H ilton Park were 
also significantly different from  each other (Table 3.1b). The total abundance in the 
annual algae category was higher in the spring (Fig. 3.2b) at all locutions except Odiorne. 
and annual algae was more abundant in the spring overall. At O diorne. ephemeral algae 
other than E n te ro m o rph a  sp. were only present in the spring ( Fig. 3 . 12b and 3 .14b). The  
overall average abundance o f  all annual algal species varied from 89 .4C  to 14.6C  in 
spring and 8 l .4 r r to 13.9r r in fall at the coastal locations. At H ilton  Park, the estuarine 
tidai rapids, the overall abundance o f all annual species varied from  15.5r <' to 4 r < in fall 
and from 32c< to 19 .5C  in spring. A N O V A  was used to compare the percent cover o f  
the annual species in each pool between years. Separate analyses were performed for
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each pool and for tall and spring surveys. Results are listed in Table 3.2. A lthough there 
were some significant differences in the abundance o f all annual species w ith in  a pool 
between years (particularly in pool two at O diorne). the overall temporal variation w ithin  
each pool was relatively low.
Substrate type affects both the percent cover o f algae and the amount o f refuge for 
crabs, therefore the presence o f iarge rocks, cobble, pebble/shell hash was noted in each 
quadrat. A ll o f  the quadrats at Hilton Park had large rock, cobble or pebble/shell hash 
substrates. Newcastle Commons had the next highest proportion o f quadrats that had 
good substrates for crabs: over X5r< o f the quadrats had at least one o f these three t>pes 
o f substrates in them. Odiorne Park ranked third in its proportion o f quadrats w ith  good 
crab refuge: 7 7 ';  o f the quadrats had large rocks, cobble or pebble/shell substrates. [:t. 
Stark had the least amount o f substrates that provide refuge for crabs, only 63 ' ; o f the 
quadrats had either large rocks, cobble or pebble/shell hash substrates. C are inus  m aenas  
were only rarely spotted w ith in  the quadrats: a total o f eight crabs were observed among 
the 5X5 random quadrats. It is unlikely that this data accurately reflects the abundance o f  
crabs, because both the algal canopy and the non-rock bench substrates could have easily 
obscured crabs from view. However, the fact that C. m aenas  were found within these 
high intertidal pools indicates that other crab species, such as / / .  sanguineus. are also 
likely to be able to tolerate the conditions w ith in  the pools.
L ittorinids consume ephemeral algae and may compete with H em iitra psu s  
sanguineus  for food. The m ajority o f Littorinids in the pools w ere L. litto re a .  and some 
L. s a x a tilis . were also observed. Littorinids were present in 3 6 cl o f the random quadrats 
at Ft. Stark, in 61'7  at Newcastle Commons, and in 56r r o f the random quadrats at 
Odiorne. In contrast, only 2'7 o f the randomly placed quadrats at H ilton Park did not 
have littorinids present in them. No other herbivores (i.e. A’otoaem ea te s tu d in a lis )  were 
observ ed. None o f  the point biserial correlations indicated that there was a significant
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correlation between cover o f annual algae and the presence o f L ittorinids (data not 
shown).
DISCUSSION
A ll three coastal locations, and the pools nested within them, were deliberately  
chosen tor these surveys because they in itia lly  had high cover o f E n te ro m o rp h a  sp.. The 
Hilton Park estuarine site was added three years after the coastal surveys began, when it 
became apparent that / / .  sanguineus  could also readily colom /e estuaries. Aside from  
their location in an estuarine tidal rapids, the pools at Hilton Park d iffered substantial!) 
from the coastal pools because they were low er in the intertidal /o n e  and had little cover 
by E n te ro m o rp h a  sp. The location o f the pools in the low . rather than high /one  at Hilton  
Park, probably contributes greatly to the differences in algal com position between these 
pools and that o f the pools at the coastal sites. Interestingly, the highest density o f / / .  
sanguineus  was also found at H ilton  Park (Chapter II) . although their densities are still 
very low overall. Large differences in the algal composition between the estuarine site 
and the coastal sites prohibits using the H ilton Park pools as references for the coastal 
pools. How ever, it is likely that pools in the low er intertidal /.one at the coastal sites also 
lack E n te ro m o rph a  sp. because o f  the very high densities o f herbivores, especially L. 
l i t to re a  (Chapter I I ).
The focus o f this project w as to m onitor variation in cover by E n te ro m o rp h a  sp. 
and other ephemeral algal species prior to the predicted establishment o f H. sanguineus. 
Laboratory feeding preference studies have show n that in multichoice feeding trials / / .  
sangu ineus  significantly prefers E n te ro m o rp h a  sp. to three fueoids (A se o p h y llu m  
nodosum , F. vesicu losus  and F. s p ira lis )  and M astoearpus s te lla tu s  (T y rre ll and Harris. 
2001). D rift algae were common in the stomachs o f / / ,  sanguineus  collected from
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that drift algae could also he an important tood item for H. sanguineus  in northern New  
England. However, because the abundance o f drift algae is highly variable (both 
tem porally and by specific locations), a potential decline follow ing the establishment ot 
H. sanguineus  may be d ifficu lt to detect.
As previously stated, the location o f each transect w as dictated by presence o f  
ephemeral algae and suitability as habitat for crabs t i.e. exposed sites were avoided). The 
relative homogeneity among sites for substrate and cover types is probably due to the fact 
that each site had an entire transect or part o f a transect that encompassed a cobble field.
It w as surprising that i.n te ro m o rp h a  sp. was attached both to cobble and to rock benches 
in pools: many species o f algae are not so flexible in the kinds o f substrate that they can 
c o lon i/e . However. K n ienm u>rpha  sp. are opportunistic and can t|in ck l\ co lon i/e  open 
space and occupy a variety o f substrate types i Lubchenco. 1978 i. Ephemeral green algae 
in general are very tolerant to a w ide range o f environmental conditions, including  
fluctuations in temperature and salinity as well as desiccation stress lE inav et al.. 1995). 
Dom inance by ephemeral algae can be indicative o f a frequently disturbed habitat or o f 
the absence o f herbivores (Lubchenco. 1978: Sousa. 1980). There was a com bination o f 
these conditions at all sampling locations. Although none o f the sites were in locations 
that were likely to have high exposure to wave action, when storm swells occur, the 
cobble could shift and create unsuitable conditions both for long lived algae and slow 
m oving herbivores. In addition to providing substrate for ephemeral algae, cobble and 
pebbles provide refuge for crabs. In quantitative com m unity analyses. T yrre ll (1999)  
found that 51r i o f the variation in C. m aenas density at Ft. Stark w as explained by the 
amount o f substrate that was classified as large rock, cobble or pebble/shell.
H em ig rapsus  sanguineus  may flourish in these upper intertidal pools that support both a 
rich growth o f annual algal species and that provide refuges.
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The indirect eft eel o f crabs in maintaining a canopy o f ephemeral algae 
( E n te ro m o rp h a  in te s t in a l is ) has heen documented for the New Lngland rocky intertidal 
/o n e  i Lubchenco. 197X). She reports that juvenile  Care inus maenas  utilize dense stands 
o\ E n te ro m o rp h a  sp. as protection from gull predation and they maintain the canopy by 
consuming juvenile L i t to r in a  l i t to re a  as they recuit in from the plankton (they w ill not eat 
m edium  or large L. l i t t o re a ) i Lubchenco. I97X ). The presence o f C. maenas  therefore 
facilitates the existence o f the highly palatable E n te ro m o rph a  sp. in tidal pools. In 
contrast. H. sanguineus  (which may have a slightly more herbivorous diet than C. 
maenas'. Lohrer and W hitlatch. 1997: Tyrrell. 1999. but see Chapter IV  and V i  m a\ 
consume E n te ro m o rph a  sp. and other ephemeral algae rather than /. l i t to rea .  In addition, 
adult / / .  sanguineus  may consume the juvenile C. maenas  (Lohrer. 2(M)() and peiv  obs.i 
that seek refuge in these tidepools. exacerbating the decline in cover o f ephemeral algae.
It is unclear whether / / .  sanguineus  w ill consume juvenile L l i t to rea .  laboratory 
preference tests indicate that this species is lowest on the preference hierarchy for both C. 
m aenas  and / / .  sanguineus  (Tyrre ll and Harris. 2(H) 1). although C. maenas  have been 
reported to readily consume small L  l i t to re a  m the lab (Lubchenco. I97X |. The 
establishment o f / / .  sanguineus  could have a large impact on algae in upper tide pools 
both because / / .  sanguineus  readily consumes algae, but also because //.  \a n i tu in e u \ max 
consume both juvenile  L  l i t to re a  or C. maenas.
The lack o f significant correlations between the cover o f annual algae and 
Littorinids is like ly  due to the coarse nature o f presence/absence data. The objective o f 
these surveys was to obtain baseline data on the tem poral fluctuations in annual algae and 
quantifying the density o f Littorinids or other herbivores (amphipods. isopods, e tc » would  
have vastly increased the amount o f time that each survey required. It is possible that the 
presence o f an algal canopy may indicate that snails have not had time (or are not in high 
enough density) to suppress rapidly growing algae.
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As previously stated, temporal variability in cover o f  ephemeral algae was 
relatively low at the study sites, potentially facilitating detection o f changes due to 
establishment o f / / ,  xanxu incux.  It is expected that H. xam ’u ineux  would be most active 
during spring and fall in the upper intertidal /one (when environm ental conditions are 
more benign) and could noticeably suppress the abundance o f ephemeral algae. 
Environm ental conditions in the upper intertidal /one during sum m er and w inter are 
like ly  to lim it herbivore activity. M orta lity  o f limpets in the upper intertidal /o n e  due to 
desiccation stress was highest during the summer in Oregon (C u b it. 10S41. F:ree/ing  
temperatures and frequent storms are also likely to lim it consumers in the upper intertidal 
/one  during the w inter in N ew  England.
H cu i i^ rupxux  xu u u u i iw u .s' chelae are particularly w ell suited to scrape algae o ff of 
rocks (Depledge. 1984) and it is likely that they w ill readily consume diatom film .
Fucoid algae are also readily consumed by H. xam;uincux  (although they are lower on the 
preference hierarchy than I ' j i t v ro m n rp h a  in tcx t ina l ix ; T yrre ll. 1999) but they c o lle c ti\e l\ 
constitute a relatively m inor part o f the com munity in upper intertidal pools i Figs. 3.4a -  
3.6b; 3.9a —3.1 Ob; 3 .12a - 3 . 14b; 3 .16a -  3 .18b). Lubchenco ( 1978) found that high 
densities o f L. l i t to rc u  in upper intertidal pools favored C lu m J r t ix  cr ixpux  because this 
species is very low in their preference hierarchy. Although H. xum lu iucus '  preferences 
are sim ilar it is likely these crabs could cause a decline in even unpalatable algae such as
C. c r ixpux  ( pers. obs.) through their com paratively high per capita feeding rate. I f  / / .  
xt in tp i incux  is able to utilize all o f the algae in these pools as predicted, these pools may 
be able to support high densities o f this gregarious crab because o f  the availability  o f both 
food and shelter.
The sites sampled in this study should continue to be m onitored to determine if  
there are declines in the abundance o f ephemeral algae fo llow ing  the establishment o f / / .  
x an i ’u incux. It is necessary to have baseline data on the natural temporal variation o f  
ephemeral algal cover in order to make any conclusions about the effect o f an additional
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consumer on algal abundance. One method to assess the impact o f an introduced species 
would be through the use o f a Before-After-C 'ontrol-lm pact t B A C I) design that was 
developed by Stewart-Oaten et al. i 19X61. The sampling protocol o f these surxeys were 
designed so that they fit the requirements o f the B A C I design as closely as possible te.g. 
high number o f pools, sampling effort focused on assessing the abundance o f a particular 
group o f species, long tune series o f sampling prior to the proposed im pact). H ouexer. 
the B A C I design was aimed at assessing temporally predictable impacts (e.g. effluents 
from  pow er plants) and the establishment o f an introduced species at a particular location 
is a highly unpredictable process in comparison. The best solution to the problem o f  
assessing the impacts o f an introduced species is to combine monitoring efforts i this 
study. Chapter II > w ith m anipulative experiments conducted both under controlled i labi 
and natural conditions.
In conclusion, it appears from these spring and fall survey s that these pools 
predictably harbor ephemeral algae that could be a reliable food source for //. 
s T h e  potential impact o f / / .  \a in ;u i in ’its on rocky shores w ill not be lim ited to 
these upper intertidal pools. However, because o f / / .  su n i ;u in c i t \ '  preference for 
i ' .n lc ro m n rp lu i  in tcs t i im l is .  their ability to reach high densities 17 0 /n r . Lohrer. 2000). and 
their high feeding rate (Chapters IV  and V ). it is possible that the abundance o f palatable 
algal species may decline in these upper intertidal pools follow ing the establishment of 
this introduced crab.
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Table 3.1a: A N O V A  and T u k e y ’ s post hoe comparison o f the abundance (square root, arc sine transform ed) o f iM h  ro m o rp lm  sp. 
between sampling locations. Values in bold indicate statistical significance ip < 0 .0 5 ).
H n te ro m o rp h a  sp. O verall model p=(MMM>
I t. Stark Newcastle O diorne
Com m ons
Newcastle Com m ons 0 .654
O diorne O.WK 0.752
H ilton  Park p=0.(HK) p=0.(MM) p=0.(MM)
Tab le  3. lb: A N O V A  and T u k e y ’ s post In >c comparison o f the abundance(•
between sampling loc ations. Values in bold indicate statistical significance
All unnual algae O verall model p=(MNW
Ft. Stark Newcastle O diorne
Com m ons
Newcastle Com m ons p=0.000
O diorne p=0.000 0 .265
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(•real Bav
Now Castle C'onjmoj f t. Stark
Atlantic
OceanNew Hampshire
Figure 3.1: M ap  ot' sampling locations lor algal surveys: Ft. Stark and Newcastle  
Com m ons are located in Newcastle. N H . Odiorne State Park is located in Rye. N ff  and 
H ilton  Park is located in Dover Point. N H .
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Abundance of all algae at all sites
R . Stark Newcastle Odiorne Park Hilton Park Overall 
Commons average
Location
Figure 3.2a: Average percent cover and standard error o f all algal species (perennial and 
annual) in upper intertidal pools at four N ew  Hampshire locations between fall and 
spring. I lW 6 to 2(X) 1 (H ilton Park Id W  to 2 (K )h .
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Location
Figure 3.2b: Average pereent cover and standard error o f all algae in the annual algae 
category at all tour N ew  Hampshire locations between tall and spring 1996 to 2(K)|
I H ilton Park 1999 to 2001).
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Abundance of annual algae at Ft. Stark, NH 
pools 1-3 Fall 1996-2001
1 all l l>W Kill I W  K ill IW S f all J all 2(MH> F all 2*M)I
I W
Year
Figure 3.3a: Tem poral variation in average percent cover (and standard error) o f the 
annual algae category in all three pools at Ft. Stark. N H  from  Fall IW 6  to Fall 2001.
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Abundance of annual algae at Ft. Stark, NH 
pools 1-3, Spring 1997-2001
S p rin t: l l>u ' Sprint: I t>t>S S p rm y  IM'IM Sprin j: 2 0 0 0  Sprint: 2(Kt
Y ear
Figure 3.3b: Tem poral variation in average percent cover (and standard error) o f the 
annual algae category in all three pools at R . Stark. N H  from Spring IW 7  to Spring
:o o i .
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Figure 3.4a: Tem poral variation in average percent cover (and standard error) o f various 
groups o f algae in an upper intertidal pool at F:t. Stark. N H  from Fall 1006 to Fall 2001. 
The overall mean percent cover o f E n tcn m io rp ha  sp. in fall is also shown.
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Algal composition of pool #1. Kt. Stark. NH
Spring 1997-2001
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Figure 3.4b: Tem poral variation in average percent cover (and standard error) o f various 
groups o f algae in an upper intertidal pool at Ft. Stark. N H  from Spring 1007 to Spring 
2001. The overall mean percent cover o f l - j i tc n u n o rp h u  sp. in spring is also s
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Figure 3.5a: Tem poral variation in average percent cover (and standard error) o f various 
groups o f algae in an upper intertidal pool at Ft. Stark. N H  from  Fall 1906 to Fall 2001. 
The overall mean percent c o \e r  o f  [ j i t c r o m o r p lh i  sp. in tall is also shown.
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Figure 3.5b: Tem poral variation in average percent cover (and standard error) o f various 
group- o f algae in an upper intertidal pool at Ft. Stark. N H  from Spring 1007 to Spring 
2001. The overall mean percent cover o i  F .n tcrom orpha  sp. in spring is also shown.
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Figure 3.6a: Tem poral variation in average percent cover (and standard error) of various 
croups o f algae in an upper intertidal pool at R . Stark. N H  front Fall 1906 to Fall 2001. 
The overall mean percent cover o f E n w r tm o rp h a  sp. in fall is also shown.
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IW 7  IW S I W )  2000 2001 average
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Figure 3.6b: Tem poral variation in average percent cover land standard error) o f \arious  
groups o f algae in an upper intertidal pool at Ft. Stark. N H  from Spring 1007 to Spring 
2001. The overall mean percent cover o l l in tc ro m o rp l ia  sp. in spring is also shown.
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Abundance of annual algae at Newcastle 
Commons, NH pools 1-3, fall 1996-2001
s o --------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------
T
~ l l  '
I all l .,11 I WO- 1 .ill lows 1 all ! W )  I at! 2(MM) 1 alt I m |
Year
e 3.7a: Temporal variation in average percent cover (and standard error) o f the 
il algae category in all three pools at Newcastle Com m ons. N H  from Fall l l)%  to 
!<X)|.
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Abundance of annual algae at Newcastle 
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Figure 3.7b: Tem poral \a ria tion  in average percent cover (and standard error) o f  the 
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Figure 3.Sa: Tem poral \ariation in average percent cover land standard error) o f various 
groups o f algae in an upper intertidal pool at Newcastle Commons. N H  from Fall 1006 to 
Fall 2001. The overall mean percent cover o f E n ic ro m o rp h a  sp. in fall is also shown.
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Algal com position o f pool #1, Newcastle Commons, NH
S p ring  1997-2001
-■—  Diatom  
Drift Algae
E n ic ro m o rp h a  \p.
0   .  -------------------------------------------------
Spring Spring Spring Spring Spring Overall
| W  |9 9 s ' 1999 2000 200 f  average
Year
fig u re  3.Xh: Tem poral variation in average percent cover (and standard error) o f  various 
groups o f algae in an upper intertidal pool at Newcastle Commons. N H  from Spring 199 
to Spring 2001. The overall mean percent o f  E n tc rom orp lm  sp. m spring is also 
shown.
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A lgal composition of pool #2, Newcastle Commons, N H
Fall 1997-2001
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Figure 3.9a: Tem poral variation in average percent cover (and standard error) o f \a n o iis  
groups o f algae in an upper intertidal pool at Ness castle Com m ons. N H  from Fall lOOO to 
Fall 2001. The overall mean percent cos er o f >/•/>/»</ sp. in fall is also s
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Figure 3.0b: Tem poral variation in average percent cover (and standard errori o f various 
groups o f  algae in an upper intertidal pool at Newcastle Com m ons. M l  from Spring 100  
to Spring 2001. The overall mean percent cover o f E n te n m n r p ln i  sp. in spring is also 
shown.
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F*iiZiire 3 .1()a: Tem poral variation in average percent cover (anti standard errori o f \a rious  
groups o f algae in an upper intertidal pooi at Newcastle Commons. N H  from Fall IW h  to 
Fall 2001. The overall mean percent cover o f fc n tcn nn o rp ln i  sp. in fall is also s
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F;igurc 3.1 ( )h: Tem poral variation in average percent cover land standard error) o f various 
groups o f algae in an upper intertidal pool at Newcastle Com m ons. N H  from  Spring 1907  
to Spring 2001. The overall mean percent cover o f i .n tc ro m o rp h i i  sp. in spring is also 
shown.
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Abundance of annual algae at Odiorne Park, 
NH pools 1-3, fall 1996-2001






Figure .v I la: Tem poral variation in average pereent eover land standard error) o f the 
annual algae category in all three pools at Odiorne Park. N H  from ['all 1906 to Fail 2(K )I.
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Abundance of annual algae at Odiorne Park. 
NH pools 1-3, spring 1997-2001




■ Po o l :
Pool
I iiinrc .v I lb: Tem poral variation in average percent cover land standard error) ot the 
annual algae category in all three pools at Odiorne Park. N H  from Spring 1997 to Sprin 
2001.
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Algal composition of pool #1. Odiorne Park. NH
Fall 1996-2001
60





Figure v 12a: Tem poral v ariation in average percent cover land standard erruri o f various 
groups o f algae in an upper intertidal pool at Odiorne Park. N H  from Fall 1906 to Fall 
2(H) I. [he  overall mean percent cover o f l i i i te ro m o rp lu i  sp. in fall is also shown.
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A lgal com position o f pool #1, O d iorne  P ark . N H
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Figure 3. I 2h: Tem poral variation in average percent cover (and standard error) o f various 
groups o f algae in an upper intertidal pool at Odiorne Park. N H  from Spring 1007 to 
Spring 2001.
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Figure 3 .13a: Tem poral variation in average percent cover (and standard error) o f various 
groups o f algae in an upper intertidal pool at Odiorne Park. N H  from Fall 1000 to Fall 
2001. The overall mean percent cover o f E n t i ’rom orph a  sp. in tall is also shown.
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fig u re  .v 13b: Temporal variation in average percent cover (and standard error) o f various 
groups o f algae in an upper intertidal pool at Odiorne Park. N il from  Spring 1997 to 
Spring 2001. The overall mean percent cover o (  lu i te n m o rp h a  sp. in spring is also
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Figure 3. 14a: Tem poral variation in average percent cover (and standard error) o f various 
groups o f algae in an upper intertidal pool at Odiorne Park. N H  from Fall IW 6  to Fall 
2001. The o \e ra ll mean percent cover o f l .n tc ro m o rp h a  sp. in fall is also shown.
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Figure v I4h: Tem poral variation in average percent cover land standard error) o f various 
croups o f algae in an upper intertidal pool at O diorne Park. N H  from Spring 1007 to 
Spring 2001. The overall mean percent cover o f  l in te ro m o rp h a  sp. in spring is also 
show n.
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Abundance of annual algae at Hilton Park. NH
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Figure .v 15a: Temporal sanation in average percent cover (and standard error) o f the 
annual algae category in all three pools at H ilton  Park. N H  from F:all IW 6  to Pall 2(H)I.
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Abundance of annual algae at Hilton Park. NH
pools 1-3, spring 1999-2001
-Pool I
- P o o l :
Pool '
S p r i n g  : (H H )  
Year
Sprint; 2001
h e m e  .v I 5h: Temporal \a n a tio n  m average percent cover (and standard error) o f the 
annual algae categon. m all three pools at H ilton Park. N H  from Spring 1007 to Sprin
: o o i .
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Fieurc V iOa: tem poral variation in average percent cover land standard error) ot' various 
croups <>! algae in an intertidal pool at H ilton  Park. N H  from Fall 1900 to Fall 2001. The 
overall mean percent cover o f / . /m  ro/nor/i/m  sp. in fall is also shown. M S/C 'C  is M.
s!i l l i i ! i t \  and C h f in ln i \  i rispus.
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I-iLicirc -v 16b: Tem poral \a ria tio n  in a \erage percent cover (and standard error) o f \ario iis  
croups o f algae in an intertidal pool at H ilton Park. N H  from Spring 1999 to Spring 2001. 
The overall mean percent cover o f E n tc rom orpha  sp. in spring is also shown. M S/C 'C  is 
\1. stclh itus  and C lim n lrus  cr isp its .
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Algal composition of pool #2 Hilton Park.
Fall 1999-2001
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Figure -VI 7a: Tem poral variation in average percent cover (and standard error) o f  various 
groups o f algae in an intertidal pool at H ilton Park. N H  from  Fall I W )  to Fall 2001 . The  
ov erall mean percent cover of E n tc rom orp ha  sp. in fall is also shown. M S/C 'C  is M .  
s te lh i l i ts  and C ho tu lrus  crisnus.
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Figure 3 .1 7h: Tem poral variation in average percent cover (and standard error) o f 
various groups o f algae in an intertidal pool at H ilton Park. N H  from Spring 1900 to 
Spring 2001. The overall mean percent cover o i  l in te ro m o rp lh i  sp. in spring is also 
shown. M S /C C  is M. s tc l la tus  and C hm u lrus  crispus.
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I it!uiv v lSa: Tem poral variation in average percent cover land standard error) o f various 
groups o f algae in an intertidal pool at Hilton Park. N H  from  Fall 1W 9 to Fall 2(K)I. The 
overall mean percent cover ol I ' .n teromorpha  sp. in fall is also shown. MS/C’C' is M. 
l l t i lu s  and C'homlrus  < r ispit.s.
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F:igurc -v ISh: Tem poral variation in average percent cover (and standard errori o f  various 
groups o l algae in an intertidal pool at H ilton Park. NH  from Spring 1000 to Spring 2001. 
The ov erall mean percent cover o f E iu c ro m o rp lu i  sp. in spring is also s . M S/C ’C is 
M. s tc lU itus  and C h o in ln ts  c n  spits.
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CHAPTER IV
EFFECTS OF PREDATION BY TWO SPECIES OF INTRODUCED 
CRABS: INFERENCES FROM SHORT TERM MICROCOSM 
EXPERIMENTS 
ABSTRACT
I'wo introduced a  ah species are currently established in northern N ew  England.
( a n  m m  nun tu n  and Hemmrapxu.s s am;uineus. C a n  inns maenas  has been in this region 
tor at least ><) years, while / / .  sanguineus was first (blind in New Hampshire in IW X . In 
other regions where ( '  nun im s  has nnaded. there has been speculation regarding the 
com m unity -w ide impacts ot its introduction. In contrast, research into the impacts o f C. 
maemis  in northern New England has thus tar been on a species by species basis. Based 
on the high densities o f / / ,  sanguineus  in southern New England, where they are already 
w ell established, it is likely that the continued population grow th o f this crab in northern 
New England w ill have substantial consequences for potential competitors and prey. 
M icrocosm s o f the rocky intertidal com m unity were utilized to examine w hich organisms 
w ere consumed when each crab species w as presented w ith a naturally occurring  
assemblage. The two crab species consumed sim ilar prey including: Seniiba lanus  
b a lano ides , M x t i lu s  edulis. S p iro rb is  sp. and various species o f  ephemeral algae. 
Interestingly, the feeding rate o f / / ,  sanguineus  on S. b a lano ides  was significantly higher 
than that o f  C. maenas. As populations o f H. sanguineus  continue to increase in northern
244
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Now England. these and other prey species are expected to decline due to increased //.  
uinunincu.s  predation as they likely did following the establishment o f C. maena.s.
INTRODUCTION
Introduced species are being recogni/ed as important components o f marine 
com m unities due to their increasing abundance and roles in m odifying these communities 
(Carlton. I 989; Carlton and Cieller. 1993; Hedgepeth. 1993: R uiz et ah. 1997; I W i .  The 
co n seq u en ces  of biological invasions are various and widespread: the hom ogem /ation of 
the p lanet's  biota is considered by ecologists to be a major threat to ecosystem function 
i Baskin. I 99fn.
Introduced species can displace other species leading to a loss m biodiversity. 
numerically reduce n a ti\e  species, or even transform physical aspects of their new 
habitat. Several authors have speculated that the introduction o f the European green crab. 
('<//■( uut\ nun-this has the potential to cause a decline in biodiversity because o f i ts 
predatory activities i in the Pacific: Cohen et ah. 1995: G ro sh o l/ and R u i/. 1995:
(Iro s h o l/ et ah. 2000; m South Africa: Ee Roux et ah. 1990). The Asian clam.
I ’u h im o io r h i i la  underwent a population explosion during a prolonged dry
period in San Francisco which prevented recolonization by estuarine species (Nichols et 
ah. 1990). In northern C alifo rn ia  estuaries. Byers i 1999) documented declines o f the 
native snail C c r i th i i lc a  n i l i f o m ic a  due to the establishment o f  the Asian mud snail. 
R a t iU a r ia  i i t tn im c n ta r ia .  Changes in the phy sical env ironment are other dramatic 
impacts o f introduced species. The seagrass Z os tcn i ja p o n ic a  coloni/es mudflats in 
Oregon (Carlton. 1989) and grazing by the introduced snail L i t to r in a  l i t t o r a i  can 
transform marsh habitat to cobble beach in New England (Bertness. 1984). The impacts 
o f an introduced species can even be so profound as to contribute to the collapse o f an
245
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entire fishery. The ctenophore M n a m o p s is  le idy i.  introduced to the A /o \  and Black  
Seas, consumes larval fish and contributed to the collapse o f the anchovy fishery  
(Za itsev. 1992).
The L'nited States O ffice o f Technology Assessment concluded that the increasing 
frequency o f introduced species and their cum ulative impacts are creating a substantial 
econom ic and environmental burden for this country. Their estimates on econom ic losses 
from  79 non-indigenous species were 97 billion dollars from 1901 to 1991 i O T A  Report 
Sum m ary. 1993).
The northern New England (north o f Cape Cod. M A ) rocky intertidal /o n e  is 
particularly suited to elucidate the com m unity-w ide impacts o f introduced species 
because o f its re lativel\ low biological diversity. Guilds o f higher trophic levels are 
composed o f only I or 2 species in this region (M enge. 1976). Because there are few 
specie^ to interact w ith each other, the com m unity structure is relatively sim ple and 
therefore this habitat has been a model system for understanding com m unity processes 
i M enge 1976; I.uhchenco and Menge. 197S: Leonard et al.. I99N). This habitat has 
already been impacted by se\eral conspicuous introductions including. C. n u ic in is i the 
Luropcan green crabi and L i t tn r im i  l i t t o r a l  (the common periw inkle). The impacts o f 
these two species on the rocky intertidal com m unity have been considerable. L i t to n n a  
l iu t>rt 'a  is the most abundant intertidal herbivore in the New England riK'ky intertidal 
/o n e  w ith  the ability to alter algal dominance patterns in this habitat iLubchenco. 197Ni. 
Predation pressure by C. nnicnas  has been implicated in the decline o f the soft shell clam , 
M x a  a rc n a n u .  fishery i Ropes. 1968) and has caused morphological changes in at least 
two species o f intertidal snails. L i t to r im i  obtusata  (Seeley. 1986) and S iu  c l la  la p i l lu s  
(V e rm e ij. 1982).
W h ile  there is considerable inform ation regarding the impacts o f the 
establishment o f C. muenas on selected individual species in northern N ew  England, its 
broader impacts on the community have been com paratively neglected. In contrast.
246
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\ arums authors have speculated on the possible impacts on community structure in other 
areas where C. macnas  has been introduced (South A frica: Le Roux et. al. I W O. and the 
Pacific coast o f the I nited States: Cohen et al.. 1445; G roshol/ and R u t/. 1445; 144ft; 
(.iroshol/ et al.. 2000). The om nivorous feeding habits o f C. macnas  (Ropes. |4b<S; P.A. 
M adigan. uiipub. data) and its high densities in the rocky intertidal /one  o f this region 
ica. ~5 /m : . Tyrre ll. |4 4 4 i suggest that it has an important ecological influence on the 
community
Another introduced crab species has joined C. macnas  in the northern New 
Imglund rocky intertidal /o n e . / / fm iv m /n in  vu/iv/mn'iiv. the Asian shore crab 
i M cD erm ott, |44 4 i. H cm i\ i rap sus  sanguineus  has recently been introduced to the 
Atlantic coast of the In ite d  States and has undergone rapid range extension (M cD erm o tt. 
p>us i. this species was first recorded in New Hampshire in October. I44N (M cD erm o tt. 
|'> W i and since that tim e, at least 70 individuals have been found at a variety o f locations 
m  th e  siaie i Tyrrell, unpub. datai. Roth o f these introduced crab species are genera! 
predators i for ('. macnas:  Ropes. |4f tN;  f o r / / ,  sanguineus:  Lohrer and W lutlatch. 1447; 
Tyrrell. |4 4 4 i. Because o f their high trophic position, both species have the potential to 
exert top down control on prey populations which may result in cascading indirect effects 
on lower trophic levels.
Caging experiments have been used to determine the effects o f predation by C. 
macnas  on so f t  sediment organisms (Reise. 1477; Thrush. I486; R affacIIi cl al.. 1 DSD; 
Pernandes et al.. 1444 and Richards et al.. 1444) but comparatively little o f this type o f 
research has been done in hard substrate habitats. This study used a com bination o f  
laboratory and field experiments to investigate the feeding patterns o f / / ,  sanguineus  and 
C. m acnas  on rocky intertidal assemblages. M icrocosm  experiments were conducted in 
the laboratory in the summer o f  1444 and the w inter o f 2tXX). and field experiments w ere 
performed in the summer o f 2(XX). There were three treatments: one consisting only o f C. 
m acnas.  another consisting o f H. sanguineus,  and controls that did not have crabs. The
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results were used to extrapolate the potential com m unity-w ide impacts o f both the "new ". 
/ / .  sanguineus. and "old". C. macnas. invader in the northern N ew  f£ngland rocky 
intertidal /one.
MATERIALS and METHODS
Cobble covered by a characteristic assemblage o f rocky intertidal organisms were 
used m all microcosms. F;ach replicate consisted o f one cobble and the appropriate 
treatment. These rocks, large enough to contain a representative sample o f the 
com m unity but small enough to be transported to the lab. were selected from the mid to 
lower intertidal /one o f F t. Stark. Newcastle. N H  (43 03.5 IN . 70 4 2 .7 5 \V i. A  lim ited  
number o f rocks that were used in the summer laboratory experiments were also taken 
Ironi a nearbx location. Odiorne State Park. Rye. NFF (43 ()2.b2.N. 70 4 2 .9 7W ). Both of 
these >ites are wave sheltered and have similar species composition and abundance 
iT x rre ll. i w h .
Laboratory Microcosms
There were two sets o f laboratory microcosm experiments. One set was 
conducted during the summer from July 5. 1999 to September 5. 1999 and the other set 
during the w inter from  February 2. 2(XX) to February 25. 2(XX). A total o f 38 rocks i 10 
controls. 14 H c m i^ n ip s u s  sanguineus  and 14 C arc inus  macnas  treatments) were 
exam ined for the summer microcosms and a total o f 23 rocks were exam ined in w inter 
( 12 controls. 6 H. sanguineus  and 5 C. macnas).  The rocks used in summer microcosm  
experim ents ranged in size from 7.5 to 18 cm long and 5 to 12.5 cm w ide ( m inim um  to 
m axim um  dimensions!, while the rocks used in w inter microcosm experiments ranged in 
size from 12 to 28 cm long to 9.5 to 19.5 cm w ide. The time between collection o f the
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ro ck ' from the field and initiation o f the experiments was less than 24 hours to lim it 
c h a n g e s  due to snail e ra /m e  or other intrinsic factors.
A lter the rocks were collected, organisms on the sides and bottoms were removed 
In scraping The rocks were rinsed to remove highly mobile species such as amphipods 
and isopods, which are d ifficu lt to cjuantify. and to ensure that observed changes were 
due onlv to consumption In the experimental crabs. A ll remaining animals, i.e.
St nn/hiUinus h t iL m t ’itles i barnacles i and S p iro rb is  sp. (the coiled w orm ), were counted 
be I ore and alter the experim ental period. The number and shell length o f M x t i lu s  cd it l is  
' mussels i and l.iitonm ds isnailsi were recorded. Molluscs that were less than 2 mm shell 
l en g th  were  not included in the analv m s  o f results. The percent cover o f sessile species 
mosiU tohose and encrusting algaei was also determined either by stretching a 
!!.tns[\iicnc> or placing p l e x i g l a s s  w ith random points i 15 points/49 e n r ) over a 
c on ta in e r ,  flic  species i or bare rock) undereach point was recorded. A sketch and 
p h o t o g i a p l i  were  made ot each rock so that it could be arranged in the same manner for 
percent  co\ c: analx sis af te r  the experiment, thus reducing error associated with this 
meth i  >d.
I 'he experiments were initiated In placing each rock into a container (3<S L glass 
aquaria w ith a laxcr ot sand and approxim ate!) 15 L o f seawater for summer microcosm  
experim ents and a 1 I I. dishpan tilled with seawater tor winter microcosms), along with  
its associated molluscs. Tw o  sim ilarly si/ed crabs that had been starved at least 4S hours 
were added to the experimental containers. The si/e  range o17/. .san^uincu.s tor the 
laboratory microcosm experiments was 13 - 27.9 mm carapace width, and C. imicna.\ 
ranged in si/.e from 14.2 - 47.6  mm carapace width. Control treatments did not have 
crabs added to the containers. There were Each container was covered with translucent 
plexiglass so that all o f  the organisms experienced a natural day/night cycle. Forty eight 
hours later, the crabs, rocks and associated organisms were removed and the previous 
analysis o f the rocks was repeated.
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F ie ld  M ic ro c o s m s
Ten sets o f field microcosm experiments were conducted at the Ft. Stark site at 
0 .5  m above mean lower low water. The first set o f field microcosm experim ents was 
initiated on August S. 2000 and the last set was com pleted on September 30. 2000. Each 
set o f  experiments consisted o f three rocks: a control treatment ( no crabs). a / / .  
sanguineus  treatment and a C. m acnas  treatment. The field component o f  the 
experiments lasted for two days.
The enclosures were made from a 17 L translucent plastic storage bin (dimensions 
41 .2  cm lone x 2S.7 cm wide x 25.3 cm high) with a removable cover. The sides and 
bottom o f the bin were cut out and plastic mesh (3 m m  square) was glued over the 
openings. The bins were placed upside down (cover on the bottom) and they were 
secured to the substrate using tent stakes and bricks. Each bin was filled w ith  coarse sand 
to 5 cm depth. A total of six bins were deployed.
R ocks used in field microcosm experiments were collected from the m id to lower 
intertidal /one of Et. Stark. A ll analysis o f prey assemblages on the rocks was done in 
the laboratory in the same manner used in the laboratory microcosm experim ents, (same 
selection and preparation procedures). In some cases, the number o f barnacles was \ery  
large (estimated at over I(XX)). and some barnacles were randomly scraped o ff  o f the 
rocks to facilitate counting them. The s i/e  range of rocks used in field m icrocosm  
experiments ranged from a m inim um  in each dimension o f 13 cm long. 12 cm  w ide and 7 
cm  high and a m axim um  in each dimension o f 29 cm long. 22 cm wide and 14 cm high.
T he experiments were initiated during low tide by placing a rock and its 
associated organisms into one o f the fie ld  enclosures. A fter several minutes, five  
sim ilarly  si/ed. starved, adult male crabs (either C. m acnas  or H. sangu ineus)  were  
placed into experimental enclosures. The stocking density o f crabs corresponded to a
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density o f 42  crabs per m -. which is sim ilar to ambient densities ot' C. macnas  at this tidal 
height at this site (T y rre ll, unpub. data). The s i/e  range o f / / ,  sanguineus  was 13.7 - 37 
mm carapace w idth and the s i/e  range o f C. macnas  was 14.2 - 363) mm carapace width. 
The microcosms were checked d a ik  and any drift algae that accumulated on the outside 
were removed. The experiment was concluded during low tide two days later, w hen the 
rocks, associated organisms and crabs were removed from  the enclosures. The rocks and 
their associated organisms were returned to the laboratory for analysis, while the crabs 
were fro/.en and then transferred to alcohol. Once the cobble was transported to the lab. 
the percent cover analysis was repeated, the number o f S. ba lam ndcs  and S p im rb is  sp. 
was determined and Littorinids and St. cdu lis  were counted and measured. Other 
changes that had occurred during the experimental time period were also noted.
Analysis
A fter the experiments were completed, some algal species were combined into 
categories to facilitate the analysis o f results. P h ym a tn l i t lu m  sp. and L i l lnahum nunn  
y la c ia lc  were com bined to form a crustose algae category. In addition, a non-perennial, 
fleshy algae category (henceforth ephemeral algae) was created that included the species: 
Scytasip lum s im p lic iss im us . R h iznc lon ium  to r iuosum . C lu ic to m o rp l ia  sp.. ( ' lu th nx  t lacc ii .  
C ladopho ra  sp.. /;'/i ic ro m o rp h a  sp.. P a rp l iy ra  sp.. D u m o n t ia  c u n to r ta  and diatoms. The 
algae comprising the ephemeral algae category (w ith  the exception o f Chactom orpha  sp.) 
were poorly represented between treatments and replicates. A  fucoid algae categorv was 
also created: it w as composed o f Fucus vcsiculosus  and A sco ph y l lum  nodosum.
The percent change in the abundance o f ail species after the experiment w as 
determined to compare changes that occurred in the crab versus control treatments. In 
some cases, the percent changes were positive. This was due to some species (such as 
encrusting algae) being exposed as the crabs consumed foliose algae that had previously
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obscured it. The percent change was calculated for both count data and for percent cover 
data. The s i/e  frequency distributions of molluscs before and after the experiment were 
analyzed w ith Chi Square tests in Instat version 2.01 (Graphic software).
Results o f the percent change data were analyzed using univariate A N O V A .  
Tukey's  m ultip le comparison in Systat version 9 .0  (S A S  Institute). A ll data were 
checked for norm ality and homoscedasticity prior to analysis o f variance ( A N O V A  i. In 
several cases. (cum m er lab: S. balanaidcs. S p i ro rb is  sp. crustose algae: w inter lab: ,V. 
ba lana idcs . M. cdu l is .  bare rock, crustose algae, ephemeral algae: Held: M. cdulis. 
ephemeral algae, fucoid algae), the variance appeared to be heteroscedastic and so the 
data were square root arc sine transformed. For these eases, the results are reported for 
transformed data. Because several univariate A N O V A 's  were performed for each 
experim ent, a sequential Bonferonm correction was used.
RESULTS
Both species o f crabs consumed organisms on or associated w ith the rocks and the 
patterns o f consumption were similar regardless o f  where (fie ld  or laboratory) or when 
(summer or w inter) the microcosms were perform ed. Large changes were observed in 
the abundance o f Scm iba lanus balanaidcs. M y t i lu s  cdu l is .  S p r irab is  sp. and ephemeral 
algae in the microcosms that had crabs in them. It appeared that H cm iy rapsus  
sanguineus  had higher consumption rates than C a rc in u s  macnas. because the absolute 
value o f the percent change in the abundance o f  organisms was often higher in the //.  
sanguineus  treatment than in the C. macnas  treatments in each set o f experiments. There  
were relatively few ehanges associated w ith control microcosms, w ith the exception that 
some organisms were lost during handling (i.e. some S. ba lano ides  were accidentlv 
crushed during handling). Some primary consumers were eaten by crabs in experimental
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treatments, hut did not occur in large enough numbers to he included in statistical 
analysis. These organisms included the limpet S a ia a cm cu  tcs tud ina l is .  and the snails 
L i t ta n n a  abtusata  and Lacu na  vincta.
The most noticeable difference between control and crab treatments in all o f the 
microcosm experiments was the decline in S. ba lana idcs  (Table 4.1: Fig. 4 .1 1. In the 
field microcosms, the decline o f S. ba lana idcs  in the H. sanguineus  treatments was 
significant when compared to both control and C. m acnas  treatments (Table 4.1: Fig.
4 .1 1. Additional!;., both C. macnas  and H. sanguineus  caused significant declines m .S'. 
ba lana idcs  as compared to controls in both sets o f lab experiments (Table 4 . 1; Fig. 4 . 1 i. 
Hie reduction in the num ber o f Spirab is  sp. in both crab treatments was sigm ficanth  
different from that o f the controls in the summer lab experiments. S p ira rb is  sp. also 
declined m both crab treatments in the field experiments but the difference w as not 
statistically significant from  that o f the controls (Table 4 . 1: Fig. 4 .2 1. There were not 
enough Spira rb is  sp. m the winter lab experiments to undergo this type o f analysis. 
Although M. cdulis  declined in experimental treatments, this decline was not statistically 
significant in any o f the experiments where this type o f comparison was possible iTable  
4 . 1: Fig.4 .4 1. The changes m the abundance o f ephemeral algae were variable between 
experiments and between crab species. It appeared that both species o f crabs caused big 
declines m ephemeral algae in the summer lab experiments, but these differences were 
not statistically significant after the Bonferonni correction (Table 4 . 1: Fig. 4 .4).
How ever, the amount o f  ephemeral algae significantly increased in both crab treatments 
as compared to the controls in the w inter lab experiments (Table 4 . 1: Fig. 4 .4). In the 
field experiments, the changes in ephemeral algae were relatively m inor (Table 4 . 1; Fig. 
4 .4). The significant difference between the H. sanguineus  and control treatment in the 
crustose algae category in the summer lab experiments w as due to the increased amount 
o f algal crust that w as exposed as the crabs consumed organisms that had previouslv 
obscured it (Table 4.1: Fig. 4 .5). S im ilar to the crustose algae category, the amount o f
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hare rock that was exposed increased in the crah treatments tor lab experiments ( Fig.
4 .h i. hut in the field experiments, the changes in the hare rock category were m ixed  
between erah treatments, and generally small in magnitude t Fig. 4 .hi. F inally , tor both 
t’ueoid algae and the M astoca rpus /C hondrus  category , the differences between the crab 
and control treatments were variable both between experiments and between species o f  
crab i f igs. 4.7 and 4.S I.
S i/e  frequency
Figure 4 .4 shows the s i/e  frequency distribution for M. cdu l is  in the field and 
w inter lab experiments. M x t i lu s  cdulis  and L. l i t to rc a  were the only two anim al species 
that occurred in high enough densities to have their s i/e  frequency distributions 
com pared. There were relatively low numbers o f both species in the larger s i/e  classes. 
Therefore, all l i t to rc a  larger than 2b mm shell length and all M. cdulis  larger than 4 I 
m m  shell length were grouped to achieve sufficient numbers to perform the Chi-square  
analysis. The C'hi-square test showed that there were no differences between the s i/e  
frequency distributions o f / . ,  l i t to rc a  before and after in any o f the treatments for any o f  
the three sets o f microcosm experiments ip  values ranged from 1.0 to 0.5. results are not 
depicted graphically i. The Chi-square test for trend indicated that there was a significant
d ifference between si/e  classes of M. cdu l is  before and after for both the C. m acnas  i jr -
= 7 .3 3 . d f=  1. p < 0 .( ) l ) and H. sanguineus  treatments t j ( “ =4 .83. d f= l .  p<0.05> in the field
microcosms. This difference w as due to the high consumption o f small s i/e  classes o f  M. 
c d u l is  (F ig . 4 .4a). The w in ter lab experiments did not have any significant differences  
(F ig . 4 .4b i and there were not enough M. c d u l is  in the summer lab microcosm  
experim ents to analyze the changes in size frequency distributions.
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DISCUSSION
Results from the three microcosm experiments can he used to inter impacts o f 
both introduced crab species on the recipient com m unity. It is apparent that both 
C a r t  inns niaenas  and H em i^rapsus sanguineus  are capable o f consuming a w ide variety 
o f  prey from various trophic levels (algae to primary consumers). This om nivory among 
both invasive crab species may haw* contributed to their success in co lon i/in g  new 
environm ents w ith novel and/or variable prey assemblages. As populations o f C. niaenas 
becam e established in northern New England, it is likely that they influenced the 
structure o f the community. through their high trophic position. W ith  the continued 
expansion and establishment o f / / .  sanguineus.  even higher predation pressure w ill be 
exerted on these same prey species.
The unisariate statistical results indicated that both species o f crabs caused 
significant changes in the assemblages o f organisms on the cobble. The effect on 
Sen i iha lanus  ha lano ides  was the greatest: we found that S. halano ides  was consumed at 
high levels by both crab species, but H. sanguineus  w as responsible for a greater decline 
in barnacles than C. niaenas (Table 4.1: Tig. 4 .1 1. A sim ilar result was found for long 
term  microcosms; the changes in the / / .  sanguineus  treatment were statistical^  
significant from  two t\pes o f control treatments as well as from the C. maenas  treatment 
(C hapter V ). It is also likely that the introductions o f both crab species has alreadv 
caused or may soon be responsible for additional predation pressure on S p iro b is  sp. i l :ig. 
4 .2 ) and juven ile  A /\ l i lus  edulis  ( Fig. 4 .9 a ). A  direct comparison o f the feeding rates of 
the crabs in these microcosm experiments w ith the results from other feeding rates 
experim ents are not warranted because the only other feeding rate experiments utilizing  
both crab species offered only juvenile \1 . edu lis  as the prey species (Lohrer and 
W h itla tch . 2002). rather than an assemblage o f organisms.
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The prey species that were reported to significantly decline in these microcosm  
experiments are not the onlx species that have been or w ill be affected by predation b\ 
introduced crabs. W h ile  the numbers of the gastropods L it ro n n a  nbtusata. .Xatnaemea 
les tud ina l is  and L acuna  vineta  were too low to undergo statistical analvsis. the\ were 
consumed by both species ot crabs and it is possible that these species have also laced 
increased predation pressure with the arrival ot C. niaenas  and / / .  sanumneus. In tact, it 
is possible that these gastropods and other prey were relatixelx uncommon in the 
microcosms because niaenas predation has already influenced the commumtx.
A lthough thex haxe been previously documented to consume a wide xarietx ot 
tood items. C. m acm is  is generally perceived to be prim arily a molliiscan prcdatoi 
Tilu d e . 11 >55; Hbling et al.. I l,b4: Ropes l l)6N. 11>SS; Hughes and f in e r . I4 7 l); f in e r . 
l l>S I : Sanchez-Salazar. l l)X T  Cohen et al.. IW 5 i .  The lack o f statistically sigmticant 
consumption ot A/, edulis  in these experiments max haxe been due to the relatixelx low 
axailabihtx o f this prex item, especially m si/es that are susceptible to crabs. Howexer. 
when small A/, c i luhs  xxere present, thex were consumed i f ig .  4 l)ai. Juxemle niaenas  
haxe also been documented as barnacle predators i Rangelex and riiom as. I')X 7 1. This 
studx adds to the hodx ot literature on the diet breadth ot C. niaenas i sigmticant 
consumption ot S p iro rh is  sp. i as well as //. san^ taneus .  which was had prexiouslx been 
reported to be prim arilx herbixorous in its natixe range iDepledge. l l>X4i.
fills  appears to be the first study that has utilized microcosms to determine some 
impacts o f an "o ld" invader i Careinus n ieanas)  and to predict some impacts for a "nexx" 
invader iH en ii iz rap sus  sanguineus)  on the northern N ew  England rockx intertidal 
eom nuinitx. Th is  experim ental design was beneficial because it utilized naturalIx 
occurring assemblages o f organisms on the cobble, and therefore the microcosms 
represented a realistic com munity rather than one that is artific ia lly  constructed.
However, the assemblage o f organisms that was analyzed on the cobble xxas not 
representative o f  the rocky intertidal com munity as a whole. Several groups of
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organisms, including amphipods and isopods. were not included in the analvsis due to 
their small s i/e  and m obility. The importance o f these small crustaceans in the diet o f C. 
nuicnas  is unclear: Liner i 198 h  stated that they appeared to be o f m inor importance but 
Ropes ( lbSSi found that they were one o f the most commonly encountered food items in 
stomachs o f juvenile (< 20  cm carapace w idth) C. nuicnas. W h ile  generally the species 
composition on the cobble was s im ilar to that o f the adjacent rock bench, some species 
such as rockweed canopy algae and their associated organisms (i.e. L i l t o r im i  n h tu s a ia i 
were underrepresented, as they are more common on rock bench substrates (M .C . Tyrrell 
and P.A. Madigan. pers. obs. and T yrre ll. I W ) i .  Although the study sites are relatively  
wave sheltered, the differences m species composition between the cobble and the rock 
benches is likely due to the susceptibility of the cobble to wave action (Sousa. IdSOi.
The effects o f crab predation on species that are more strongly associated w ith  rock 
benches may have been underestimated using this experimental design.
Artifacts associated with caging or microcosm experiments include: m odified  
water movement, abnormal behavior o f predators, shading and protection from  
desiccation, accumulation o f debris on cages and have been discussed by many authors 
(e.g. Reise. P)77: Thrush. ld,X6; H all et al.. I WO: Fernandes et al.. Ih W i. A  potential 
problem with the experimental design for the field microcosms was the lack o f cage 
control treatments. However, because the duration o f the experiments was onlv I’ortx - 
eight hours, some cage artifacts (shading, reduced water flow ) probably only had minim al 
influence on the survival o f organisms in the cages. Tw o factors that may have been 
important in affecting consumption rates in field microcosms may have been protection  
from  predation (which could raise consumption rates) and increased agonistic interactions 
between crabs because o f com petition for refuge space under the rock (w h ich  could lower 
consumption ratesi.
O ther artifacts particularly associated with this experiment, included different 
water temperatures between the lab and field experiments and the calculation o f percent
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change rather than absolute change in abundance ot each species. The consumption rates 
o f the crabs in the laboratory microcosms could be expected to be higher than w ould  be 
observed under natural conditions because ot the elevated water temperatures and lack o f  
tidal fluctuations. In addition, it was necessary to calculate percent change rather than 
absolute change in species abundance because each rock had different relative 
availability  o f prey species. A reduction from tw o individuals to one individual w ould be 
represented by the same percent change value as a reduction o f two hundred to one 
hundred individuals. This issue was particularly relevant when comparing the 
abundances oi' S p iro rh is  sp. from the w inter and summer microcosm experiments: the 
abundances o f  S p in n b is  sp. were much low er in the w inter microcosms than in the 
summer. In spite o f this difference in the absolute availability o f prey, the consumption  
patterns o f the crabs were similar between seasons i Fig. 4.2).
Perhaps the most important artifact associated with these experiments was the fact 
that the rocks were taken from a com m unity that was already influenced by C. n iaenas  
predation. As previously mentioned, the low abundance o f some gastropods initia lly  on 
the cobble may have been due to a high density o f  C. niaenas  in the study area. The  
conclusions from these experiments are lim ited  by the fact that the com munity under 
investigation has already been impacted by one o f the two introduced predators. Despite  
this lim itation, many other researchers have used caging experiments to inter the impacts 
o f C. nu icnas  (Reise. 1978: Scherer and Reise. 1981; Jensen and Jensen. 1985; R affae lli 
et al.. 1989; Fernandes et al.. 1999; Richards et al.. 1999) predation in soft sediment 
environm ents in Europe. Caging experim ents are the best option when working w ith  a 
species w hose mobility and ability to c lim b  fencing make large scale, long term rem oval 
experim ents untenable.
T yrre ll and Harris i2 (X ) l) and T y rre ll (1 9 9 9 ) predicted the effects o f establishment 
by H. sanguineus  on the northern New England rocky intertidal com munity. These  
authors found that H. sanguineus  is most like ly  to have an omnivorous diet in northern
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N ew  England which could cause increased com petition for food with both C. niaenas  and 
other herbivores. In addition, they showed that the mollusc feeding preferences o f these 
two introduced crab species significantly overlapped which could lead to competition for 
food and/or disproportionate declines in the abundance o f preferred prey. The results 
from this research support this conclusion. W hen presented with microcosms o f the 
northern New England rocky intertidal com m unity. C. macnus  and / / .  sanguineus  
consume s im ilar prey species, and it appears that / / .  sanguineus  has higher consumption 
levels than C. n iaenas  ( Fig. 4 . 1 and on M. edu lis .  D eG raaf and T yrre ll, in prep. >. I f  11. 
sanguineus  reaches densities comparable to those in southern N ew  England (ca. 7()/nv. 
L.ohrer. 2(MK)i and resources (i.e. prey, shelter) are lim iting, we expect that these two  
introduced crab species will experience com petitive overlap in northern New England.
The introduction o f niaenas likely caused declines in the aforementioned prey 
populations, and we predict that the addition o f / / .  sanguineus  to this com munity w ill 
cause further declines in the populations o f these and other prey species. Finally, 
declines in C. n iaenas  abundance have been observed in southern New England where 
populations o f/- / , sanguineus  are high. This decline has been attributed to adult / / .  
sanguineus consuming C. niaenas as they recruit to rocky intertidal habitats i l.ohrer and 
W hitlatch. 2 (H ):).
This study demonstrates that the impacts o f an introduced species on a naturally 
occurring assemblage o f organisms can be assessed using microcosms to gain a more 
comprehensive understanding o f the feeding biology o f the introduced species. The 
effects o f these two introduced crab species on the rocky intertidal community appear to 
be sim ilar in that they consume similar prey, and as the abundance o f / / ,  sanguineus  
increases in northern New England, the initial impact on the com m unitv is likelv to be 
increased pressure from the crab guild. I f  H. san i ’u ineus  displaces C. niaenas in northern 
New England, as it appears to have done in southern New England, prey populations w ill 
remain low and particular species may even decline further than they did when C.
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nntenas he can ic established because ot H. sanguineus' high feeding rate. The negative 
consequences o f the introductions and establishment o f these two introduced crab species 
are likely to be experienced by a wide \a rie ty  o f potential prey and com petitors m the 
rocky intertidal /one and the potential impact o f the "new" crab invader on prey and 
competitors may exceed that which C. niaenas  posed when it invaded N ew  England's 
rockv shores.
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Tabic 4.1: Results from one -way A N O V A  o f abundance in each microcosm experiment. Values in bold indicate statistical significance 
after sequential Bonferonni correction for m ultiple comparisons. H S = H em iyra psu s  sanguineus, C M =  C are in us  n iaenas.
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Figure 4 .2: Average percent change o f  S p iro b is  sp. in each treatment in each microcosm  
experim ent. Different letters denote treatments that were statistically significant from  
each other after a sequential Bonferonni correction.
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Mytilus edulis
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Figure 4.4: Average percent change o f ephemeral algae in each treatment in each 
microcosm experim ent. D ifferent letters denote treatments that were statistically 
significant from  each other after a sequential Bonferonni correction.
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Figure 4.5: Average percent change o f crustose algae in each treatment in each 
microcosm experim ent. D ifferent letters denote treatments that were statisticallx 
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Figure 4.6: Average percent change o f hare rock in each treatment in each microcosm  
experiment.
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Figure 4.8: Average percent change o i  M us tocarpus/C lum drus . in each treatment in each 
microcosm experiment.
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fig u re  4.6: S i/e  frequencies o f  M y tilu s  edu lis  in each treatm ent in the a) summer field  
and hi u inter lah experiments. Open hars are before and shaded hars are after the 
experim ental trial was completed. Asterisks denote statistical significance (p<0.05).
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EFFECTS OF PREDATION BY TWO SPECIES OF INTRODUCED 
CRABS: INFERENCES FROM LONG TERM MICROCOSM 
EXPERIMENTS 
ABSTRACT
T w o  introduced crab species currently inhabit the northern New England rocky 
intertidal /one. C a n in u s  nu icnas  and H e m iiira p su s  sanguineus. C a n  inns niaenas  has 
been established in this region tor many years, w hile H. sanguineus  is just beginning to 
establish populations in N ew  Ham pshire. The objective o f this study w as to examine the 
feeding patterns o f these two crab species w hen presented w ith microcosms o f the rocky 
intertidal com m unity. Five adult male crabs o f each species were placed into enclosures 
that contained cobble that roughly represented the rocky intertidal com m unity as a whole 
Control enclosures did not contain crabs and cage control treatments were only partially 
enclosed to assess the effects o f caging. A fter fourteen days, the changes that took place 
in each crab treatment were compared to changes in both types o f control treatments.
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There was evidence o f high aggression between erahs in the cages; manv crabs were 
missing legs or claws and some were apparently k illed  by eonspeeifics. Yerv high 
consumption o l' Se in ibalanus ha lano ides  was recorded for the / / .  sanguineus  treatment, 
the decline in S. ha lano ides  was statistically sigm ticant in the / / .  sanguineus  treatment 
versus all other treatments. The data gathered from  these long term microcosm  
experim ents was used to infer some o f the possible impacts C. n iaenas  had when it was 
introduced and to predict some o f the changes that m ight take place as populations o f / / .
«n tm ttiineus  continue to increase in this region.
INTRODUCTION
The role o f introduced species in influencing the com m unities they inhabit \artes  
from alteration o f food webs to alteration o f ecosystem function. W hen the introduced 
species is a generalized predator, such as the European green crab. C a n  inus n iaenas. 
both the direct and indirect effects o f the introduction can influence the entire com munitx  
to some extent, l or example. C. niaenas has been introduced to soft substrate habitats on 
the Pacific coast o f the I'nited States (Cohen et al. 1995; Grosholz and Ruiz.. 1995; 
Grosholz et al.. 2(XX)> and has caused significant declines in some bivalve and crustacean 
species (Grosholz. et al.. 2tXX)h These authors suggested that heavy predation by this 
erab on burrowing bivalves may have allowed non-prey species such as polychaetes and 
tube- building tanaids to dramatically increase because o f com petitive release.
C a n  inus  n iaenas  has also been found to have considerable impacts on the prey 
com m unity in Europe. In soft substrate habitats, several authors have found that
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predation by C. m a a ta s  ean cause statistically significant declines in the abundance of 
com m on molluscs (Raffaelli et al.. 1989: Fernandes et al.. 1999: Richards et al.. 1999).
In the western A tlantic , where it is also an introduced species, research into the impacts 
o f C. m ucnus  has tended to focus on individual prey species (e.g. Stxa u ra tu r ia .  Ropes. 
1968; X ttc c llu  lu p illu s .  Verm eij. 1982 and U tto rm a  obtusata . Seeley. 1986: Trussed. 
1996). In contrast to research on the west coast o f the U.S. (e.g. Cohen et al.. 1995; 
G rosholz and R uiz. 1995; Grosholz et al.. 2(KK)i. the com munity wide impacts (direct, 
indirect effects, potential changes in species richness e tc .) o f the introduction o f C. 
n iu a n is  to N ew  England have been neglected.
C urrently , another introduced crab species is becoming increasingly abundant in 
the rocky intertidal zone of northern N ew  England. H a n i^ ru p \tt.s  sanguineus  is now the 
most abundant crab in rocky habitats in the U.S. m id-A tlantic f New York: Gerard et al.. 
I99 0 -. Now  Jersey: M cD erm ott. 1 9 9 8 ) and southern New England (Connecticut; Eohrer et 
al.. 1007; Ahl and Moss. 1999; southeastern Massachusetts; Ledesma and O 'C onnor.
2001 ). There has been much speculation about the impacts o f the introduction o f this 
species because it can reach very high densities (estimated at up to 320/m  . M cD erm ott. 
1998) and because it appears to have a high feeding rate (J. D eG raaf and M . C. Tyrrell, in 
prep.).
In the rocky intertidal zone o f temperate regions, predators notoriously have 
strong effects on their prey. In these regions, predation, either directly or indirectly , has a 
substantial influence on the structure o f the com m unity as a whole (Paine. 1974: Menge. 
1976: 1978: Petraitis. 1987:Janke. 1990). H owever, previous investigations into the 
impacts o f predators in northern N ew  England have not fully  accounted for predation by
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crabs. To  date, there have been no studies that have tocused on assessing the impacts o f 
C. niaenas predation in hard substrate communities o f northern N ew  England. In 
addition, the studies that have attempted to assess the impacts o f / / ,  sanguineus  predation 
have been based on laboratory experiments (Lohrer and W hitlach. 1997: M cDerm ott. 
I99S: Gerard et al.. 1999; Brousseau et al.. 2001) with one exception (Lohrer and 
W hitlatch. 2 0 0 2 1.
The objective o f this research was to further investigate the feeding patterns of 
both C. n iaenas  and / / .  sangu ineus  when they were presented w ith a microcosm of the 
rocky intertidal com munity. This research com plimented sim ilar previous investigations 
o f the feeding patterns o f both crab species in short term < forty -eight houri lab and field  
microcosm experiments (Chapter IV : Tyrrell and M adigan. in prep.i. The results from  
the short term microcosm experiments revealed that both C. niaenas  and / / .  sanuuineus 
caused qualitatively sim ilar changes in the abundance o f prey, but that / / .  sanguineus had 
a higher feeding rate on S. ha lano ides . These long term microcosm experiments were 
designed to determine if  the feeding patterns o f each species would be sim ilar on a longer 
time scale and to determine i f  the difference in feeding rates that was observed in short 
term experiments persisted. The results from the microcosm experiments w ere used to 
retroactively infer impacts o f the introduction o f C. niaenas  and to predict the impacts o f 
the establishment of / / .  sangu ineus  in northern New England.
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MATERIALS and METHODS
M icrocosm  experiments were conducted at Ft. Stark. Newcastle. N H  143 03.5  IN .  
70 4 2 .7 5 W ). The first set o f field microcosm experiments was begun on August 16.
2001 and the last set w as completed on September 6. 2(X )I. Each set o f experiments  
consisted o f four treatments: a control (no crabs in the cage), a cage control (the bottom  
half o f the mesh covering the openings was rem oved), a H en ii^ rap sus  sanguineus  
treatment and a C a n  inus n iaenas  treatment. Preparation for the experiments consisted o f 
two parts: analysis of the com munity composition on the cobble before being exposed to 
one o f the lour treatments, and a repeat o f the com m unity composition anah sis after the 
fourteen day experimental period.
Cobble analy sis
Cobble covered b\ a characteristic assemblage o f rocky intertidal organisms was 
selected from the mid to lower intertidal /o n e  o f Ft. Stark. The rocks were selected lor 
inclusion in the experiments based on their assemblage o f organisms: the cobble w ere 
large enough to contain a representative sample o f the community but small enough to be 
transported to the lab. The s i/e  range o f eobble used in field mieroeosm experiments  
ranged from 20 -  28 cm long. 1 3 - 2 8  cm w ide and 6 - 1 6  cm high. A ll m obile  
organisms (m ostly gastropods) associated w ith  the cobble were also collected and placed 
into a plastic bag.
A fte r being transported to the lab. the rocks were rinsed to insure that all mobile  
organisms (juvenile crabs, amphipoids. isopods) had been removed. Sessile organisms
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attached to the rock (S e in iba lanus ha lano ides  [barnacle| and S p iro rb is  sp. [coiled worm | 
were counted. A ll molluscs iS tx tilu s  edu lis  [mussels|. L itto rim d snails and Sou m a m a  
te s tu d ina lis  [ lim pet]) were measured (shell length) as w ell as counted. Molluscs that 
were less than 3 mm shell length were not included in the analysis ot results.
The percent cover ot' sessile species i mostly tbliose and encrusting algae) was 
determined by placing the cobble in a dishpan and tilling  the dishpan with seawater so 
that the canopy algae were tloating. Plexiglass marked w ith a grid o f random points i 15 
points/49 e n r ) was then placed over the dishpan. The species (or bare rock) under each 
point was recorded; the number o f points recorded for each cobble ranged from 63 to | 9 t  
depending on the s i/e  o f the rock. A sketch and digital photograph were made o f each 
rock so that the canopy algae could be arranged in the same manner for the post treatment 
percent cover analysis, thus reducing error associated w ith  this method.
E xperimental crabs
T hirty -seven male H en iig rapsus sanguineus  and sixty-tw o male C are inus niaenas 
were measured and weighed to determine the carapace w idth/biomass relationship. This 
w as done in order to u tili/e  crabs w ith comparable biomass in the microcosm  
experiments. A ll C. n iaenas  used for the experiments were between 20 -2 5  mm carapace 
width (2 .03  -  3 .39 g; mean weight 2.69 g. SE 0.21 g) and all H. sanguineus  were 1 7 - 2 0  
mm (2.25 to 4 .OS g; mean weight 3.16 g. SE 0 .20  g). A lthough the average weight o f //. 
sanguineus  was slightly heavier than C. niaenas. the overall biomass o f eaeh species was 
roughly eom parable. A ll o f the erabs used in the experim ents had been maintained on
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clam  meat in the laboratory hut were starved for at least two but not more than six d a \ s  
prior to being used in the experiments.
Field microcosms
A fte r initia l analysis in the laboratory, the cobble and all m obile organisms 
associated w ith it were returned to the Ft. Stark collection site and placed in cages at 0.5 
m aboxe mean lower low water. Cages were made from a 17 L translucent plastic 
storage bin (dimensions 41.2 x 2S.7 \  25.3 cm) with a removable cover. The sides and 
bottom o f  the bin were cut out and 3 mm  plastic mesh was glued over the openings. The 
bins w ere placed cover side dow n and were secured to the substrate using tent stakes and 
bricks. Fach cage was filled with coarse sand to 5 cm depth: the cobble and associated 
o rg a n is m s  were placed oil top o f the sand. A  total o f twenty cages were deployed.
Several minutes after the cobble and associated organisms were placed in to the 
c ag es .  five  similarly si/ed star\ed male crabs (o f a single species) were placed into 
experim ental enclosures. The stocking density o f crabs corresponded to a density o f 42 
crabs/m -, which is sim ilar to ambient densities o f nuicnas  at this tidal height at this 
site (C hapter I I >.
The microcosms were checked (by looking through the mesh on the top and sales) 
at least every two days in order to find dead crabs or other potential problems. Drift 
algae that accumulated on the outside o f the cages were removed. Only one dead //. 
sa im itin c tts  w as discovered during these checks and this crab was replaced the follow ing 
day w ith  a sim ilarly s i/ed starved male crab.
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The experiments were eoncluded after fourteen days by renun ing the cobble, 
associated organisms and crabs from the cages. In many eases, only some o f the 
experim ental crabs were in itia lly  recovered w hile the cage was located in the field and in 
those eases, all o f the sediment in the cage was sieved through a 0.5 cm mesh to retrieve  
the rem aining crabs. The cobble and their associated organisms were returned to the 
laboratory and the percent cover analysis was repeated, the number o f barnacles and 
S p iro rb is  sp. was determined and snails and mussels were counted and measured. Other 
changes (such as the disappearance o f species) that had occurred during the experim ental 
tim e period were also noted.
Analysis
The percent change in the abundance o f organisms on or associated w ith the 
cobble was calculated to compare the two types o f control treatments with the tw o crab 
treatments. The percent change was calculated for both count data and for percent cover 
data. The s i/e  frequency distributions o f organisms before and after the experim ent were 
analyzed with Chi Square tests in Instat version 2.01 (Graphic software).
T o  facilitate the analysis o f results for the percent cover data, some types o f  algae 
were com bined into categories because they have sim ilar functional roles w ithin the 
com m unity. The crustose algae category included: P liy m u to lit lio n  lacv iya tum . 
L il l io t l ia m n io i i  y la c ia lc  and C la tlio m o rp h u m  c ircu m sc rip tu m , H ild c t ih ra m lia  ru b ra . 
Y c rru c a r ia  sp. and R a lfs ia  verrucosa. The fucoid algae category w as composed o f Fucus  
ves icu losus  and A sco ph y llum  nodosum . In addition, an ephemeral algae category was 
created to incorporate several non-perennial species that were found on the cobble
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including: C haeunnorpha  sp.. C ysto c lo n iu m  pu rpu re um . A h n fe lt ia  p liea ta . E n te ro m o rp h a  
sp.. diatom s and one unidentified red and brown ephemeral algae species each. A ll data 
were cheeked for normality and homoscedastieity prior to analysis of variance 
! A N O V A ) . The percent change data were subjected to A N O V A  and Tukey's  H S D  post 
hoe test using Systat version 9 (SAS institute). Because seven unoariate A N O V A 's  were 
perform ed, a sequential Bonferonni correction was used. Exploratory data analysis was 
also done using Discriminant analysis in Systat version 9 (SA S institute). The same 
seven categories that were tested using A N O V A  were the predictor variables for the 
Discrim inant analysis. The groups for the Discrim inant analysis were the four types o f  
treatments.
RESULTS
Unexpected results o f these caging experiments were that there were high levels 
o f aggression between the crabs w ithin the cages. Tw o  juvenile  non-experimentai crabs 
were also recovered from the cages at the end o f the experiment. Manv o f the crabs that 
were recov ered at the end o f the experim ent were missing m ultiple limbs and there were 
other signs o f  aggression: four C. m aenas  and two H . sanguineus  were eaten by 
eonspecifics (Appendix A ). The average m ortality in the C. maenas treatment was 2 0 r < 
w hile  in the H . sanguineus treatment, the average m ortality was 10rr. Fragments o f  
exoskeleton were often found in the cages, indicating that the missing crabs were  
presumably eaten and did not escape. In addition, sev eral o f  the C. niaenas that were  
recovered at the end o f the experiment had molted. Tw o  juven ile  crabs (one / / .
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sangu ineus  and one C. m aenas) that were not intended to he included in the experiments  
were recovered while sieving the sediment from the cages at the end ot the experiment 
(see Appendix A for details). It is unlikely that these small crabs crawled into the cages 
during the course ot the experim ent because the cages were secure and checked often to 
insure that crabs could not escape.
In addition to the high levels o f aggression between crabs in the experiments, 
there was also high consumption o f Sem iha lanus ha lano ides  by / / .  sanguineus. The  
decline in the number o f .V. ha lan o id es  was statistically significant for the / / .  sanguineus  
treatment versus both types o f control treatments and versus the m aenas  treatment 
(Table 5.1; Tig. 5.1 i. In one H. sanguineus  treatment, the number o f .S', ha lano ides  
declined from 221 to 71 and all o f the remaining barnacles were relatively large 
(estimated to be >5 mm test diam eter). Although it appeared that S. h a lan o id es  also 
declined in the C. maenas treatments relative to the controls, none o f these differences  
were statistically significant ( Fig. 5.1). The numbers o f S /riro rh is  sp. declined in all o f  
the treatments over the tw o weeks o f the experim ent, but there w ere not any statistically 
significant differences between the treatments ( Fig. 5 .2). The amount o f rock that was 
exposed was not significantly d ifferent between any o f  the treatments (Fig . 5 .3) and the 
changes in the amount o f crustose algae were also not significantly different between any 
o f the treatments ( Fig. 5.4). It appeared that the amount o f ephemeral algae declined in 
the H. sanguineus  treatment relative to changes in the control treatments, but again, this 
difference was not statistically significant (Fig. 5 .5). The ehange in cover by fucoid algae 
was significantly higher in the C. m aenas  treatment versus the control and cage control
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trea tm en t iF ig . 5 .6 1 and there were no significant differences between the treatments for 
changes in M asto ca rp us  ste lla tus  i Fig. 5.7).
To exam ine differences between treatments when all o f the seven categories o f 
data are considered simultaneously, a discriminant analysis was perform ed. The  
discriminant analysis requires a value in every cell even when a particular organism was 
not recorded for the cobble. There were fifteen cases lout o f  a possible 140) where a zero 
had to be filled in for one o f the predictor values. The effect o f this requirement is to 
make the results o f the discriminant analysis conservative. The discrim inant anal) sis 
rexealed that the differences between the four treatments were statistically significant 
ip = 0 .0 4 | i and the classifications for each treatment were relatively high (Table 5 .2 1. The  
canonical discrim inant functions are listed in Table 5.3. They show that the changes in 
the .S'. ha lano ides  treatment were most important in discrim inating between the groups.
The com position o f the cobble community was generally sim ilar between all o f 
the replicates, but se\era l species that were consumed in the crab treatments did not occur 
in high enough numbers to be included in statistical analysis. These uncommon species 
included: the chiton. Ton iee lla  ru h ra  and the jingle shell. A n o m ia  sim p lex. In addition, 
the alga C xs io c lo n iu m  p iirp t ire t im  w as recorded on two rocks that were // .  sanguineus  
treatments: in both cases, this species w as not present after the fourteen day experimental 
period (these data are included in the ephemeral algae category ).
S i/e  frequency
L it io r in a  liu o re a  was the only species that occurred in high enough numbers to 
undergo C hi-Square tests for changes in size frequency distribution. In order to achieve
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sufficient numbers o f L. lit to re a  in particular s i/e  categories, all snails larger than 26 mm  
shell length were grouped and some o f the sm aller si/e categories also were grouped.
The Chi-Square test showed that there were no significant differences between the 
population structure o f L. l it to re a  before and after for the C. m aenas. / / .  sangu ineus  and 
control treatments (all p values > 0 .6 7 :  Fig. 5 .Si. However, there was a significant 
difference in s i/e  frequency distributions for the cage control treatment ( j r  =35 .86 . d f=5 . 
p<().(MH)l i and a Chi-Square test for trend also indicated that the s i/e  frequency 
distribution o f snails left in the cage control treatment was composed o f  bigger snails i ; r  
for trend =  2S.1 I. d f= l.  pcO.OOl: Fig. 5 .Si.
DISCUSSION
Results from these long term microcosm experiments provide insight into some o f 
the changes that may have occurred in the rocky intertidal com munity fo llow ing  the 
establishment o f C arc inus maenas  and some o f the changes that may occur as 
H em ig rap sus  sanguineus  becomes com mon in northern New Fngland. The most striking  
result from  these experiments w as the decline in the number o f S em iha lanus ha lano ides  
in the H. sanguineus  treatments, especially versus the C. maenas treatment. Based on the 
results from  similar short term microcosm experiments (Chapter IV : T yrre ll and 
M adigan. in prep.) and from  previous observations o f C. maenas in England (Rangely  
and Thom as. 1987) it also seems likely  that S. ha lano ides  may have experienced  
increased predation pressure when C. m aenas  was introduced. The results from  the 
discrim inant analysis support the conclusion that a decline in the abundance o f  S.
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b a la tio id e s  may he expected when crabs are abundant in a com munity. As populations o f  
H. sangu ineus  continue to expand in northern N ew  England, the abundance o f A  
b a la n o id e s  may decrease ev en further than it like ly  did when C. m aenas  was introduced.
S im ila r studies that have examined the impacts o f C. maenas predation in soft 
substrate habitats have revealed significant reductions in bivalve densities when enclosed 
with naturally tKcurring C. m aenas  densities (Richards et al.. 1999) and with enhanced C. 
m aenas  densities (R affae lli et al.. 1989; Fernandes et al.. 1999). The differences in 
results between caging studies in soft sediment habitats (i.e. C. m aenas caused large 
reductions in bivalve densities) and this study (large reductions in S. ba lanon les. changes 
in C lm e u m io rp lia  sp. important in discriminating between crab and control treatments) 
are likely due to the different species compositions o f the two habitats. There is strong 
evidence from  examinations o f gut contents that C. m aenas in the northwest Atlantic are 
prim arily  molluscan predators (Ropes. 1968: F iner. 1981: Raffaellei et al.. 1989). but in 
this study, there was little evidence o f predation on any o f the mollusc species (w ith  the 
exceptions noted above. T on ice llu  rub ra . A n o m ia  s im p lex). It is likely that the m ajority  
o f the Afy i i lu s  edu lis  that were present in the microcosms were too large to be eaten by 
the C. m aenas. In addition. L it to r in a  litto re a . the only other mollusc that was common in 
the microcosms, was lowest on a preference hierarchy in laboratory feeding preference 
studies w ith  C. m aenas  and H. sanguineus  (T y rre ll and Harris. 2001). Therefore, it is 
like ly  that the high predation levels on S. b a lan o id es  that were observed in this study 
could be due to the lack o f other prey that are preferred by the crabs or the lack o f prev in 
s i/e  ranges that were accessible to the crabs. The  lack o f small M. edu lis  and other prey
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organisms that arc preferred by the crabs may be due to the fact that the cobble were 
taken from a com munity that is already affected by C. m aenas  predation.
The increase in the amount o f fucoid algae in the C. m aenas  treatment re la ti\e  to 
the control and cage control treatments was unexpected and could be due to several 
factors. A lthough none o f the declines in the abundance o f other prey species in C. 
nun ’m is  treatments were statistically significant (.V. ba lan o id es . S p iro rb is  sp. and a 
sm aller increase in ephem eral algae than in either type o f control treatment), the 
collective effect o f these changes m relative abundance may have resulted in an apparent 
increase in the amount o f fucoid algae. A lternatively, the significant difference mav 
simply be an artifact o f the method to assess changes in algal abundance i percent coven  
and low replication. A sm all shift in the position o f a clum p o f fucoid algae could result 
in many more points being intersected and therefore, this method is not optim al for 
assessing the abundance o f algae. A preferable method to assess changes in algae would  
be to measure biomass, but this would have required rem oving the algae from the cobble 
and the objective o f this experim ent was to present the crabs with realistic microcosms o f 
the rocky intertidal com m unity .
The potential consequences o f the invasions o f  these two crabs species extend 
bey ond decreased abundance o f S. ba lano ides  to indirect effects on other predators and 
other potential prey species. For example. Sem iba lanus ba lan o id es  is an important food 
source for the intertidal predatory snail. N uce lla  la p illu s  (M enge and Lubehenco. I9S 11. 
The high levels o f consumption o f S. ba lano ides  by H. sanguineus  could not only cause 
com petition for food w ith <V. la p illu s :  but the presence o f crabs also appears to alter the 
predatory behav ior o f this gastropod ( Matthews- Cascon. 1997). In addition, a potential
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decline in .S'. In ih u io ii l fs  could have indirect c o n flu e n c e s  for many other species that 
interact w ith it. f or exam ple, the pin steal structure o f barnacle tests max prov ide 
sufficient heterogeneity to enhance the recruitment and survival o f both algae and 
animals. Luhchenco i IMS? i found that the microtopography created by barnacle tests 
could enhance surv ival o f f-'iu iis  sp. germlings and Petraitis ( IMS?i also suggested that 
the presence o f barnacles could positively influence mussel recruitment.
M v n l u s  t \ l u l i \  is a superior competitor for space and max be kept from  
m onopolizing space on in the low zone of sheltered rocky shores because o f heavy 
predation pressure i Menge. IMT(-»i. This species is preferred by both crab species iTvrrell 
and Harris. 2<)<>l i. and heavv predation pressure on small mussels may account for their 
relative absence m the microcosms. As H. \an i;itm cus  becomes more common in 
northern New Fnglaiui. there max be a precipitous decline in mussel abundance due to 
the combined effects ot direct predation along with the indirect effect o f reduced 
recruitment bec.aoe o f a reduced abundance o f barnacle tests and ephemeral algae i which 
also enhances mussel recruitment i.
The high levels of mortality in the crab treatments, apparently, due to cannibalism, 
were surprising. It is impossible to determine if  the crabs that were eaten by conspecifics 
were molting or hard shelled, because the cages were not continually monitored. 
Com pared to / / .  sanguineus. tw ice as many C. m aenas were eaten and showed signs of 
intraspecific aggression. This may indicate that C. m aenas  are more aggressive toward 
conspecifics. H ow ever, the fact that two C. maenas successfully molted during the 
experim ental period may indicate that at the time the experim ents were conducted, main 
C. m aenas were m olting, thus leav ing them more susceptible to cannibalism . Several
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other caging experiments with C. m aenas  have revealed comparable average m ortalities  
ranging from 20r i to 4 0 r < after month long experiments (Raffaelli et al. 1989: Fernandes 
et a l.. 1999; Richards et al.. 19991. Lohrer and W hitlatch (2(X)2) conducted the only other 
study where H. sanguineus  and C. maenas were placed in cages in the field. They found 
low m ortality o f adult crabs o f both species during the seven day experiments and that / / .  
u in x u in e u s  significantly reduced the abundance o f 0-vear C. m aenas  when compared to 
control treatments. Cages inhibit the movement o f the experimental animals and may 
inflate the lex el o f conspecific aggressive encounters versus what max be expected under 
natural conditions.
A  potential artifact o f using caging experiments to assess predation lexels is the 
tact that cages hinder both prey and predator m ovement, thus artificially inflating the 
effects o f predation. The stocking density o f crabs that was used for these experim ents  
was based on the density o f C. nuienas (averaged for three yearsi at the same tidal height 
at the Ft. Stark site. These density data were collected at low tide when the majoritx o f  
crabs arc not toraging but resting in shelters. The high levels o f consumption o f prey 
(and possibly the high levels of aggression) that were obserxed in this study could be due 
to unnaturally high densities of foraging erabs in the cages. Hoxvexer. other authors that 
have investigated the impacts o f predation by C  m aenas have used densities that xvere 
ten tim es naturally occurring densities (Richards et al.. 1999). The em igration o f sm all L  
l i t ro re a  out o f the cage control treatment may reflect their apparent vulnerability to 
predation by C. maenas (Lubchenco. 1978) even though this species is low on their 
preference hierarchy (Ty rrell and Harris. 2001 ). In quantitative com m unity sam pling. I 
found that proportion o f small L  litro re a  (0 -1 0  mm shell length) increases with
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increasing tidal height at Ft. Stark (Chapter II) . Sm all L. litta re a  may have diminished  
survival in the lower intertidal /o n e  where these experiments were conducted.
The low replication o f treatments in this study as well as the high variability  in 
relative abundance of species associated with the cobble could reduce power to detect 
differences between the treatments (Cohen. 1977). However, a large effect s i/e  was 
anticipated based on previous microcosm experiments (Chapter IV : T yrre ll and M adigan. 
in prep). In addition, the number o f replicates used in this experiment I f iv e ) equaled or 
exceeded that o f other authors that used cages to exam ine the impacts o f C. maenas 
predation on com m unit) structure (Thrush. 1986: Raffaelli et al.. 1989: Fernandes et al.. 
1999; Richards et al.. 1999). The sequential Bonferonni correction o f the experimental 
alpha caused a loss o f statistical significance for the ephemeral algae and erustose algae 
categories (a ll p values were less than 0.05 hut greater than 0 .007) and is considered a 
conservative method to reduce the chance o f com m itting a type I error. Rafaelli et al.
( 1989) also performed seven univariate A N O V A 's  on various prey species in their C. 
m aenas  caging experiments and did not do the Bonferonni correction, however.
Fernandes et al. i |9 9 9 i did Fifteen A N O V A 's  and they did use the Bonferonni correction.
1 chose to take a conservative route, follow ing Fernandes et al. (1999 ). but I mas have 
raised the probability o f com m itting a tspe II error by using such a low p value.
Englund (1997) noted that the rate o f prey movement could potentially confound  
interpretation o f the effects o f predators in caging experiments where some prey are 
allowed to move in and out o f cages. In the present study, the mesh s i/e  excluded  
movements o f all but the smallest potential prey items such as amphipods and isopods. 
Previous exam ination o f the gut contents o f C. m aenas  ( Ropes. 1968: Elner. 1981;
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R affaellei et al.. IdXd) did not indicate that these crustaceans form  a m ajor part of the diet 
ot C. nu iem is  and the same holds true for / / .  sanguineus  ( Lohrer. 2(MM); Tvrrell and 
Harris. 2(H) 1 >. H ow ever. Lesdesma and O 'Connor < 2(H) I > found that crustacean parts 
were the most com m only encountered food item in the guts o f / / ,  sanguineus  collected 
from  various locations in Buzzards Bay. Massachusetts. In order to include these prey in 
the microcosm experim ents, the mesh size on the cage would have had to have been \e rv  
small tea. 1 m in i w hich may ha\e  inhibited water How and enhanced other caging 
artifacts (shading, etc.). In addition, amphipods and isopods are extrem ely d ifficult to 
quantify because o f their small size and high m obility. Therefore, these microcosm  
experiments do not account for crab predation on small crustaceans, but the evidence that 
these organisms are important in their diet is inconclusive.
Tyrre ll and Harris 12(H)11 created two schematic models o f the potential impacts 
o f the establishment o f / / ,  .sanguineus in northern New  England. One o f these models 
focused on potential com petitive interactions with C. m aenas  and the other model 
proposed several scenarios regarding potential changes in com m unity structure 
depending on the diet o f / / ,  sanguineus. They suggested that / / .  sanguineus  is most 
likely to have an om nivorous diet in northern New  England, and the results from  
microcosm experim ents (this study. Chapter IV )  support this assertion. In addition.
Ty rrell and Harris (2 (X )1 ) proposed that H. sanguineus  was likely to outcompete C. 
m aenas  for food and shelter. The results from these microcosm  experiments suggest that 
potential com petition for food could occur between the tw o crab species because o f 
sim ilar feeding patterns, but the microcosm experiments were not designed to address 
com petitive interactions specifically. However, the evidence that H. sanguineus  has a
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higher feeding rate than C. m aenas  is mounting (results from S. b a la n o id e s  in this study 
and short term field microcosm experiments, on M. edu lis : D eG ra ff and Tyrrell, in prep.i. 
It is possible that one mechanism by which this new invader could suppress the old 
invader is via reducing the availability  o f food. However, it should be noted that the 
mean biomass o f / / .  sanguineus  used in these experiments was slightly larger than that o f  
C. m aenas. Further experim entation to compare the feeding rates o f these two crab 
species would c larify if  apparent pattern o f f / ,  sanguineus having a significantly higher 
feeding rate than C. m aenas persists. I f f / ,  sanguineus  has an omnivorous diet and its 
high feeding rate causes a decline in the availability o f food for (.'. m aenas. the result 
could be declines 111 the abundance o f f / ,  sangu ineus ' preferred foods i>ee Tyrrell and 
Harris. 2<M)l; Figure 8. C om m unity 2) as w ell as in populations o f C. maenas (see T xrrell 
and Harris. 2001: Figure 7).
In conclusion, it appears increasing densities o f / / ,  sanguineus  have the potential 
to cause declines m the abundance o f the barnacle Sem ilndanus ba lan o id es  in northern 
N ew  England. The lack o f statistically significant declines in the abundance o f other 
prey species in these experiments does not imply that other prey organisms are immune  
to the effects of crab predation. As demonstrated by this study and other studies o f the 
effects o f C. m aenas predation, the introduction o f a generalist predator can cause 
significant changes in the abundance or morphology o f particular prey species (L  
o h tu sa ta  [Seeley . 1986|, X u c e lla  la p illu s  [ Verm eij. 1982|). The com m unity-w ide  
impacts o f crab predation may include increased relative abundance o f perennial algae 
due to the consumption o f epiphytic algae by crabs (especially H. sangu ineus), altered  
gastropod activity due to the presence o f crabs, (for L. l it to re a :  Jacobsen and Stabell.
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1999; tor .V. la p il lu s : Palmer. 1990; Vadas et al.. 1994) and m yriad indirect effects o f 
these shifts in relative abundance or behavior. The changes in the microcosms caused h\ 
C. m aenas and //. sanguineus  were similar overall, indicating that these two introduced 
species could compete for food, if  this resource is lim iting. The apparent higher feeding 
rate o f / / ,  sanguineus  on S. ha lam ndes  and the fact that it dominates C. m aenas  under 
other conditions i Lohrer and W hitlatch 2002: B. H ull and M . T yrre ll, unpub. data. pers. 
obs. i indicates that this new invader may have a greater overall effect on the rocky 
intertidal com m unity, and that it could even cause a decline in the abundance o f the 
previously introduced C. maenas.
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Table  5 .1: O ne-w ay analysis o f variance o f abundance in all treatments, significant values (a lte r sequential Bonferonni correction) are 
in bold.
Source df M S  tre a tm e n t F P
S em iba lanus ba lan o id es 3 5923.178 19.502 0 .000
S p iro rb is  sp. 3 1049.194 0 .836 0 .507
Bare rock 3 54.922 0 .874 0 .476
Crustose algae 3 44.237 0.858 0 .483
Ephemeral algae 3 163.943 2.763 0.081
Fucoid algae 3 98 .786 6.541 0 .007
M a s to ca rp u s  s te lla lu s 3 72.579 1.837 0.181
T u k c \ 's p o s t hoc  ____________
/ / .  sanguineus >  ( '.  m aenas. p =0 .003  
I I .  sangu ineus  >  cage c ‘ p = 0 .00 0
I I .  sangu ineus  >control. p = 0 .000
C. m aenas >  e ,p = 0 .0 0 6  














Table  5.2: Results from  discriminant analysis o f long term microcosm experiments. I I S -  H e n n ^m p sn s  sanxn inens, C M =  C a n  in n s 
m aenas.
W ilk 's  lambda Approxim ate I- d f p value




0 .077 2 .000 2 1 .2 0 0.041 Control ht) C ontrol 40
( 'age control SO Cage control 60
I IS  KM) US 60
C M  KM) C M  60







S c in ib a la n n s  b a la n o id e s 1 0 5 6 Fucoid aleae 2.148
M a s lo i n rp u s  s le lla ln s 0.6S2 Bare rock 1.734
Bare rock 0 .560 Fphem eral algae 1.450
Fphem eral algae -0 .268 M asto ea rpn s  s le lla ln s 1.002










Control Cage control C M
Treatment
US
Figure 5.1: Average percent change land standard error) in the abundance o f the bam  
Sem ibalanus ba lano ides . in long term field microcosm experiments w ith C un  inns 
m aenas  and H em i^ra psu s  sanguineus. D ifferent letters denote treatments that were 
significantly different from  each other after a sequential Bonferonni correction. C M =  
m aenas  and FIS- H .  sanguineus.
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Change in Spirorbis sp. in long term microcosms
K
Conm>l Cage contro l C M  HS
T  reatment
Figure 5.2: Average percent change (and standard error) in the abundance o f the coiled  
w orm . S p rio rh is  sp.. in long term field microcosm experiments u ith  C a rc in n s  m aenas 
and H em iu rap sus  sa inp iineus. C \1 = C  m aenas  and H S = //. ,
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Control Cage control C M  HS
T rcatment
fig u re  5.3: Average percent change (and standard error) in the abundance o f bare rock 
that was exposed in long term field microcosm experiments with C are in us  maenas and 
f/em ii;ra [>sus sanguineus. C M = C ’. maenas and H S = //. sanguineus.
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Figure 5.4: Average percent change (and standard error > in the abundance o f crustose 
algae in long term field microcosm experiments with C arc inus  nuicnas  and H cm ix irapsus  
sanguineus. C \ I= C .  maenas and H S =H . sanguineus.
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C ontro l Cage control CM
Treatment
HS
Figure 5.5: Average percent change land standard error) in the abundance o f ephemeral 
algae in long term held microcosm experiments with C arc inus  maenas and H e n u ^ n ijn u s  
sanguineus. C’M = C . maenas and H S= //.  sanguineus.
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Control Cane control C M
Treatment
F;igure 5.6: Average percent change land standard error) in the abundance o f fucoid algae 
in long term held microcosm experiments with C a n  inns m aenas and H em iurapsus  
sanguineus. D ifferent letters denote treatments that were significantly different from  
each other after a sequential Bonferonni correction. C M = C . maenas and U S = //.  
sanguineus.
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Change in M . stellatus in long term microcosms
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I-'iiZ L irc 5.7: Average percent change land standard error) in the abundance o lM .  s ic lla tu s  
in long term field microcosm experiments with C ure  inns uuw nus  and fh 'n u i;r ii[> s ir , 
'i i in i’u ineus. C M = C . nutcnas  and H S = //. sunxtiincii.s.
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I igure 5.8: Si/.e frequency distributions o l ' I . i i tn r in a  l i l lo r c n  in various treatments in long term field microcosm experiments. 












Appendix A: Observations ot C u rc in u s  n u w iu is  (C M )  and H c n iit ’ rapMi.s M in x u iiw its  (M S ) in long term microcosm experiments. 
Replicate Treatment Observations
101 H S 1 crab missing I lelt leg
108 H S 1 crab lound dead (eaten) on 8/22/01 and replaced on 8 /2 .VO I, 1 crab missing 2 right legs, I crab
missing 1 left and I right leg
109 HS 1 crab missing and presumed eaten. 1 small HS found during sieving
1 16 H S 1 crab missing 2 l ight legs
103 C M  I crab missing 1 left leg, 1 crab missing 3 right legs, 2 crabs presumed eaten (found carapaces)
107 C M  I crab molted during experim ent (new s i/e = 3 0 .6 7  m m  carapace w idth)
i - i 112 C M  1 crab missing and presumed eaten, I small C M  found during sieving
30 113 C M  I crab missing 2 left legs, I crab w ith carapace damage. I crab molted during experim ent
(new si/.e=31.7 mm  carapace w idth)
1 18 C M  I crab missing and presumed eaten, I crab missing both claws and I right leg, I crab missing I left leg
Summary: I wo H cm i^n ii> su s  sun^n incus  eaten bv conspecilics, lour II. .\anx itiiicn .\ showed sinus o f intraspecific aggression, I small 
11. sa n i’u in cus  lound that accidently was included in experim ent, hour C u ri inus iiih c ik is  eaten by conspecilics, four C. nu icnas  
showed signs ol inlraspecilic aggression, two C. nuu iuts  successlully molted and one small C. nnu iuts  found that accidently was 
included in experim ent. Average m ortality  ol C. n iiw n u s  was 20 ' '<. average m ortality o f I I .  \< u ii;it in c it \  was I0 ‘ I .
GENERAL CONCLUSIONS
The original objective o f this dissertation was to try to predict the potential impacts 
of A/, sanguineus  i f  it became established in northern New England. At the time that I 
started collecting data for this dissertation, no H. sanguineus  had been found north o f the 
C'ape Cod Canal in Massachusetts. Since that time, the species has rapidly expanded its 
range northwards and in the summer o f 2(X)1. it was reported at several locations in Maine.
Based on research conducted in its native range o f Japan. Lafferty and Kuris i 199f>i 
suggested that / / .  sanguineus  would not interfere with native crabs because o f its putative 
upper intertidal distribution. Reports on the diet o f / / .  sanguineus  in Japan also indicated 
that this species has primarily herbivorous habits in that region (Depledge. I9 8 4 i. In 
addition, one o f the first reports o f / / .  sanguineus  on the Atlantic coast o f the I  .S. stated 
that this species was maintained on a diet o f E n tem m orpha  sp. ( M cDerm ott. 1991 I. This 
earl\ information regarding the general ecology o f / / ,  sanguineus  spurred me to conduct 
the surv eys o f ephemeral algae in upper intertidal pools in anticipation that / / .  sanguineus 
may be able to co lo n i/e  these pools.
In its invaded range. / / .  sanguineus  quickly became the dominant crab species in 
the rockx intertidal /one o f several locations (southern New Jersey. M cDerm ott [ I99K|: 
Long Island Sound. Lohrer and W hitlatch [2(X)2|. G reenw ich Point. C T . Ahl and Moss 
111)1)1)) i. Contrary to the early predictions that H. sanguineus  w as not likely to have a 
substantial impact on the rocky intertidal community (Lafferty  and Kuris. 19% ). many 
researchers (e.g. Lohrer and W hitlatch. 1997: M cD erm ott, 1998. Ahl and Moss. 1999; 
Gerard et al.. 1999; Lesdesma and O 'Connor. 1999) have become interested in this species 
because its range expansion has been rapid, because it has reached numerical dominance 
xvithin a short time and because it has been estimated to reach densities as high as several
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hundred/m (M cD erm o tt. lOONi. H em iurapsus sanguineus was most recently reported in 
France and the Netherlands t Breton et al.. 2002) and there is concern about its potential 
impact on shellfish populations in the Netherlands. Obviously, this species has attracted 
much research interest but thus far. all o f the research aimed at documenting the impacts of 
/ / .  sanguineus has been conducted after this species has become conspicuous in the 
community. This dissertation is unique in that it encompasses both monitoring and 
experimental research aim ed at p re d ic tin g  the impacts o f / / ,  sanguineus  it' it becomes 
established in northern N ew  England.
Northern New England is unique from other regions where the impacts o f / / .  
sanguineus have been exam ined. Fucoid algae dominate wave sheltered rocky shores in 
this region, and the biota is a mix o f boreal and warm-temperate species. South o f Cape 
Cod. rocky shore habitats are less common, canopy forming fucoid algae are much less 
abundant and the biota is mostly composed o f warm-temperate species. Aside from the 
differences in com m unity structure, another distinguishing characteristic o f my research 
from that o f others w ork ing  south o f Cape Cod is the differences in densities o f / / .  
sanguineus' primary potential competitor. Careinus maenas. The densities o f C. maenas m 
Long Island Sound are estimated to be less than lO/nv i Lohrer and W hitlatch. 2002) while 
at my northern New England study sites, the densities o f C'. m aenas are approximately six 
times higher.
The results from Chapter I indicate that while the tim ing o f peak settlement o f C. 
maenas is predictable on a yearly basis, the tim ing o f peak recruitment o f juvenile C. 
maenas varies more substantially between years. In addition, at Ft. Stark it appears that the 
lowest tidal heights harbor the highest densities o f juvenile C. maenas. w hile at Odiom e  
Park, the spatial pattern is less clear. Despite the high variability in the C. maenas 
recruitment data, they are still valuable because they provide information about the timing 
o f critical life history stages o f an important member o f the rocky intertidal community . In 
addition, these data may become more valuable to compare future recruitment densities of
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C. maenas in the presence o f adult H. sanguineus  that consume newly recruited C. maenas 
( Lohrer and W hitlatch. 2002).
Chapter II illustrated that the three long term monitoring sites were largelv 
composed o f similar suites o f species and that the fluctuations in the populations o f these 
species were not linked between sites. I f  the population dynamics had appeared to be 
strongly correlated between these three sites, it would have reduced their utility as replicates 
to inter the impacts o f / / ,  sanguineus. I ’nfortunately. the Hilton Park site has the highest 
densities o f / / ,  sanguineus, but is also the site w ith the least amount o f  monitoring (only 
three years o f p re -//. sanguineus data). Nevertheless, even the abundance o f / / .  
sanguineus at the Hilton Park site in 2(H)! was low enough relative to C. maenas (1:11) that 
the community could still be considered only moderately affected by / / .  sanguineus  as 
compared to C. maenas.
A potential criticism o f both Chapters II and III  is that they are composed o f  
monitoring data and that no specific hypotheses were tested. W hile  this criticism has some 
valid ity . long term monitoring data is essential in order to decisively determine the effects 
o f any environmental perturbation i.Stewart-Oaten et al. 1986). M onitoring data is essential 
to document the pre-invasion temporal variability within a community , without it. one can 
only inter what the structure o f a particular community was prior to an invasion. For 
exam ple, a problem with using microcosms to infer the impacts o f the introduced C. 
m aenas  is that because C'. maenas has been present in the community for decades, it has 
doubtless already affected both the behavior and abundance o f potential prey. In spite of 
these types o f drawbacks, removal experiments have historically been used to infer the 
impacts o f introduced species in New  England rocky shores le.g. L. lit to re a .  Lubchenco. 
1978: Bertness. 1984). The combination o f  monitoring and experimental research focused 
on predicting the impacts o f an introduced crab species before it becomes abundant in a 
community make this dissertation unique.
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In spite o f the potential complications associated with inferring the impacts o f C'. 
maenas using an assemblage o f organisms from a community where this introduced crab is 
already abundant, both the short and long term microcosms provided some interesting 
insights into the ecology o f C. maenas and H. sanguineus. The fact that both crab species 
consumed sim ilar prey but that / / .  sanguineus  had a significantly higher feeding rate on S. 
balanoides. indicates that this "new" invader could have a higher per capita impact on the 
recipient com m unity. This assertion is further supported by the significantly higher feeding 
rate o f / f  sanguineus  on \ l .  edu lis  in laboratory feeding trials (D eG raaf and T yrre ll, in 
prep. I. In addition, the significant predation by C. m aenas on S p iro rb is  sp. that was 
observed for the summer lab micrivosms w idens the extent o f prey species that may have 
declined follow ing the establishment o f this crab in northern New England. Finally , there 
w as evidence from both the short and long term microcosms that C. m aenas may positively 
influence the abundance o f algae. In the winter short term experiments, there w as a 
significant increase in ephemeral algae in the C. maenas treatment relative to controls and in 
the long term experiments, fucoid algae in the C. maenas treatment significantly increased 
relative to both types o f control treatments. It is possible that the chemical cues o f C. 
maenas were sufficient to inhibit herbivore activ ity enough so as allow ephemeral algae to 
increase in a two day time frame and the more slowly growing fucoid algae to increase over 
the two week experimental period. The fact that there were no increases in the abundance 
o f algae in the H. sanguineus  treatments could be due to the fact that this crab is more 
herbivorous than C. m aenas (Ty rrell. 19W ) or that the herbivores did not respond to its 
chemical cues because it is a novel predator. It should be noted that the replication in the 
winter lab and long term microcosm experiments was relatively low (m inim um  o f 5 for 
each treatment) and therefore, further experimentation is necessary to verify these 
observations.
The potential impacts o f introduced crabs in nonhem New England extend beyond 
declines in prey abundance. As detailed in Chapters IV  and V . the indirect effects o f crabs
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could affect multiple trophic levels as well as species that create habitat for other species 
i fucoid algae. M y tilu s  edulis). Prior to the introduction o f C. maenas in northern N ew  
England, there probably wasn't any other crab species that was abundant in the intertidal 
/one. particularly the mid or upper intertidal /one. In fact, in an early paper that examined  
predation in N ew  England. Menge ( 1076) did not account for crab predation because o f 
their low densities <4/nv) and small sizes (< 3 0  m m ) at his study sites. In contrast, the 
average density o f C. maenas over all of my sites was 6 1 ,4 /n r  at the 1.0 m tidal height and 
6 4 .X/nv at the 2.0 m tidal height. It is possible that the differences in density estimates 
between the two studies are due to a real increase in C. m aenas densities for the last 20  
years. There is evidence that populations o f C. maenas benefited from increased water 
temperatures and spread northwards during the middle part o f  the last century iCilude. 
1055). However, variation in search technique could also effectively account for the lower 
density estimates obtained by Menge (1076). Nevertheless, the high abundance o f C. 
maenas at my three study sites study testifies to the present necessity o f accounting for their 
predatory activities when examining factors that contribute to the community structure.
Prior to the establishment o f C. maenas. the only other generalized invertebrate 
predators that were common in the rocky intertidal /one were X uee lla  lap illu s  and Asterias  
sp. The changes in shell morphology that have been observed for .V. la p illu s  < Y erm eij. 
10X2) and L  nh tusata  (Seeley. 10X6; Trussed. 1006) fo llow ing the establishment o f f .  
maenas testify to their influence on the community. Crab predation is fundamentally 
different from that o f seastars or predatory gastropods because crab chelae are capable o f  
crushing or peeling shells. Defense against the predatory activities o f crabs requires 
different behavioral or structural compensation than defense against slow moving predators 
such as snails or seastars. For these reasons, the rocky intertidal prey community o f  
northern New England was particularly susceptible to the negative effects o f an introduced 
intertidal crab.
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Tyrrell i I 999) and Tyrrell and Harris (2001 ) created schematic models that 
predicted the impact o f / / .  sanguineus' predatory activities as well as w ith  its potential 
competition with C. maenas in northern New  England. One o f their most salient 
predictions was that a decline in the abundance and recruitment o f C. m aenas  would occur 
in the rocky intertidal /one due to the superior com petitive abilities o f / / ,  sanguineus  for 
shelter and food. This prediction w as validated shortly thereafter for southern New 
England by other researchers. In Long Island Sound. Lohrer and W hitlatch  (20<)21 
reported a 00 ( i decline in C. maenas abundance that coincided w ith a 10 fold increase in //. 
sanguineus  abundance. In addition. Tyrrell and Harris (2 (X )1 1 predicted that the 
establishment o f / / ,  sanguineus in northern New England would lead to declines in the 
abundance o f their preferred prey species. In the same paper. Tyrre ll and Harris reported 
the results from pairwise feeding preference trials w ith C. maenas and / / .  sanguineus  that 
utilized the four com mon rocky intertidal mollusk species o f northern New England. The 
resu l t s  from these laboratory trials indicated that M . edu lis  was the most preferred species 
followed by /.. a b tu s iiit i and /.. sa.xtitilis. l . i t to r in a  sa.xatilis may be the most susceptible to 
increased populations o f / / ,  su iw iiineus  in northern New England. This species has direct 
development and Lohrer i2(X)l i has noted that it declined markedly in southern New 
England in the past several years. Although they were not subjected to feeding preference 
trials per sc. the results from the microcosm experiments indicate that S. ba lano ides  is also 
readily consumed by both crab species, particularly H. sanguineus, and barnacles could 
decline as 11. sanguineus  becomes more common in northern New England. Interestingly, 
the study site that has the highest density o f / / ,  sanguineus, the H ilton Park 1.0 m site, also 
experienced a decline in the density o f 5. b a lano ides  from 1999 to 2(X)1. The decline in S. 
ba lano ides  at the H ilton  Park 1.0 m site continued into 2(X)2. (V l.C . Ty rrell, unpub. data) 
but the density o f / / ,  sanguineus  was slightly lower in 2002 as compared to 2(K) I . Further 
monitoring w ill be required to determine w hether the trend o f declining S. ba lano ides  with 
increasing H. sanguineus  continues at H ilton Park and the other study sites.
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As // .  sanguineus  continues to increase in northern New  England, its high feeding 
rate on S', ba lano ides  may lead to severe reductions in the abundance o f this prey species.
A reduction in .S', balanoides  is likely to lead to cascading effects on lower trophic levels 
and changes in the abundance o f its competitors and predators. Sem ibalanus b a lano ides  is 
an important prey item for the gastroptxi S 'uce ila  la p illu s  (Menge and Lubchenco. 19X1) 
and S. b a lano ides  and M. edu lis  compete for space ( Menge. 19761. I f  the abundance o f .S'. 
ba lano ides  is a lim iting resource for its predator. .V. la p illu s .  diminished populations of .S'. 
ba lano ides  could cause V. la p illu s  to shift to consuming more M . edulis. Interestingly. 
Petraitis i |9S 7 i suggested that the microtopography provided by barnacle tests enhances 
the recruitment success of M. edu lis  and Lubchenco i 19X3) suggested that Fueus  sp. 
germlmgs also benefit from the presence o f barnacle tests. The consequences o f  
diminished .S'. ba/am>itles populations could negatively affect both species that consume it 
as wel l  as species that benefit from the physical structure created by its test.
Large populations o f  / / .  sa iu ’tdneus could both directly and indirectly lead to 
redu ct io ns  m the abundance o f a suite o f intertidal species. However, because / / .
\ i i n ^ u u t e u s  has a generalist diet (Tyrre ll and Harris. 2 0 0 1 1 and because its m axim um  si/e  
(44  mm CAS -New Jersey. M cDerm ott. 2001 i is small compared to that o f C  niaenas  iN2 
mm CAS - M aine. Berrill. 19X21. the overall effect o f this new ly introduced crab species 
could be that o f a juvenile filter for both algae and other animal species. The high feeding 
rate o f / / .  sanguineus  as compared to C. m uenas  suggests that H. s u n lit  incus  could have a 
larger per capita impact than C. niaenas even though the maximum si/.e o f H. sanguineus  is 
half o f that o f C. niaenas.
W hile  the increasing abundance o f  H. sm u ’ iiuw us  may have negative implications  
for lower trophic lev els, the effects o f  H. sanguineus  on higher trophic levels are less clear. 
T o  date, there is no published research that addresses the impacts of the introduction o f H. 
sanguineus  to its potential predators. Predators o f  H . sanguineus  are likely to include 
larger crustaceans, birds and fish. In a nine year examination o f the impacts o f the invasion
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o f C. n iaenas  on the I  .S. Pacific coast. Grosholz et al. (2000) found that the increasini: 
abundance o f C. m acnas did not have bottom-up effects on birds but that C. m acnas  did 
exert strong top-down control on the prey com m unity. These authors predicted that 
bottom -up control o f C. m acnas  on birds w ill occur as C. nuienus  expands its population 
w ithin the study site and its range over the entire region. It is reasonable to expect that a 
sim ilar phenomenon max occur for the H. sanguineus  invasion on the I  .S. Atlantic coast: 
therefore, changes in higher trophic levels may lag behind changes in prey and competitor 
populations.
Previous research into the impacts o f C. m acnas  on the I  .S. Atlantic coast has been 
undertaken on a species by species basis. This dissertation is the first effort to infer some 
o f the com m unity-u ide impacts o f the introduction o f C. macnas and to predict some o f the 
potential impacts o f H. sanguineus in northern New England. It appears that the 
establishment o f / / ,  sanguineus  is imminent in this region and therefore it mav be possible 
to test some o f the predictions o f this research in the near future. I f / / ,  sanguineus has 
sim ilar behavior in northern New England as it did in the microcosms and in southern New 
Eingland. the rocky intertidal community could soon be dominated by a "new" introduced 
crab species that has a higher per capita impact than the "old" introduced crab species.
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